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Combining single
molecule force and
fluorescence tools
This chapter has been published as a review: M.J. Jacobs, K. Blank, Chemical
Science, Vol. 5 2014, 1680-1697
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1. Combining single molecule force and fluorescence tools

1.1

Introduction

Understanding mechanical processes at the molecular level is a crucial aspect
of both Materials Science and Biology. Biological systems utilize mechanical information to sense and interact with their environment. Mechanical signals are,
for example, involved in cancer metastasis 1 and stem cell differentiation 2 where
they appear to be equally important as biochemical signals. The mechanical
properties of many cells and tissues have been investigated 3;4;5 and the downstream cellular response following a mechanical stimulation has been recorded
for a number of systems. 6 Although several key players have been identified,
still little is known about the proteins that sense the mechanical signal and
convert it into the biochemical response, i.e. the molecular force sensors. In
general, force acting on a protein is believed to trigger a conformational change.
This conformational change might in turn lead to the exposure of cryptic sites
that facilitate ligand binding (e.g. talin 7 and fibronectin 8 ), become accessible
for protease cleavage (e.g. collagen, 9 the Notch receptor 10 and van Willebrand
factor 11 ) or become enzymatically active themselves (e.g. titin kinase 12;13 ).
Alternatively, the applied force might strengthen a receptor ligand interaction
(e.g. the catch bonds observed for selectins 14 and the bacterial adhesin FimH 15 )
ensuring that it withstands the mechanical stress.
From a Materials Science perspective mechanoresponsive biological systems
are highly sophisticated functional materials that have evolved impressive selfreporting and self-healing properties. 16 Biological systems are consequently an
important source of inspiration for designing novel materials with these properties. But also purely synthetic mechanoresponsive molecules (mechanophores)
have been developed in recent years. Mechanochemistry, i.e. the design, synthesis and characterization of synthetic mechanophores, is a rapidly growing field
of research. 17;18;19 Many interesting molecular designs have been implemented
such as predetermined mechanical breaking points, 19;20;21 mechanochromic
dyes 22;23 and mechanically activated latent catalysts. 24;25;26
A detailed understanding of force-structure-function relationships is essential
for establishing the mechanisms of biological force sensing and for the systematic design of synthetic mechanophores. A crucial bottleneck is the lack of
characterization methods that allow for quantifying the molecular forces while
at the same time correlating the mechanical stimulus with the observed change
in function. Synthetic mechanophores are mostly characterized using ensemble techniques 27 such as tensile testing instruments 23 or ultrasound polymer
mechanochemistry 19;21;24;25;26 whereas biological force sensors are frequently
characterized using single molecule force spectroscopy. The single molecule
force spectroscopy toolkit allows for the direct application of a defined force
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to a single molecule. The applied force is a well-controlled external parameter
that leads to a defined and quantifiable change in the energy landscape of the
molecule or molecular interaction. 28;29 Measuring stabilities and kinetics at
different forces further allows extrapolation to “force-free” conditions using
well-established theoretical models. 30;31;32 Considering the versatility of this
approach, single molecule methods have great potential for the characterization
of synthetic mechanophores where little information about the molecular forces
is currently available.
Single molecule force spectroscopy is powerful, but cannot always report on
the mechanically induced change in structure or function. This is only possible
when the mechanical manipulation leads to bond rupture 9;14;15 or when it alters
the length of the molecule. 22;33 Not all mechanoresponsive molecules, however,
react to the mechanical stimulus in a way that allows a force spectroscopy-based
readout. Single molecule fluorescence microscopy provides a complementary
strategy. Combining the two approaches adds many new possibilities for detecting a force-induced molecular response such as a conformational change,
a binding event or a catalytic reaction. Consequently, the high interest in
mechanosensing in biological and synthetic systems has motivated many recent
efforts to combine force spectroscopy with single molecule fluorescence detection.

1.2

Aim and outline of this thesis

The goal of this thesis is the detailed molecular characterization of two potential
molecular force sensors that combine self-reporting with self-healing properties.
It focuses both on understanding the sensing mechanism itself and on the
development of the techniques required to investigate these force sensors. In this
chapter the reader is introduced to the currently used approaches for combining
single molecule force spectroscopy with fluorescence measurements. After
briefly introducing the commonly used force and fluorescence techniques, the
specific challenges arising from combining these techniques are discussed. The
strategies developed to overcome these obstacles are described and the molecular
systems that have been characterized using such a combined approach are
introduced. Not all of them are necessarily directly involved in mechanosensing.
This chapter is meant to provide a comprehensive overview of the many
different possibilities of establishing force-structure-function relationships. The
instrumental setups and experimental strategies developed can be applied
broadly and will be of crucial importance for the future characterization of
mechanically responsive molecules. Mechanical insight can also be obtained
using a number of alternative techniques such as flow-stretching assays or
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rheology even though they do not always allow for a direct quantification of
the force at the single molecule level. This chapter is therefore concluded with
a short summary of these techniques.
To provide an overview of the state of the art, chapter 2 introduces the key
design principles of the currently known (and calibrated) molecular force
sensors and discusses their suitability for biological as well as materials science
applications.
In chapter 3, the design and construction of a combined AFM-TIRF microscope,
required for the experimental characterization of the MFSs studied throughout
this thesis, is described.
The first potential MFS to be studied is based on the [1,2,3]-triazole unit formed
in the reaction of azides with alkynes. Mechanically induced cycloreversion
of [1,2,3]-triazoles has been proposed recently and debated controversially. A
MFS based on the mechanical reversibility of strain promoted azide-alkyne
cycloaddition (SPAAC) reactions would provide a powerful new building block
for the straightforward synthesis of materials. It would provide self-healing
(triazole reformation) as well as self-reporting (fluorogenic reporter system)
properties so that a multifunctional MFS would become available once the
force required for cycloreversion has been calibrated.
Chapter 4 provides a systematic Density Functional Theory (DFT) study
investigating the mechanical reversibility of SPAAC reactions. In the following,
the most promising MFS is investigated experimentally to determine the force
required for its activation (chapter 5).
The second potential MFS is based on a latent catalysts, that becomes activated
upon exposure to a force higher than a threshold force. Similar to the triazole
unit described above, also latent catalysts, perfectly combine self-reporting
and self-healing properties in one MFS. The latent catalyst investigated in this
thesis and described in chapters 6 and 7 is based on a carbene-isothiocyanate
adduct. Here simulation and experimental approaches are combined in order
to unravel the activation mechanism and to determine the threshold force.
Finally, chapter 8, the epilogue, highlights the most important conclusions
derived from the characterization of these two mechanophores.

1.3

Single molecule force spectroscopy (SMFS)

Mechanical single molecule manipulation and detection requires a force probe
that is directly attached to the target molecule allowing for the application of the
force. Using optical tweezers (OTs), magnetic tweezers (MTs) and the atomic
force microscope (AFM), this force can be directly quantified after calibration
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Figure 1.1: Comparison of the three most common force spectroscopy techniques.
While the force range partly overlaps, the stiffness is unique for the three different
instruments. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) and optical tweezers (OT) are
usually limited to one molecule under force at a time. In contrast, magnetic
tweezers (MT) allow for multiplexing.

of the force probe. The application of these techniques is mostly determined
by their specific range of operation characterized by the linear force range and
the stiffness of the force probe (Figure 1.1). The stiffness of the force probe
describes its resistance to deformation and, consequently, determines how fast it
reacts to movements of the attached molecule. When using a low-stiffness force
probe, small deviations in the location of the molecule have only a minor effect
on the force applied. This is a clear advantage for applications where the force
acting on the molecule needs to be held constant (force-clamp), especially in the
low force range. On the other hand, a low stiffness limits the applicability of the
force probe for applications where the force acting on the molecule needs to be
increased (force-ramp). A stiff force probe allows for faster adjustments of the
force in these applications. Obviously, stiff probes in force-clamp applications
react to minor displacements of the attached molecule causing a high noise
level. When describing the different techniques in the following, the focus is on
the aspects most relevant for combining these techniques with single molecule
fluorescence microscopy. Several excellent reviews describing force-based single
molecule techniques in more detail have been published recently. 34;35;36;37;38
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1.3.1

Atomic force microscopy (AFM)

The atomic force microscope (AFM) is widely known for its imaging capability,
allowing for the depiction of biological samples under ambient conditions with
sub-nanometer resolution. 39 Apart from imaging, which lies beyond the scope
of this review, the AFM is a versatile single molecule force tool. Its principle
of operation is based on the law of levers. A sharp tip is attached to a flexible
cantilever and the molecule of interest is immobilized between the tip and a
surface. Movements of the tip, resulting from a response of the molecule, are
detected using a laser that is focused on the back of the cantilever and reflected
onto a photosensitive diode. In this way, very small vertical and horizontal
movements of the tip can be recorded and forces between 10 pN and 100 nN are
detected. The AFM covers a big force range and reaches a time resolution down
to the sub-millisecond range. It allows for both force-ramp and for force-clamp
applications although OTs and MTs are superior for force-clamp measurements
in the low force range.

1.3.2

Optical tweezers

Since their invention by Arthur Ashkin in 1986, 40 optical tweezers (OTs) have
rapidly become a standard tool in single molecule manipulation. They utilize
optical gradient forces: when a laser beam is focused, a strong electrical field
gradient is generated in the beam waist, which attracts dielectric microparticles
towards the waist center. Force readout is achieved by monitoring the light
scattered by the trapped particle using a quadrant-photodiode. The force
generated by the field gradient is usually in the pN range and linearly decreases
for short displacements off the center.
In most biological applications polystyrene beads are used for trapping as
the biomolecule of interest can be coupled to the bead easily. To apply a
force on the molecule, a second attachment point is needed which can either
be the surface of the sample chamber, a second bead held by a micropipette
or a second bead in another optical trap. To uncouple the target molecule
completely from external vibrations, a configuration with two optical traps is
the method of choice (Dumbbell configuration 41 ). This method is technically
more challenging but allows for 3D manipulation with low noise and low drift.
Depending on the geometry of the setup, optical tweezers cover a force range of
0.1 pN up to 100 pN, have a temporal resolution between 0.2 ms to 20 ms and
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can achieve sub-nanometer spatial resolution. OTs are used for both force-ramp
and force-clamp experiments.

1.3.3

Magnetic tweezers

Magnetic tweezers (MTs) consist of a pair of magnets (permanent or electromagnetic) on top of a sample chamber. Paramagnetic beads, immersed in
the sample chamber, are attracted to the magnets. This allows for stretching
molecules that are coupled to both the beads and the bottom surface of the
sample chamber. Brownian motion of the beads varies as a function of the
applied force and can be used as an indirect readout. Bead motion is detected
optically with a time resolution between 1 ms and 100 ms. Movement in the
x- and y-direction is determined by tracking the center of the bead’s interference fringes. Variation in the fringe pattern gives information on the relative
z-position with an accuracy down to 10 nm. Magnetic tweezers can cover a
huge force range from 10−3 pN to 104 pN.
One key characteristic of MTs is their low stiffness making force fluctuations
negligible even in the low force range. At the same time it is difficult to increase
the force quickly and the beads would have to be moved over long distances
to alter the force. The magnetic field can only be modified slowly, however,
and the big magnetic beads cause hydrodynamic drag. MTs are consequently
hardly used in force-ramp experiments, but are ideal for force-clamp experiments. MTs allow for measuring many molecules in parallel. The magnets
generate a magnetic field gradient that is orders of magnitude bigger than the
size of the magnetic beads, so that the same force can be applied to several
beads simultaneously, increasing the throughput. Lastly, MTs can be used to
simultaneously apply torque to a molecule by rotating the magnetic field, 42 a
feature that cannot be achieved with AFM and requires advanced setups with
optical tweezers. 43

1.4

Single molecule fluorescence microscopy

Single molecule fluorescence microscopy (SMFM) aims to optically detect the
location of target molecules by specifically labeling them with fluorophores.
The spatial resolution is normally diffraction limited to ∼ 200 nm. But smaller
objects down to 2 - 20 nm can be localized or resolved by using techniques
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such as FIONA (fluorescence imaging with one nanometer accuracy), 44 STED
(stimulated emission depletion), 45 SOFI (super-resolution optical fluctuation
imaging) 46 or any of the superresolution imaging techniques based on stochastic
localization. 47;48;49 In addition, time-dependent processes can be followed.
SMFM offers a wide range of time scales, from microseconds to seconds,
depending on the detector hardware and the area imaged (widefield vs. confocal
detection). Single molecule fluorescence is consequently not only used to image
but also to track the movement of fluorescently labeled molecules and to
follow dynamic processes within one molecule such as catalytic events 50;51 or
conformational changes. 52;53;54 Conformational changes occur on the 0.1 nm –
10 nm length scale and require FRET-based 55 (Fluorescence Resonance Energy
Transfer; distance fluctuations between 2 – 8 nm), or electron transfer-based 56
(below 1 nm) reporter systems. Fluorescence-based optical approaches for
studying single molecules are commonly used and only their main characteristics
will be briefly summarized. The interested reader is referred to more detailed
reviews on single molecule fluorescence. 57;58;59

1.4.1

Widefield fluorescence microscopy

In widefield epifluorescence microscopy the desired area of the sample is illuminated and imaged with a field of view of up to 2 x 2 mm2 depending on the
magnification used. CCD cameras are the most frequently used detectors. The
optical geometry is simple and features anywhere within the sample can be
monitored. Most importantly, camera detection allows for monitoring many
molecules in parallel, providing statistics from a large number of individual
molecules. As a result of the camera detection, the temporal resolution is
limited to the millisecond range. Besides the low temporal resolution, epifluorescence microscopy suffers from a low signal-to-noise (S:N) ratio. A crucial
factor limiting the S:N ratio of the instrument is the detection volume. While
the signal scales linearly, the background intensity scales to the power of three
with the detection volume. Widefield TIRF (Total Internal Refection Fluorescence) microscopy restricts the detection volume to a thin layer (∼200 nm)
illuminated by a standing wave (evanescent field) near a dielectric interface.
This surface can either be a prism or a cover slip in objective-based TIRF.
In this way, TIRF achieves high S:N ratios while providing the possibility of
observing many molecules in parallel.
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Confocal fluorescence microscopy

In a confocal microscope the detection is limited to one point on the sample,
using a diffraction limited laser spot to excite the fluorophores. The detection
volume is further restricted in the z-direction by placing a small (50 - 100 µm)
pinhole in the detection path. In this way, only in-focus light originating from a
small (0.5 - 1 femtoliter) spheroidal volume within the sample is allowed to reach
the detector. For single molecule detection, avalanche photodiodes provide the
required sensitivity and a superior time resolution in the nanosecond range.
To obtain an image in order to find a target molecule, the surface needs to be
scanned in a raster like fashion, also restricting the statistics to one molecule
at a time. In contrast to widefield TIRF microscopy, confocal detection is not
limited to molecules close to a surface.

1.5

Combined force - fluorescence approaches

As powerful as force spectroscopy and fluorescence microscopy are individually, their combination allows for addressing unique questions that cannot be
answered with any single technique alone. To take maximum advantage of a
combined force-fluorescence instrument, the two techniques should complement
their strengths. Ideally they should match in temporal as well as spatial resolution and have the same ability for multiplexing.
Most importantly, the combined use of both techniques should not hamper either technique’s performance. Each technique has its own specific requirements
and the interplay of the two might come at the price of combination-specific
drawbacks: the presence of a force probe might increase the fluorescence background and the presence of an optical detection pathway might add vibrations
that couple into the force detection system. In general, experiments that
require a simultaneous measurement of both force and fluorescence are far more
challenging to implement. Sequential operation of both detection principles is
the easiest strategy to avoid interference between them. On the other hand, the
full potential of a combined setup can only be exploited when one technique is
used for manipulation, while the other provides simultaneous readout.
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Combining AFM-force spectroscopy with fluorescence

Combined AFM-fluorescence setups have originally been developed for imaging
applications and are commonly used to overlay AFM topography images with
fluorescence data. Instruments for sequential AFM and fluorescence imaging are
commercially available 60 and the applications have been reviewed elsewhere. 6
More recently, combined AFM-fluorescence instruments have been used for
applying and measuring forces. Before a combined AFM-fluorescence setup can
be used for a simultaneous measurement of force and fluorescence, the following
problems need to be overcome: the AFM laser as well as the AFM tip might
interfere with the fluorescence signal. Further, vibrations from the optics setup
can couple into the sample affecting the force-resolution of the AFM. 61
Addressing the problem of the AFM laser interfering with the optical signal,
AFM manufacturers have reacted to the increasing demand of AFMs compatible
with fluorescence microscopes. They offer AFM-lasers in the IR range equipped
with additional filters to lower the interference with commonly used dyes in
the visible spectral range. 60 Depending on their material and shape, AFM
cantilevers show autofluorescence or affect the fluorescence signal otherwise.
A systematic study performed by Gaiduk et al. 62 showed that the relative
fluorescence intensity of the AFM-cantilever further depends on the distance
of the tip apex from the imaging plane. At > 300 nm separation, the signal
for silicon nitride (Si3 N4 ) cantilevers is below the single molecule detection
limit and does no longer interfere with fluorescence measurements. The short
penetration depth of the evanescent field of objective-based TIRF microscopes
(∼ 200 nm) thus reduces the problem of tip autofluorescence or scattering in
most cases. ‘Biolever mini’ cantilevers, made of pure silicon, display intrinsically
low autofluorescence. 63 They seem to be the perfect choice for combined single
molecule fluorescence and force spectroscopy as they also fulfill the need for
small cantilevers for force spectroscopy. 64 Unfortunately, it is difficult to focus
especially the long wavelength AFM lasers on the back of these cantilevers.
Stray light may be reflected from the sample surface and cause optical interferences with the actual AFM signal, dramatically compromising the resolution.
The major issue that compromises the performance of the AFM in combined
instruments are vibrations that couple into the sample. 61 The instrument can
be protected easily from typical noise sources such as acoustic noise and vibrations of the building by placing it into a soundproof box and onto an active
table. Noise sources from inside the instrument remain problematic, however.
Due to geometrical considerations, prism-based TIRF cannot be combined with
AFM so that objective-based TIRF or confocal setups need to be used. The
required objectives have very short working distances and require thin cover
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Figure 1.2: Height fluctuations of the cover slip surface determined for different
AFM-TIRF microscope designs with (a) an objective revolver (standard configuration), (b) a piezo for focusing the objective lens and (c) a setup with fixed
objective and movable tube lens for focusing. Reproduced from ref. 61 , permission
to be obtained.

slips (< 0.2 mm) to mount the sample. These thin cover slips are susceptible to
vibrations. Gumpp et al. 61 compared the height fluctuations of the cover slip
surface for a standard commercial TIRF microscope with an objective revolver,
a setup with a piezo moving the objective for focusing and a setup with a
fixed objective and a moveable tube lens. 61 Both setups that had the focusing
mechanism connected to the objective suffered from cover slip vibrations of
± 1 nm. Only the setup with the fixed objective showed significantly reduced
vibrations permitting high-resolution single molecule force spectroscopy (Figure
1.2).
As a direct consequence of the above problems, only a small number of experiments have been performed to date where force and fluorescence detection
were performed simultaneously. In most experiments the AFM tip was used
to transport the molecule of interest to a specific area and the fluorescence
was measured in subsequent steps. The high lateral resolution of the AFM
allows for the positioning of single molecules on a surface with nanometer
accuracy. Making clever use of the shear and unzip geometry of DNA, Gaub
and coworkers developed a cut-and-paste strategy that allowed for picking up
individual DNA molecules from one area on a surface and delivering them onto
another area (Figure 1.3). 65;66;67;68;69 Using a combined AFM-TIRF setup, the
cut-and-paste process was followed by AFM and the assembled patterns as
well as single deposited Cy3 dyes 68 were detected using the TIRF microscope.
Experiments that combine mechanical manipulation of single molecules with
simultaneous fluorescence readout mostly use biomolecules that are labeled
with multiple fluorophores to obtain high fluorescence intensities. Several
studies have been performed that attempted to relate the fluorescence signal of
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Figure 1.3: Single molecule cut-and-paste.
The cut-and-paste process
makes use of the hierarchical binding forces of 3 different DNA duplexes:
Funzip <Fshear1 <Fshear2 . A short strand of single stranded DNA (ssDNA) is
coupled to the cantilever and hybridizes to complementary ssDNA in the depot area to yield a short duplex in shear configuration. This complementary
sequence is connected to a double stranded DNA (dsDNA) duplex in unzipping
configuration. As Funzip is lower than Fshear1 , the DNA is picked up by the
AFM cantilever and can be delivered to the target area. On the target area the
ssDNA forms a duplex with a new DNA strand (Fshear2 ). Now two duplexes in
shear configuration are stretched in series and compared with each other. The
shorter duplex (Fshear1 ) ruptures leaving the cantilever with the initial ssDNA.
The cut-and-paste process is followed optically as the transferred DNA molecule
is fluorescently labeled. Reproduced from ref. 65 , permission to be obtained.

fluorescently labeled DNA 70;71 or titin 72 to an applied force. More recently,
experiments have been set up to investigate the effect of force on enzymatic
activity. Using a combined AFM-TIRF microscope, Candida antarctica lipase B
(CalB) enzymes were stretched up to a threshold force defined by an antibodyantigen interaction (Figure 1.4). Meanwhile the enzymatic activity was followed
by recording the cleavage of a fluorogenic substrate and a correlation between
the force and activity cycles was observed. 73 More recently, the approach
has been developed further for investigating the mechanical activation of the
cryptic catalytic site in titin kinase. 13 The protein was positioned in a zero
mode waveguide structure to reduce the detection volume. This allowed for
the use of the fluorescently labeled substrate Cy3-ATP and substrate binding
was detected for the stretched enzyme.
A combined AFM-confocal instrument was used to investigate domain unfolding of single HPPK (6-hydoxymethyl-7,8-dihydropterin pyrophosphokinase)
enzymes. HPPK molecules were stretched while unfolding was monitored
simultaneously using a single FRET pair. 74 Using the light scattered by the
AFM tip, it was possible to align both the tip and the confocal volume at
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Figure 1.4: Experimental setup for the mechanical manipulation of the enzyme
CalB with an AFM. To eliminate possible fluorescence background from the AFM
cantilever an agarose bead was attached to the cantilever. The use of an antibodyantigen interaction (brown) facilitates reversible stretching and relaxation cycles
of the enzyme (blue). The fluorogenic substrate 5,6-carboxyfluorescein diacetate
(CFDA) was used to detect enzymatic turnovers with a TIRF microscope. 73

the position of a single enzyme. Both donor and acceptor fluorescence were
detectable on top of the background signal originating from the tip and changes
in the FRET efficiency could be measured during the approach and retract
cycles.
In summary, the AFM is a powerful tool that can be combined with both confocal and TIRF microscopes. Overcoming the fluorescent background introduced
by the AFM and the force vibrations originating from the optical detection
system have been serious problems that are currently being solved. First real
single molecule experiments are now possible and the potential of the combined
approach can now be fully exploited.

1.5.2

Combining optical tweezers with fluorescence

Being a purely optical approach, the combination of OTs with single molecule
fluorescence seems obvious. The same objective can be used for both, bead and
fluorescence detection, using a dichroic mirror that separates the signals. Nevertheless, such a combination does not come without problems. Most fluorescent
dyes show enhanced photobleaching when exposed to the high-intensity, near
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Figure 1.5: Experimental setups allowing for the combination of optical trapping
with TIRF excitation. (a) single trap configuration as described by Lang et al. 77 ,
showing the unzipping of dsDNA labeled with internally quenched fluorophores;
(b) double trap configuration with a glass pedestal. This example illustrates actin
being stretched between the traps. Myosin is immobilized on the glass pedestal,
as described by Ishijima et al. 78

infrared trapping laser. The mechanism involves the absorption of two photons
but is not yet fully understood. It might depend on the fluorophore used with,
for example, Cy3 being far more sensitive than tetramethylrhodamine. 75;76 The
biggest challenge in any combined OT-fluorescence setup is consequently the
prevention of photobleaching of the fluorophore(s) to be detected. A number
of different solutions have been implemented such as labeling the molecule of
interest with many fluorophores or using photostable quantum dots instead.
Alternatively, the trapping laser can be spatially or temporarily separated from
the part of the sample that contains the fluorescently labeled molecules to be
studied. Depending on the fluorescence detection scheme used, single trap
or dual trap configurations introduce additional challenges. Dual traps, for
example, are difficult to combine with TIRF excitation. Due to the size of the
beads used for trapping, the stretched molecule would be located outside the
evanescent field. Single traps where the molecule is attached to the cover slip
surface are an easy solution (Figure 1.5a). Alternatively, microfabricated glass
pedestals can be used (Figure 1.5b). They can be placed between the trapped
beads while serving as a prism for TIRF excitation.
The first experiment that combined optical tweezers with fluorescence detection
was performed by Chu and coworkers in 1991. 79 The experiment was designed
to study the elasticity of fluorescently labeled DNA using a configuration with
two optical traps and an image intensified video camera for fluorescence detection. In this experiment, enhanced photobleaching was a minor problem.
The experiment was performed with a large DNA molecule (λ-DNA) that was
stained with a very high number of ethidium bromide fluorophores. Using
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this strategy, it was possible for the first time to observe and manipulate a
single DNA molecule. In a similar experiment, YOYO-1 labeled λ-DNA was
stretched between an optical trap and a micropipette. 80 It was observed that
YOYO-1 binding elongated the DNA by a factor of 1.2. At the same time,
the orientation of the YOYO-1 dyes relative to the DNA axis was determined
using fluorescence polarization.
While the above experiments aimed at the analysis of a single DNA molecule,
they did not allow for observing single fluorophores. In one early experiment
by Lang and coworkers 77 simultaneous single molecule force and fluorescence
detection was performed using the above mentioned tetramethylrhodamine that
is hardly affected by the trapping laser. In this experiment, the mechanical
unzipping of a short DNA strand labeled with one fluorophore each was studied
using a single trap configuration combined with TIRF excitation (Figure 1.5a).
Initially quenched, the fluorescence was recovered when separating the DNA
strands. In such a force-ramp experiment, the exposure of the fluorophores to
the trapping laser and the excitation laser can be limited to the duration of
the force-ramp preventing fast fluorophore inactivation.
In force-clamp experiments the fluorophore is usually exposed to the excitation
and the trapping laser for significantly longer times. The use of quantum dots
(QDs) as fluorescent labels provides a more general solution to the enhanced
photobleaching problem due to their exceptional brightness and photostabiltiy.
QDs have, for example, been used for labeling EcoRV enzymes. Sliding along
a stretched DNA molecule, the diffusion constant of these QD-labeled enzymes
was measured at the single molecule level using a setup combining two optical
traps with brightfield fluorescence imaging. 81 In a similar experimental setup,
using epifluorescence illumination, the feasibility of fluorescence imaging with
nanometer accuracy (FIONA) was investigated. 82 In this proof-of-principle
experiment, a single QD was attached to an actin filament in the trap. The
high brightness of the QD allowed its localization with an accuracy of 2 nm,
which was similar to a QD immobilized on a glass surface. Although quantum
dots as fluorescent labels offer a technically simple solution, their application
introduces new challenges. Currently, their blinking behavior, their huge size
as well as the lack of suitable coupling strategies restricts their applicability. 83
Other experimental designs have been implemented to circumvent the problem
of enhanced photobleaching while allowing for true single molecule fluorescence
detection. A promising and straightforward strategy is the usage of long spacers
to spatially separate the optical trap(s) from the fluorescence excitation area
(Figure 1.5b and Figure 1.6). Using this approach, Yanagida and coworkers
were the first to observe single myosin molecules while walking on a stretched
actin filament. 84 After binding of the fluorescently labeled myosin molecule to
the actin filament held between two optical traps, its movement along the 15 µm
long filament was followed in an epifluorescence microscope. Using a modified
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experimental setup, single ATP turnovers were observed that correlated with
myosin walking. 78 Following these initial experiments, TIRF excitation with
microfabricated glass pedestals (Figure 1.5b) was subsequently implemented to
improve the S:N ratio. 78 Cy5-labeled myosin molecules were immobilized on
the glass pedestal and a Cy5-labeled actin filament was stretched between two
optical traps. First, actin and myosin were brought close to each other while
monitoring the process using epi-illumination. After binding of myosin to the
actin filament, single turnovers of Cy3-ATP were observed after switching to
TIRF excitation.
Just as actin filaments, long DNA molecules represent useful spacers that allow
for the spatial separation of fluorescence excitation and bead trapping (Figure
1.6). Due to its length of ∼ 16 µm, λ-DNA is an ideal spacer for combined
OT-fluorescence measurements. But also other DNA molecules of micrometer
length have been synthesized and used as spacers. DNA is easily attached
to the trapping beads and a number of experiments have been performed
to investigate DNA-protein interactions. In the first experiment, the DNA
was stretched between two optical traps while the force-dependent association
and dissociation of single fluorescently labeled RNA polymerase molecules
was monitored using TIRF excitation with a glass pedestal. 85 Other DNA
binding proteins have been studied using widefield illumination. These include
the recombinase RAD51, 86;87 human mitochondrial transcription factor A
(TFAM) 88 and the bacterial DNA recombination protein RecA. 89 Further, the
single strand binding proteins mtSSB (human mitochondrial single stranded
binding protein) and RPA (replication protein A) have been used to monitor
the appearance of single stranded DNA (ssDNA) when overstretching DNA. 90
Long λ-DNA spacers have also been used for studying the switching behavior
of the Holliday junction as a function of force. 52 The Holliday junction exists in
different conformations that can be distinguished using FRET. Using a single
trap configuration, the Holliday junction was immobilized on a cover slip and
attached to the bead via a λ-DNA linker (Figure 1.6). A confocal microscope
was used to monitor switching between the two conformations characterized by
their different FRET efficiencies. The same experimental setup was used to
investigate the mechanism of E. coli single strand binding (SSB) protein when
moving on DNA. Using a FRET reporter system, it could be shown that SSB
is sliding instead of rolling on ssDNA. 91
The use of long spacers imposes strong constraints on the experimental design,
limiting the biological systems that can be studied to molecular motors and
processes involving nucleic acids. A more general strategy is the temporal
separation of the trapping laser and the excitation laser. Using acousto-optical
devices, trapping and fluorescence detection can be easily alternated. For
sufficiently high modulation frequencies in the kHz range, neither the trap
stiffness nor the sensitivity of the fluorescence detection scheme are affected
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Figure 1.6: Long DNA spacers for simultaneous OT-FRET measurements. A
FRET labeled biomolecule is surface tethered and connected to the optical trap via
a long (λ-DNA) spacer. In this way the fluorescence detection (TIRF or confocal)
is spatially separated from the high intensity trapping laser, circumventing
enhanced photo bleaching and increased background fluorescence. Illustrated is
the example of the Holliday Junction, as described by Hohng et al. 52

(Figure 1.7). More importantly, the photostability of the used Cy3 dye improved
20-fold. 92 The first experiment using interlaced excitation was designed to
study the force-induced rupture of a DNA duplex using only one fluorophore. 92
Subsequently, interlaced excitation enabled a detailed FRET study of a DNA
hairpin (Figure 1.7). Several cycles of reversible opening and closing could be
followed for 65 seconds. 53
The above experiments have been performed using a single trap and TIRF
excitation. In this configuration only two lasers need to be interlaced whereas

Figure 1.7: Interlaced OT and fluorescence excitation allowing for simultaneous
OT and FRET measurements, without the need for long spacers. For sufficiently
high switching frequencies (kHz) neither the trap performance, nor the fluorescence resolution (TIRF or confocal) is compromised. Illustrated is the example
of a FRET labeled DNA hairpin, as described by Tarsa et al. 53
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experiments with a dual trap require the synchronization of three laser lines.
Different pulse schemes are possible involving sequential 93 or simultaneous
illumination 94 of the two traps. Advanced dual-trap setups with interlaced
trapping and fluorescence detection are technically challenging but clearly are
the most powerful strategy developed so far to combine optical trapping with
single molecule fluorescence detection.
Summarizing, OTs are perfectly compatible with either confocal or widefield
fluorescence microscopy. Single trap configurations or pedestal shaped prisms
also allow for TIRF excitation. Many strategies to overcome the enhanced
photobleaching problem have been successfully developed and a number of
biological systems have been measured with single molecule force and fluorescence resolution. Interlacing the trapping laser with the fluorescence excitation
laser is the most general solution and has facilitated impressive single molecule
fluorescence performance.

1.5.3

Combining magnetic tweezers with fluorescence

Combining magnetic tweezers with fluorescence microscopy offers additional
possibilities for studying single molecule behavior. Force-clamp experiments can
be easily combined with the application of torque and a number of molecules
can be investigated in parallel. As force readout is achieved optically, the
combination with fluorescence seems straightforward. The beads can be illuminated with IR light so that the fluorescence signal can be separated from the
bead images via dichroic mirrors. The MT performance should consequently
not be affected by the presence of a fluorescence microscope. Integration with
widefield techniques maintains the possibility for observing many molecules in
parallel. Combinations with confocal microscopy eliminate this high throughput
advantage and no description of a combined instrument has been reported so
far.
Whereas force or torque detection is hardly affected in a combined setup, the
fluorescence measurements suffer from background fluorescence originating
from the magnetic beads. Most commercially available magnetic beads have a
latex coating that is autofluorescent. Two exceptions are the irregularly shaped
BioMagPlus beads (Polysciences) and ferromagnetic nanowires 42 . Both are
only useful for a limited range of applications, however. BiomagPlus beads
have been engineered for separation applications and, therefore, have a high
magnetic content. Variations in their magnetic content lead to force differences
of up to 100 % among different beads, restricting their use to experiments that
require low accuracy. Ferromagnetic particles might show force fluctuations
over time, as their magnetization is influenced by hysteresis. To overcome
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Figure 1.8: Brightfield-MT setup using a highly fluorescent rotor bead to track
rotation of the DNA molecule caused by gyrase activity, as described by Gore et
al. 96

the problem of bead autofluorescence, a number of solutions have been found
similar to the strategies employed in the AFM and OT setups.
The first setup based on an epifluorescence microscope was already established
in 1992 by Smith & Bustamante. 95 A DNA molecule was bound with one end to
the surface of a flow chamber and the free end was attached to a paramagnetic
bead. When manipulating the bead with both magnetic and flow forces, it could
be moved on a parabolic path. As the DNA was fluorescently labeled with a
large number of ethidium bromide fluorophores, its movement could be followed.
The analysis of the obtained force-extension curves yielded information about
the elastic behavior of DNA and revealed that DNA elasticity is influenced by
ethidium bromide intercalation.
A highly fluorescent reporter system was also employed for studying the enzyme
DNA gyrase. Its activity was followed by tracking the angular displacement of a
highly fluorescent rotor bead attached to the rotating DNA molecule 96 (Figure
1.8). The displacement of the bead is a direct measure of DNA supercoiling
resulting from gyrase activity. The MTs were needed to stretch the DNA
molecule perpendicular to the surface. More importantly, gyrase activity could
be studied as a function of the applied force. Besides using a highly fluorescent
rotor bead, the experimental design included a 2.4 µm long DNA spacer to
spatially separate the rotor bead from the magnetic bead avoiding fluorescence
crosstalk.
Even though the long DNA spacer improved the S:N ratio, single fluorophore
detection is not possible in an epifluorescence microscope due to the large detection volume. This is especially critical in the presence of several fluorescing
magnetic beads. TIRF microscopy has been used to overcome this problem.
When using long spacers or analyzing a long molecule of interest, the small
penetration depth of the evanescent field in the z-dimension allows for placing
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Figure 1.9: Long spacers for simultaneous MT and TIRF measurements. The
long DNA spacer ensures that the fluorescent beads are located outside the
evanescent field, significantly reducing the fluorescence background. Illustrated
is a FRET-based DNA force sensor as described by Shroff et al. 97

the fluorescing magnetic beads completely outside the fluorescence detection
volume. 97;98;99;100 MTs require surface tethered assays and the requirement to
record fluorescence close to a surface adds no further constraints. In order to
use the space on top of the flow chamber for magnets, objective based TIRF is
an evident choice.
This approach was first implemented by Shroff et al. 97 to characterize the
stretching behavior of ssDNA in a combined force and fluorescence experiment
(Figure 1.9). ssDNA oligonucleotides were labeled with two fluorophores forming a FRET pair and immobilized onto a cover slip. They were subsequently
attached to the magnetic beads using a λ-DNA handle. As the DNA was
stretched, the distance between the two fluorophores increased leading to a
decrease in the FRET efficiency. As it was possible to detect the fluorescence of
the individual chromophores, the force applied on the ssDNA could be directly
related to the FRET efficiency.
This experiment allowed the calibration of one of the first artificial molecular force sensors: the force applied on the molecule could be read out via
fluorescence while the molecule was stretched. The dynamic range of this
nanoscopic sensor is in the range of 0 - 20 pN and has subsequently been used
for investigating the bending behavior of double stranded DNA (dsDNA) on
small length scales. 101
Using a similar experimental setup, the B - Z transition of DNA was studied
as a function of tension and torsion applied to the DNA. 98 Z-DNA formation
increases the length of the DNA molecule and can consequently be determined
using FRET. In this experiment, a minimum force of 0.2 pN was applied to prevent coiling of the DNA that would pull the magnetic bead into the evanescent
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field causing background fluorescence. Lastly, a FRET reporter system was
implemented to investigate the (un)folding pathways of G-quadruplex DNA
when subjected to constant stretching forces ranging from 0.1 pN to 20 pN. 100
TIRF excitation combined with a long DNA spacer was also used for studying the mechanism of the rotary motor responsible for packing DNA into
bacteriophage Φ29. 99 A single fluorophore was coupled to the connector of
the immobilized capsid. Using a prism-based TIRF setup that facilitated the
detection of fluorescence polarization, it was shown that the connector is not
rotating while the DNA is packed into the capsid. Clearly long spacers help to
reduce the fluorescence background of the magnetic beads. Similar to the OT
experiments, they are only useful for a small number of experimental designs,
however, mostly involving nucleic acids. An approach that tolerated or was
not influenced by the autofluorescence of the magnetic beads was reported by
Adachi et al. 102 who observed the conversion of Cy3-ATP by F1 -ATPase under
forced rotation. While this TIRF experiment did not seem to suffer from the
presence of the magnetic beads, other experiments have been designed that take
advantage of the bead fluorescence or even use fluorescently labeled magnetic
beads. Bead fluorescence allows for establishing the location of the magnetic
beads. This strategy was successfully used for investigating the mechanosensing
properties of the protein talin. 7 Upon stretching, talin is expected to expose
cryptic vinculin-binding sites. As the stretched talin molecules themselves were
not fluorescently labeled, the autofluorescence of the magnetic beads allowed
for their localization in the TIRF field of view. The vinculin molecules were
labeled so that their binding to talin could be followed by fluorescence. The
observed fluorescence signal at the position of a talin molecule was consequently
the sum of the bead fluorescence and the fluorescence of the bound vinculin
molecules. After the vinculin molecules were allowed to find exposed binding
sites on talin, the sample was excited and the fluorescence signal was followed
over time. The number of discrete photobleaching steps revealed the number
of bound vinculin molecules and was found to vary as a function of the applied
force. The fluorescence of the magnetic beads cannot only be utilized to locate
their position in the x-y plane. When using TIRF excitation, the bead fluorescence can be calibrated to determine the z-height of a fluorescent particle
with sub-nanometer precision 103;104;105 (Figure 1.10). In a TIRF microscope
the intensity of the evanescent field decreases exponentially as a function of z
so that the fluorescence intensity is a direct measure of the distance between
the bead and the surface. Using electromagnetic tweezers, 104;106 the force can
be easily altered throughout the experiment allowing for force-clamp measurements at different forces as well as force-ramp experiments. In one example the
unfolding and refolding of Protein L was measured under force-clamp conditions
in the low force regime, not easily accessible with AFM. 106 The fluorescence of
the magnetic beads directly reported on the change in length resulting from
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Figure 1.10: Height dependence of the fluorescence intensity in an evanescent
field. The evanescent field decays exponentially from the surface. Consequently,
also the fluorescence emission of a magnetic bead placed at different z-heights
above the surface decays exponentially and can be employed for determining its
position. 100;101

unfolding or refolding of the protein. The (un)folding kinetics were determined
from measurements at different forces. In force-ramp experiments, the bead
fluorescence can be utilized to obtain the distance information required to
construct force-distance curves. 104 Using DNA hybridization as a test case, a
ssDNA molecule (200 bases long) was stretched in the presence and absence of a
complementary DNA oligonucleotide (50 bases). As ssDNA and dsDNA possess
different stiffness, the length of the double stranded fragment was obtained
from fitting the force-distance curves with appropriate polymer models. The
length of the double stranded section could be determined with the accuracy
of one base pair. This result clearly proves that obtaining distance information
from the bead fluorescence is more accurate than using the bead’s interference
fringes.
In summary, the above examples show that MTs are best combined with TIRF
widefield microscopy. Although this combination is easily implemented, the
autofluorescence of the magnetic beads currently limits the range of applications
of this powerful approach. The development of non-fluorescent magnetic beads
would circumvent the need for long spacers and facilitate a large number of novel
applications for studying mechanosensitive proteins that cannot be coupled to
DNA handles easily. Measurements that actually use the bead fluorescence for
obtaining position information in 3 dimensions have not yet been combined
with a fluorescent reporter system designed to report on molecular transitions.
To achieve this goal, beads with a narrow fluorescence emission spectrum are
needed so that the different fluorescence signals can be spectrally separated.
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Alternative techniques providing mechanical information

Force spectroscopy using the AFM, OTs or MTs is the gold standard for
single molecule force measurements. These techniques allow the simultaneous
application and measurement of the force with the same force probe at the
single molecule level. They have two limitations in common: their throughput
is low and they cannot be used in situ. Many alternative methods have been
developed that address these limitations (table 1.1). These techniques are
easier to implement but do not always provide single molecule resolution. Still,
these techniques provide a very useful addition to the mechanical toolkit as
they can also be used for the mechanical characterization of more complex
systems, such as cells and materials.

Table 1.1: Alternative methods developed for studying mechanical processes.

Technique
Multifrequency
AFM 107

Principle
Multifrequency AFM is an imaging technique. Unlike with
conventional AFM tapping mode, which use only one frequency, several frequencies are recorded. The different frequencies give access to different modes. These can be imagined as different channels that give access to different sample
properties, such as topography and mechanical information.
In this way maps of local stiffness or viscoeleastic properties
can be produced.
Continued on next page
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Table 1.1 – continued from previous page
Technique
Principle
Traction
The forces exerted by cells growing on an elastic substrate
force
mi- lead to deformation of the substrate. This deformation is
croscopy 108;109 read out optically using microbeads or nanopillars.
Fluorescent microbeads inside a thick elastic substrate film
are tracked while a cell pulls on the substrate. The force
can be deduced from the bead displacement within a substrate of known elasticity. The films are usually made of
polyacrylamide (PAA), which has the advantage of tunable
elasticity, and thus tunable sensitivity.
Nanopillar substrates consist of elastomeric micropost arrays, e.g. made from polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). The
degree of micropost bending depends on the traction forces
applied by the cell. The corresponding forces can be approximated by finite-element method (FEM) analysis.
Traction force microscopy can only measure forces. The
technique is not able to apply forces. It also does not provide
single molecule resolution.
Ultrasound 19;24 Acoustic pressure waves pass through a liquid and locally
compress and expand it. The resulting cavitation bubbles
implode leading to very high local strain rates. Ultrasound is
frequently used in the Materials Science community in a technique called polymer mechanochemistry. The mechanosensitive molecule is inserted between two equally long polymers.
Being pulled by the local strain, the polymers experience the
mechanical force and transfer it to the molecule of interest.
The strain rates and the corresponding molecular forces can
be calculated for a given system. 26
FlowFluid flow can be used to exert forces on immobilized
stretching 110;111;112
(bio)macromolecules such as DNA, provided that they are
sufficiently large. The stretching force is increased when
a micrometer-sized bead is attached to the free end of the
molecule. The flow rate can be tuned to vary the shear
rate and thus the shear stress acting on the molecule. Flowstretching can be applied to single molecules. Knowledge
of the local flow rate might allow a calibration of the force
acting on the molecule.
Continued on next page
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Table 1.1 – continued from previous page
Technique
Principle
Microfluidics 113 Besides flow-stretching assays, microfluidic setups can be
used in a number of different ways for exerting forces on
molecules or cells. These include both continuous flow and
droplet-based strategies where the liquid/droplet needs to
squeeze through a small nozzle. Alternatively, a flexible
membrane at a channel intersection can be used for stretching or compressing cells. 113 In some cases a quantification
of the forces might be possible.
114;115
Rheology
Rheology measures the deformation of a material (strain) as
a response to an externally applied force (stress). Different
geometries are possible allowing linear or rotational stress.
The shear stress as well as the shear rate is well defined and
tunable. In this way the elastic and viscous contributions
to the bulk material properties are characterized. Rheology
averages over a large number of molecules. A quantification
of the molecular forces is not possible.

Many of the above techniques utilize an optical readout (traction force microscopy, flow-stretching and microfluidics) or can easily be combined with
optical detection systems. Single molecule fluorescence detection has so far only
been implemented in flow-stretching 110 and microfluidic assays. 116 In general,
techniques that apply or measure forces near a surface (multifrequency AFM,
traction force microscopy, flow-stretching assays) are most easily combined
with wide field single molecule detection schemes. If the molecules are diffusing
freely (ultrasound, microfluidics) or are distributed in a 3D matrix (traction
force microscopy, rheology), confocal microscopy is the better choice. To illustrate the potential of combining these alternative techniques with fluorescence
detection, one example of flow stretching and rheology are each described in
the following.
In flow stretching, a long surface tethered (bio)polymer is stretched out in a
fluid flow. Wide field detection is most frequently used as it allows for the
observation of many molecules in parallel. The fluid flow aligns the molecules
in the flow direction. Depending on the magnitude of the force, it might further
partially or fully unfold the immobilized (bio)polymers. This technique has
for example been used for studying the interaction of fluorescently labeled
proteins with DNA. 110 In a different example, De Ceunynck et al. 111 studied
the proteolytic cleavage of the blood plasma protein von Willebrand factor
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(vWF) using a fluorescence microscope combined with a flow cell. Single elongated strings of vWF were visualized using fluorescently labeled platelets that
specifically bind to vWF molecules. Following the string length over time allows
for the detection of vWF cleavage in the presence and absence of the protease
ADAMTS13. Preceding cleavage, a local elongation of vWF was observed.
Rheology is normally used for bulk materials where many molecules are exposed
to the stress at the same time. Also the strain response is determined as an
average over many molecules. The resulting stress-strain relationships provide
information about the elastic and viscous properties of the material. The bulk
properties are well defined, but the local forces remain unknown. Frequently
studied samples are emulsions, gels or (bio)polymer networks. Combining
rheology with single molecule fluorescence detection can potentially reveal
heterogeneous stress distributions in these samples and provide valuable additional information about molecular processes. Rheology has already been
integrated with confocal detection schemes. This does not only avoid surface
effects, but also allows for scanning the sample in 3D. Even though confocal
rheology setups are commercially available and are commonly used in the food
industry, 114 the technique has only recently been implemented in biophysical
and materials research. Using a confocal rheometer, Schmoller et al. 115 observed a fluorescently labeled, crosslinked actin network after exposing it to
several rounds of stress. In between the deformation cycles 3D-image stacks
were recorded with the confocal microscope. Comparing the images before and
after applying the strain, rearrangements of the actin bundles were observed
that resulted in a hardened network. 115

1.6

Conclusions & outlook

The above examples highlight the potential of combined force-fluorescence
experiments for investigating force-structure-function relationships. A number
of different setups have been implemented that facilitate the mechanical manipulation of a single molecule while providing either sequential (Figure 1.11a)
or simultaneous (Figure 1.11b) fluorescence readout. These setups have now
reached a high level of maturity. They have enabled many novel experiments
where the effect of force on a variety of molecular systems has been studied, including protein and DNA folding, molecular interactions and catalytic
reactions. Most importantly, the first natural 7;13 and man-made molecular
force sensors have been characterized. 97;117 Despite the enormous potential
of combined setups, a few challenges remain. While the spatial resolution of
the force-based techniques is in the low nanometer range, optical detection is
diffraction limited. Depending on the surface density of the molecules under
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Figure 1.11: Summary of possible applications of combined force fluorescence instruments showing an enzymatic reaction as example. (a) sequential mechanical
manipulation and fluorescence activity readout, (b) simultaneous mechanical manipulation and fluorescence measurement, (c) sequential positioning and fluorescence
measurement, and (d) simultaneous positioning and fluorescence measurement.

study, this mismatch in spatial resolution can cause the following problems: 1)
The applied force might be used to switch on fluorescence, e.g. as the result of
a catalytic reaction. In this case, the immobilized molecules do not need to
carry a fluorescent label. Their surface density can be high, facilitating high
interaction frequencies in the force spectroscopy experiment. Strategies need to
be developed to ensure that the appearance of the fluorescence signal is indeed
force induced. Unrelated events originating from one of the many neighboring
molecules might randomly occur and be mistaken as a real force-induced event.
2) If all molecules on the surface are fluorescently labeled, their density needs
to be low to ensure single molecule detection. In this case, the alignment of the
force probe with the exact position of one molecule can become challenging.
The use of point-spread functions may potentially overcome this problem in
widefield microscopes using CCD detection. In confocal setups other solutions
are needed that allow for positioning the molecule of interest in the detection
volume. To achieve this goal, the positioning accuracy of force spectroscopy instruments can be utilized to transport and constrain the molecule(s) of interest
to the area optimized for fluorescence excitation (Figures 1.11c,d). The AFM
allows for positioning the molecule in a certain area before the fluorescence
measurement (Figure 1.11c). Using single molecule cut-and-paste, 66;67;68 even
the positioning of individual molecules in zero mode waveguide structures has
been demonstrated. 69 Dual-trap OTs operating in force-clamp mode can be
used to move the molecule into the fluorescence detection volume during the
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measurement (Figure 1.11d). 91;93 The combination of mechanical manipulation
with fluorescence detection does not only rely on the site-specific application of
the force at two defined positions, but might further require fluorescent labeling.
The need for at least two defined coupling sites represents a challenge especially
when studying proteins. Advanced protein engineering and bioconjugation
strategies need to be implemented that have to be adapted for every specific
system under study. Introducing non-natural amino acids that facilitate the
use of bioorthogonal reactions such as strain promoted alkyne-azide cycloaddition reactions 118 will only solve part of the problem. Protein samples do not
normally contain a several micrometer long spacer such as λ-DNA. Instead
protein-polymer conjugates or long engineered polyproteins 103;106 have to be
designed.
Even in the case of MT-fluorescence combinations, the throughput of such measurements remains small. This does not only restrict the number of molecules
and modifications that can be studied, but, more importantly, limits the
statistical accuracy when analyzing molecules that have been mechanically
manipulated and their respective controls. Molecular force sensors, as described
in the next chapter, can eventually overcome these limitations. They allow
for the quantification of forces with alternative techniques providing mechanical information (section 1.5.4) and ultimately facilitate highly multiplexed
measurements in situ.
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Introduction

The potential of force as a trigger for (bio) chemical reactions has been highlighted in the previous chapter (chapter 1). While SMFS tools allow for the
direct quantification of molecular forces, their throughput and thus their statistical accuracy will always remain low. Alternative techniques providing
mechanical information (chapter 1.5.4) facilitate good statistics, though the
molecular forces remain hidden and cannot always be easily quantified. Molecular force sensors (MFSs) can potentially be integrated with these techniques
and directly report on the molecular forces acting locally. MFSs respond to
the applied force in a defined way and convert the mechanical signal into a
different output signal, thereby replacing a macroscopic force probe such as
an AFM cantilever. Fluorescence readout is the method of choice as optical
microscopy is non-destructive and can be applied in situ. MFSs become an
integral part of the system. They can also be inserted into cells, in the extracellular matrix or into synthetic polymeric materials allowing for in situ
force measurements. Besides the unique potential of being used in situ, MFSs
have the additional advantage that they enable highly parallel measurements.
As these force probes are single molecules, they are the smallest artificial
sensors that can be designed. Smaller sensors are less sensitive to thermal
fluctuations and consequently provide a higher sensitivity and force resolution. 1;2 As outlined in chapter 1.1, force sensing molecules naturally exist in
biological systems. These natural protein force sensors have very sophisticated
structures and have evolved for a very specific function. It is consequently
difficult to utilize them for measuring forces in a different context. Instead, a
number of artificial force sensors with more simple designs have been developed. These MFSs can potentially replace macroscopic force probes and allow
for in situ force measurements in biological systems and self-reporting materials.

2.2

MFSs for biological systems

The first experimental proof that a molecule can replace a macroscopic force
probe was shown in the so-called differential force assay. A differential force
assay is most easily imagined as a molecular “tug-of-war” where a wellcharacterized molecular interaction competes against an interaction of unknown
strength (Figure 2.1a). In such a test, the weaker interaction ruptures with a
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Figure 2.1: Designs of molecular force sensors. (a) An interaction-based sensor
(blue) is placed in series with an unknown bond (orange). When pulling on the
chain, the weaker bond will rupture with a higher probability. In a parallel test,
the fluorescent label will remain with the stronger bond more frequently. (b)
An entropic spring labeled with a FRET pair responds to a stretching force by
a decrease in the FRET efficiency. (c) FRET-labeled structure-based sensors
undergo a conformational change or unfold when exposed to a stretching force.
The corresponding extension of the sensor is again detected as a change in its
FRET efficiency. (d) The mechanical unfolding of a fluorescent protein leads to
opening of its barrel-like structure accompanied by a decrease of its fluorescence
intensity or a spectral change.

higher probability. Consequently, determining the rupture probability of the
well-characterized interaction provides indirect information about the mechanical stability of the unknown interaction. 2;3;4 The possibility of comparing two
molecular interactions directly, eliminates the need for a macroscopic force
probe and allows for parallel measurements. The power of the approach was
demonstrated in an assay that compared a single nucleotide mismatch to a
perfect match oligonucleotide. The two sequences could be clearly discriminated based on their rupture probabilities. This is not possible in an AFM
measurement, demonstrating the superior sensitivity of the new assay. Such
interaction-based sensors are highly useful. But using the sensor breaks the
interaction, leading to its simultaneous disintegration.
For many applications force sensors are needed that respond to the applied
force in a reversible way and a number of new designs have been implemented.
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The first category utilizes polymers that act as entropic springs (Figure 2.1b),
such as poly(ethylene glycol), 5 ssDNA 6 or the spider silk protein flagelliform. 7
Without an applied force, a flexible polymer adopts a random coil conformation. When pulled at its ends, the polymer is forced to leave this lowest energy
conformation. The force required to stretch the polymer a certain distance, can
be determined using known polymer models. The entropic springs mentioned
above were labeled with a FRET pair on both ends. When stretching the
polymer, the FRET efficiency was directly related to the separation distance
and consequently the force acting on the entropic spring. Entropic spring
sensors operate in the low force range (up to 20 pN depending on the polymer
used) and are therefore ideally suited for monitoring biologically relevant forces,
e.g. generated by cells interacting with a surface. 5
The second category follows the same principle as entropic springs, but contains
a rather diverse set of structural motifs such as α-helices, 8 protein domains 9 or
protein-protein interactions 10 (Figure 2.1c). When a force is applied on these
structures, they will change their conformation leading to an increase in their
end-to-end distance. These structure-based sensors are typically composed of
polypeptides, facilitating the generation of fusion proteins. In this way, fluorescent proteins can be used for the FRET readout enabling in vivo measurements
that, for example, report on the stretching of the extracellular matrix protein
collagen-19 in living C. elegans. 11 The force range depends on the structure
chosen and can be adapted to the expected force acting in the system under
study. Unfortunately, the response of such a structure-based sensor cannot be
modeled or predicted easily and no quantitative experiments have been done
so far.
Lastly, the fluorescent molecule might be directly exposed to the force and
change its fluorescence accordingly. For biological experiments, green fluorescent protein (GFP) and its derivatives are of special interest. GFP can be
integrated into the protein and become exposed to the force acting on it (Figure
2.1d). The mechanical unfolding of GFP has been extensively studied with both
AFM 12;13 and Molecular Dynamics simulations. 14 The forces required vary
depending on the attachment position; loss of fluorescence is expected to occur
once the first β-strand is removed from the β-barrel. 14 Although this appears
to be a powerful and straightforward strategy, the experimental force range
required to ’switch off’ GFP has not been directly determined in a combined
force-fluorescence experiment. The forces, ranging from ∼35 - 120 pN, might
be too high for biologically relevant measurements. More interestingly, it has
been shown recently that a mechanical distortion of the β-barrel of a circularly
permutated variant of yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) leads to a spectral shift
of its absorption wavelength resulting from rearrangement of the amino acids
forming the chromophore. 15 This approach seems more promising, but nothing
is currently known about the forces required to achieve this effect.
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MFSs for materials applications

The field of mechanochemistry has evolved fast during the last years. Numerous
examples demonstrate that mechanical force can “catalyze” thermodynamically
slow chemical reactions such as the cis-trans isomerization of azobenzene, 16
the ring opening of cycloalkanes 17;18;19;20;21;22 and triazoles, 23 as well as the
dissociation of metal-ligand coordination complexes. 24 25 26 27 More importantly,
mechanical force can facilitate alternative high-barrier reaction pathways yielding thermally inaccessible products. This was impressively demonstrated for
the mechanical ring-opening of cis and trans 1,2-dimethoxy benzocylcobutenes.
While the thermally or photochemically activated reaction yielded different
products starting from the cis or trans isomer, only a single product was
obtained in the mechanically activated reaction. 19
Besides fundamental studies aimed at investigating the molecular mechanisms
of mechanophores, a number of mechanochemical reactions have been developed that yield an optically active or chemically reactive product. Covalently
crosslinked with a polymeric material, these mechanophores have the potential
to confer self-reporting or self-healing properties to the material. Ultimately, if
the molecular forces required for activating the mechanophore are known, they
can be used as molecular force sensors. Of special interest are mechanophores
that produce a fluorescent signal that can be read out in the visible range
(Figure 2.2) just as for the biological force probes described above.
Several of the design principles used in biological systems can be directly applied
in polymeric materials. It has been shown, for example, that FRET-labeled
entropic spring sensors can report on the deformation of a bisurea-based thermoplastic elastomer consisting of hard bisurea and soft polytetrahydrofurane
blocks. 28 In the non-deformed material, the flexible chains in the soft blocks
closely adopted a random coil conformation. When mechanically deformed,
the force elongated these polymer chains resulting in a change of the FRET
efficiency. Further, the mechanical deformation of YFP has been used for
detecting the failure of a glass-fiber reinforced composite material. 29 Covalently
crosslinked between the glass fibers and the surrounding epoxy resin, the YFP
molecules performed as a sensitive reporter for fiber-matrix debonding. Presumably, the forces acting in this test system have been very high and caused
a complete loss of YFP fluorescence.
Gradual changes in the FRET ratio or a loss of fluorescence (turn-off probes)
are useful readouts at high deformations where a large fraction of force probes
show a response. In the early stages of the deformation process, however,
only a small number of force probes react. As this will only result in a small
change of the overall fluorescence signal, the onset of deformation is hard to
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follow. Here, turn-on probes are desired that produce a fluorescence signal
once a certain threshold force is reached. The most well-known synthetic
mechanophore with these properties is the mechanochromic dye spiropyran 30;31
(Figure 2.2a). Upon application of a force, the dye converts from the colorless
spiropyran to the colored merocyanine form (λabs = 500 - 600 nm depending on
the solvent 32 ) that also emits fluorescence above 600 nm. Its applicability for
investigating mechanical deformation has been shown in a number of different
polymeric systems. 30;33;34;35 Even though Density Functional Theory (DFT)
calculations have been performed 30;33 that support the proposed structural
transition and the observed change in the absorption wavelength, no information is available about the minimum experimental force required for the
structural change. Another drawback of the system is its low quantum yield
in aqueous solvents, 32 limiting the application of this sensor to non-aqueous
conditions. An alternative fluorogenic MFS is based on a cycloaddition adduct
of the fluorophore anthracene and maleimide 36 (Figure 13b). The cyclic adduct
is non-fluorescent, but mechanical activation induces cycloreversion releasing
the original anthracene dye. This has been demonstrated using a UV/VIS
measurement after subjecting the polymer-functionalized adduct to ultrasound.
Despite the low water solubility of anthracene this pre-determined mechanical
breaking point is a promising candidate for biological applications, provided
that low concentrations of the MFS are used.
In the above examples exactly one fluorescent molecule is produced as a result
of the mechanochemical reaction. The sensitivity for observing the deformation
process could eventually be improved if every mechanochemical event would produce not only one but a large number of fluorophores. This signal amplification
can be achieved when using a latent mechanocatalyst as the force probe. 37;39;40
The silver-carbene complex developed by Sijbesma and coworkers is of special
interest in this context (Figure 2.2c). Upon rupture, a N-heterocyclic carbene
is formed that catalyzes transesterification reactions. 37;41 It appears likely
that the activated carbene is, for example, able to convert the fluorogenic substrate carboxyfluorescein diacetate to yield carboxyfluorescein as a detectable
product. 41 Using a combined DFT - Molecular Dynamics approach, the force
required to break the complex experimentally was predicted to be between 400
and 500 pN. 40 Unfortunately, the active species is not stable in the presence of
water, again limiting its applicability.
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Figure 2.2: Examples of synthetic mechanophores. (a) Mechanofluorchromic
dyes change their fluorescent properties as a function of the applied force. Shown
is spiropyran that switches from a non-fluorescent structure to the highly fluorescent merocyanine. 30 (b) The mechanical rupture of a fluorogenic predetermined
breaking point releases the fluorophore. Shown is an adduct of maleimide and the
fluorophore anthracene. 36 (c) Mechanically activated silver-carbene complexes
can be utilized to catalyze a transesterification reaction. 37;38
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Limitations and future developments of MFSs

The design and characterization of molecular force sensors is an exciting
new field. For biological applications, the force probes are mostly biological
molecules, whereas synthetic mechanophores are frequently used in polymeric
materials. A few examples show that biomolecules can also be used as force
probes in synthetic materials and vice versa. The applicability of a molecular
force sensor merely depends on the force range and the chemical environment
of the sensor as well as the strategies available to insert the probe into the
system. In general one can assume that force probes for biological systems
need to be water soluble and respond in the low force range (< 100 pN) whereas
non-aqueous environments and higher forces are typically required for materials
applications.
Despite many impressive proof-of-principle experiments, the molecular forces
required to obtain a response of the force probe have not yet been determined
experimentally and theoretical predictions exist only for a very limited number
of examples. This molecular knowledge is essential for the rational design of
force probes and for choosing the best force probe for a certain application.
Possible applications are just beginning to emerge. Some probes have already
been used intracellularly or in the extracellular matrix. 7;8 MFSs are powerful
tools that can further be combined with techniques such as flow stretching,
microfluidics and rheology. Current experiments mostly average over a large
number of MFSs. A single molecule MFS readout will provide valuable information about the locally acting molecular forces thereby revealing the force
distribution. Lastly, mechanically active molecules able to apply forces onto
other molecules 42;43;44;45 will complement molecular force sensors and provide
new possibilities for studying mechanochemical effects at the molecular level in
a growing number of applications.

2.5

Conclusions

The developments in single molecule methods and the design of molecular
force sensors can benefit from each other in a number of ways. The biggest
weaknesses of the single molecule approach can be overcome with the use of
molecular force sensors that allow for parallel in situ measurements. Molecular
force sensors will also allow for the detection of molecular forces when bulk
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mechanical testing techniques are used. The missing calibration of molecular force sensors can be directly addressed with single molecule experiments.
Progress in these areas requires a multidisciplinary approach integrating the
newly developed techniques and molecular designs. Despite common interests,
little interaction is currently taking place between the Biophysics and Materials
Science communities. The application of single molecule characterization methods to synthetic mechanophores and the design of new molecular force sensors
for both biological and materials applications are only two examples where
collaboration can greatly advance our understanding of mechanical processes
at the molecular level.
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3
Combined AFM-TIRF
microscope - design and
construction
This chapter introduces the combined AFM-TIRF microscope specifically designed to perform the experiments described throughout this thesis.
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Introduction

The goal of this thesis project is the characterization and identification of
molecular force sensors (MFSs). The first MFS to be studied is based on
mechanical triazole cycloreversion, which has been proposed previously. 1;2 For
this system two covalent bonds need to be broken in order to activate the
MFS. The second MFS of interest is a 2nd generation latent catalyst based
on the Ag-coordinated carbene catalyst described by Sijbesma and coworkers 3
and introduced in chapter 2.3. The metal coordination bond representing the
predetermined mechanical breaking point has been replaced by a covalent
bond that needs to be ruptured to activate the latent carbene catalyst. The
calibration of the rupture force of an MFS can be achieved with single molecule
force spectroscopy. In order to obtain prove of MFS activation utilizing a
fluorescence reporter system a combined single-molecule force-fluorescence
microscope is required (chapter 1).
The MFSs studied throughout this thesis require the rupture of a covalent
bond for activation. Covalent bonds are the strongest type of bonds. Therefore,
a single molecule force spectroscopy setup was required that covers forces
of ∼ 100 pN up to several nN. To determine the rupture force of the MFS a
force-ramp approach is desirable so that the force can be increased until bond
rupture occurs. Both, magnetic tweezers as well as the atomic force microscope
(AFM), cover the desired force range. But force-ramp measurements are only
possible with the AFM.
Possible combinations of AFM with single molecule fluorescence microscopes
are AFM - TIRF and confocal microscopes. These have been described in
detail in chapter 1.5.1. In contrast to confocal -, TIRF microscopy is a widefield
technique. In this way a large number of individual target molecules can be
observed in parallel. Another advantage of TIRF microscopy is the small
z-range of the detection volume so that the AFM - cantilever can be easily
placed outside of the TIRF detection volume, preventing interference with the
fluorescence detection. Combining the AFM with a TIRF microscope opens up
the possibility of identifying single target molecules immobilized on the surface
and monitoring their activition as response to a mechanical stimulus (applied
by AFM) in real time by the use of fluorogenic reporter systems. In addition
also the activity of several catalysts, activated in a pattern on the surface by
AFM, can be recorded in a movie and integrated over time, visualizing the
pattern.
Summarizing, a combined AFM-TIRF microscope fulfils all the needs for the
characterization of MFSs. In this chapter the design of a combined AFM-TIRF
microscope is described. The instrument relies on a commercial AFM that
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was combined with a homebuilt TIRF microscope. This integrated setup was
optimized for the combined operation of both techniques and its performance
was demonstrated using standard reference samples.

3.2

The AFM

In a combined AFM-TIRF microscope geometrical constraints require that
the space below the sample is reserved for the TIRF microscope. Therefore
only AFMs that have a compact scan head design can be used for setting up
a combined force-fluorescence microscope. For the characterization of MFSs,
the AFM is used in force spectroscopy mode. AFM imaging is only a minor
selection parameter. An important criterion for the selection of the AFM was
maximum flexibility allowing a diverse set of force-distance as well as force
clamp applications. For acquiring big data sets ideally the alignment of the
laser and the photo detector can be automatized, allowing for good statistics
of MFS calibration. The AFM software should allow for scripting, so that
a protocol with e.g. different retraction speeds can be followed. In this way
loading rate effects on MFS activation can be investigated.
In the ideal experiment, the MFS is mechanically ruptured with the AFM
and its activity is detected directly after bond rupture using a fluorescent
reporter system. To be able to perform such an experiment, an ’event-detector’,
that recognizes e.g. rupture events higher than a pre-set threshold force, is of
advantage. Once the rupture force of an MFS is known, TIRF detection can
be switched on selectively once the activation of the MFS by AFM is expected.
Preferably TIRF detection as well as laser illumination can be switched on via
the AFM software, allowing for automation of the optical measurement and
preventing sample bleaching. Alternatively, many MFSs can first be activated
with the AFM, followed by recording a TIRF image or movie. Also in this way
MFS activation can be proven.
The JPK Force-Robot combines all these specifications within one instrument.
It was the AFM of choice for building the combined microscope for MFS
calibration.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic drawing of the AFM-TIRF microscope.

3.3

Design of the TIRF microscope

TIRF (total internal reflection fluorescence) is a powerful fluorescence detection
scheme with single molecule resolution. In TIRF microscopy a laser beam is
totally reflected at an interface of two media with different refractive index. In
this way the detection volume is restricted to a thin layer near the interface,
which is illuminated by a standing wave, the evanescent field. Total internal
reflection can be achieved in two ways, either with a prism, or using a high NA
objective, where the laser beam is reflected at the coverslip-sample interface.
As the space on top of the sample is needed for the AFM, objective based TIRF
is the method of choice for a combined AFM-TIRF microscope. A general
objective based TIRF microscope consists of:
• a laser source
• an excitation pathway
• a high NA objective and a sample holder
• a detection pathway
• a camera
The excitation pathway should guarantee the total reflection of the laser beam
at the coverslip surface and an equally distributed evanescent field. The
detection pathway filters the fluorescent light from excitation - and AFM - laser
and focuses the signal onto the image plane and thus the camera (Figure 3.1).
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3.3.1

Design criteria

As already described in chapter 1, specific design requirements need to be
considered when building a combined AFM-TIRF microscope. The AFM is
very sensitive to vibrations and needs to be placed on an active table to shield
it from vibrations of the building. Especially critical are vibrations caused by
the focusing mechanism of the TIRF microscope. 4 To protect the AFM from
these vibrations, a custom build focusing mechanism is required for the TIRF
microscope. The focusing mechanism of the TIRF needs to be mechanically
decoupled from the AFM using a fixed objective. This can be achieved by
mounting the objective rigidly in a stable base plate as described by Gumpp
et al. 4 In this design the objective no longer can be moved for focusing. This
needs to be considered when designing the detection pathway: small deviations
in sample position now result in the image being formed in a different position
along the z-axis (Figure 3.2). This can be compensated for by adjusting the
position of the tube lens, 4 or by simply moving the camera into the image plane.
Due to geometrical considerations the later approach was chosen. In addition
the following criteria were considered for designing the TIRF microscope. Both
the sample as well as the AFM were placed as low as possible onto the active
table to keep the centre of mass low for improved stability. The optical path
was designed such that the signal passes as few optical elements as possible.
Only static parts were mounted on the active table, whereas all movable parts
were mounted on the optical table supporting the active table.

3.3.2

Crucial components

The TIRF consists of a few crucial components, that need to be chosen thoroughly. These are the laser, the objective and the camera, as well as the base
plate with the objective - and the sample - holder. The latter form the heart of
the microscope that has to be kept vibration free.

3.3.2.1

The laser

In TIRF the laser beam is totally reflected at the surface, so that most of
the input power is lost for exciting the sample. Therefore the input power
of the laser needs to be high enough to sufficiently excite the sample. This
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is even more important when the laser is coupled into the microscope via a
fiber. A fiber has the advantage that the laser and its cooling (vibrations!) can
be placed far from the vibration sensitive AFM. Also the shape of the beam
is cleaned up in a single mode fiber. Nevertheless the coupling efficiency of
a single mode fiber is typically around 30 %, again enhancing the need for a
powerful laser source. For typical TIRF applications a laser with a minimum
power of 50 mW is needed.
For the microscope described in this chapter a Coherent Sapphire laser 488 nm,
75 mW continuous wave was chosen.
3.3.2.2

The objective

In objective-based TIRF an objective with a NA of at least 1.4 is needed.
The NA of the objective needs to be higher than the refractive index of the
medium covering the sample (air (1.0), water (1.33) or organic solvent (solventdependent)) in order to achieve total internal reflection. Apart from the NA
the light transmittance and the length of the infinity space, as guaranteed
by the manufacturer are important selection parameters. Nowadays most
objectives are infinity corrected: parallel light leaves the objective and a tube
lens within the detection path is needed in order to form an image. The longer
the infinity space guaranteed by the manufacturer, the longer is the allowed
distance between objective and tube-lens without quality loss.
For the TIRF described in this chapter, the Olympus APON60XOTIRF oil
immersion objective with an NA of 1.49 was chosen as it had the highest light
transmittance of all objectives compared.
3.3.2.3

The camera

To be able to observe single fluorophores (and consequently individual activated
MFSs), the detector needs to possess single photon sensitivity. EMCCD
(electron multiplying charge coupled device) cameras are the only widefield
detectors that can be used for this purpose. An Andor Ixon X3 897 with
512 x 512 pixels and a frame rate of 35 fps in full sensor mode was chosen for
the TIRF microscope described in this chapter. In cropped sensor mode (only
part of the pixels is read out) and when using binning (2 x 2 or 4 x 4 pixels
treated as one pixel) higher frame rates of up to 500 fps can be reached. Of
course, it depends on the specific application whether cropped mode or binning
is desirable.
The camera acquisition can be triggered by the AFM software, which facilitates
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its easy integration into the measurement routine. This can be done in two
different ways: 1) the camera can be controlled by the AFM software directly,
and 2) the AFM software sends a TTL pulse to the camera to trigger data
acquisition. In this way the TIRF detection can be switched on selectively by
the AFM event detector.
3.3.2.4

The base-plate

The base-plate is the heart of this combined AFM-TIRF microscope. It connects
the TIRF with the AFM and holds the sample. It needs to be as stable as
possible and absolutely vibration free. The AFM was purchased together with
a translation stage, which is optimized for the needs of the AFM: it is stable, is
designed to support the sample holder and the AFM can be moved with respect
to the sample and vice versa (manual actuators). Additionally the sample can
be positioned with nm accuracy using piezoelectric actuators. This translation
stage has been integrated into the stable base-plate, as it already contains
all the fine-positioning features that are needed for the combined AFM-TIRF
microscope.
The base-plate itself was made from solid aluminum (heavy for improved
stability) and had mounting features for the AFM translation stage as well
as for the objective. Nothing else touches the base-plate, avoiding vibrations
that might couple into the AFM. Ideally, the base plate would be the only
component mounted on the active table. Nevertheless the dichroic mirror needs
to be placed directly under the objective and, therefore, also needs to be placed
on the active table (Figure 3.3). Fortunately, once aligned, the dichroic mirror
can be kept as a static part, causing no vibrations.

3.3.3

Excitation path

The excitation path of the AFM-compatible TIRF is comparable to that of a
stand-alone TIRF microscope. The laser-light is guided through a single-mode
fiber into the microscope. With a lens the beam is expanded to a parallel
light bundle of ∼1.5 cm diameter. The bundle is guided via two mirrors to
another lens that focuses the light via the dichroic mirror onto the backfocal plane of the objective. This lens is mounted on a 2D - translation stage.
Adjustments parallel to the light ensure for correct focussing on the back-focal
plane. Adjustments perpendicular to the light-direction result in the light
beam being moved parallel to the optical axis of the objective. In this way the
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Figure 3.2: Detection path of the TIRF microscope. The height of the objective
can be adjusted manually directly after sample insertion. The camera is placed
on a translation stage in order to correct for focus deviations. The tube lens
(f=25cm) is mounted in a fixed position. The filters F1 and F2 as well as the
focal length extender are mounted within a tube directly in front of the camera.
In this way they are easily accessible and the camera detector is protected from
dust and stray light.

bundle can be moved from the center of the objective (brightfield illumination)
to the side, until total internal reflection is achieved (TIRF mode). Movements
parallel to the light bundle also allow for tuning the depth of the evanescent
field.
An electronic shutter in between the laser and the fiber-coupler allows for a
selective illumination of the sample. In this way sample bleaching is prevented
during periods where no TIRF images are recorded.

3.3.4

Detection path

To protect the AFM from vibrations, the focusing mechanism of the TIRF has
been decoupled from the sample and thus the objective. As a consequence, the
detection path differs from that of a stand-alone TIRF microscope. In general
it has to fulfil the following criteria: a sharp image needs to be created on the
camera, the magnification has to match with the pixel size of the camera and it
has to contain the right set of filters to separate the signal from the excitation and the AFM laser. In contrast to a stand-alone TIRF microscope, where the
position of the objective is adjusted, the camera is mounted on a translation
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Figure 3.3: (a) Top view of the objective in the objective holder (messing)
surrounded by the base plate (black). The AFM-translation stage (green),
mounted on top of the base plate, does not make any physical contact with the
objective. (b) Bottom view of the objective holder, base plate and filter cubes.

stage and can be moved into the image plane along the z-direction. In this way
the camera can detect a sharp image without the objective being touched. The
required position adjustment ZCamera is calculated via equation 3.1:

ZCamera = fT L −

2
fObj
) · fT L
x
2
fObj
+
− fT L
x

(d − fObj +
d − fObj

(3.1)

where x is the sample deviation, d is the infinity space (distance between
objective and tube lens), fObj is the effective focal length of the objective and
fTL is the focal length of the tube lens. The longer the focal length of the
tube lens, the bigger is the region where the image can be detected sharp.
Nevertheless the microscope is meant to be a compact design, so that a tube
lens with 250 mm focal length was chosen. It is placed directly behind the
dichroic mirror, keeping the detection path compact.
The required travel range of the translation stage is determined by the
positioning accuracy of the objective and the expected sample drift in an
overnight experiment. The objective is mounted on a screw thread connecting
it (the objective) with the base-plate (Figure 3.2, Figure 3.3). The height of the
objective with respect to the sample can be adjusted by turning this holder screw.
Afterwards the position of the holder can be locked. One full turn corresponds
to 1500 µm; one degree to 4.2 µm, so that a realistic alignment within ± 10 -
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Figure 3.4: (a) Camera position adjustment needed as a function of sample
deviation, as calculated via Eq 3.1. (b) Change in magnification as a function of
sample deviation, assuming camera position adjustment for focusing (Eq 3.1).

20 µm is possible. The image plane shifts by ± 10 cm when the sample position
deviates by ± 20 µm (formula 3.1). It has been confirmed experimentally that a
sample drift of up to ± 5 µm during an overnight experiment may be expected.
A translation stage with a travel range of 30 cm is thus reasonable.
Estimation of the required step resolution of the translation stage depends
on the depth of field of the objective. For objectives with a NA (numerical
aperture) of ∼ 1.5 the depth of field is ∼ 0.1 µm 5 . Thus sample deviations
> 0.1 µm need to be corrected for using the translation stage. According to
formula 3.1, a 0.1 µm sample shift requires a camera position adjustment of
444 µm. The translation stage chosen (PI M-413-1PD) has a travel range of
30 cm and a step resolution of 0.25 µm, thus fulfilling all resolution requirements.
Figure 3.4 a shows the required camera position adjustment as a function of
sample mis-positioning by a distance x. By moving the camera in order to
focus, also the magnification is affected (formula 3.2). Nevertheless this effect
is only minor, as can be seen in Figure 3.4 b.
M = fObj ·

fT L + ZCamera
d · x − (x + fObj ) · fObj

(3.2)

In the next step the magnification is chosen such that it fits to the pixel size of
the camera. The camera is an Andor Ixon X3 897 with 512 x 512 Pixels, each of
them 16 x 16 µm in size.
λ
d=
(3.3)
2 · NA
According to Abbe’s law (Eq 3.3), with a laser source of λ = 488 nm and an
objective with NA 1.49, an optical resolution of 164 nm (realistically ∼ 200 nm)
can be achieved. In order to spatially localize a single molecule by fitting a
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point spread function, 6 an optically resolvable unit needs to be distributed over
at least 2 - 3 pixels in each direction. The over all magnification should thus
be at least ∼ 150 x. With a 60 x objective and an tube lens of fT L = 250 mm,
a total magnification of ∼ 80 x can be expected. As the microscope is meant
to be a compact design, a longer focal length of the tube lens is not desirable.
In stead a 2 x focal length extender is mounted in front of the camera, so that
a total magnification of ∼ 160 x can be achieved. Additionally this has the
advantage that the magnification can be quickly decreased by removing the
focal length extender from the detection path. In this way the total field of
view is increased, i.e. helping the positioning of the AFM cantilever within the
field of view.
Finally a set of filters is placed within the detection path; in a tube directly
mounted in front of the camera (Figure 3.2). In this way they are easily
accessible and the camera is protected from dust and stray light. The first filter
is a bandpass filter transmitting the wavelengths of the sample but cutting off
most of the AFM laser and the remaining light from the excitation laser that
may have passed through the dichroic mirror. The second filter is meant to
cut off the remaining light from the AFM laser that is transmitted through the
first bandpass filter. It is a short-pass filter with a 775 nm cut-off. It can be
easily removed for alignment purposes, when the AFM cantilever needs to be
positioned within the field of view of the TIRF.

3.4

Proof of performance

Both, the AFM and the TIRF microscope have been tested for their performance
when using both detection methods separately or in combination.

3.4.1

TIRF

For the simultaneous operation of the AFM and the TIRF microscope two
contradicting settings concerning the AFM laser are needed. On the one hand,
the light of the AFM laser should not interfere with the TIRF detection and
be completely blocked. On the other hand, the AFM cantilever needs to be
positioned within the field of view of the TIRF microscope. In this case it is
desirable that part of the AFM laser light is transmitted so that the AFM
cantilever is illuminated and becomes visible in the TIRF. To allow for both
options, a 775 nm short pass filter was mounted in front of the camera. This
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Figure 3.5: TIRF images in normal CCD mode with the AFM cantilever placed
in the field of view (a) without 775 nm short pass filter and (b) in the presence of
the 775 nm short pass filter.

Filter can be removed easily so that the AFM cantilever becomes visible only
when the filter is absent (Figure 3.5). The TIRF microscope was tested for
its resolution, signal-to-noise ratio and the ability to record single-molecule
time-traces. Single molecule resolution and sensitivity was first tested with
the organic fluorophore ATTO - 488 that was spin-coated on a glass coverslip.
In the presence of the 775 nm short pass filter the AFM cantilever does not
compromise the TIRF sensitivity (Figure 3.6 (a), (b)). Single fluorophores can
be clearly observed with a signal-to-noise ratio of 2 : 3.

Figure 3.6: TIRF images of single Atto 488 dyes spin-coated on glass in highest
dynamic range EMCCD mode as a function of AFM cantilever position. (a)
cantilever in contact with the surface, (b) cantilever retracted.
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Figure 3.7: Time-trace of a single Qdot, imaged with TIRF illumination with a
time resolution of 0.0159 s recorded in EMCCD mode.

Qdots were subsequently used to test the performance of the microscope
in more detail. Qdots are known for their severe blinking behaviour and
have been characterized in detail previously. 7 Time traces of single Qdots
have been recorded to again test the signal-to-noise ratio as well as the time
resolution. Figure 3.7 shows the blinking of a single Qdot. All measurements
were performed in similar conditions as described by Hohng et al. 7 As can
be seen in Figure 3.7, the TIRF microscope has a good signal-to-noise ratio
(1 : 3) and sufficient time-resolution for recording the blinking of a single Qdot.
The observed on - and off - times are in the order of seconds and thus in good
agreement with the results of Hohng et al. 7

3.4.2

AFM - vibration sensitivity

As described earlier, the main design rule for this combined microscope was
to decouple any possible vibration source from the AFM. Vibration of the
coverslip were therefore measured as a function of:
a) sample in contact with the objective
b) laser on
c) camera on
d) translationstage moving.
The measurement was done by bringing the cantilever into contact with the
sample surface at a set force of Fset = 1 nN and detecting the sample deflections
for a period of 10 s. The cantilever used was a Bruker MLCT E with a spring
constant of 0.1 N/m. Figure 3.8 summarizes the results. When the coverslip is
free in the air it shows to strong vibrations (standarddeviation σ = 1.1581nm).
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Figure 3.8: Coverslip vibrations as a function of (a) coverslip not in contact
with objective and TIRF off, (b) coverslip in contact and TIRF off, (c) coverslip
in contact and TIRF on (camera and laser on) and (d) coverslip in contact with
objective, TIRF on while focussing using translation stage.

Bringing the objective into contact with the coverslip dampens these vibrations
and has a stabilizing effect (Figure 3.8 b, σ = 0.0431 nm). Switching on the
laser (σ = 0.0425 nm) and the camera (σ = 0.0439 nm) does not increase the
vibrations. Additionally, focusing by moving the translation stage only has a
minor effect on the vibrations of the coverslip (σ = 0.0474 nm).
The vibration spectra prove that the vibrations caused by the camera and laser
cooling were successfully decoupled from the sample. Also focus adjustments
by moving the camera with the translation stage can be accomplished without
compromising the force resolution of the AFM.

3.5

Conclusions

The test measurements described above show that a combined AFM-TIRF
microscope was built that is capable of detecting single molecule fluorescence
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while allowing for state of the art AFM force-spectroscopy. Both systems
can be operated separately, as well as sequentially or simultaneously. The
event detector of the AFM software can be used for triggering the TIRF
camera detection. In this way the TIRF can acquire images directly after a
AFM-rupture event (MFS activation), detecting activated MFSs at the single
molecule level. TIRF detection can be switched on selectively during forceclamp applications, allowing for simultaneous data acquisition. Alternatively
the AFM can be used for ’drawing’ a pattern on the surface, which can be
imaged with TIRF afterwards (bulk detection). This combined AFM TIRF
microscope thus achieves a good single molecule resolution while offering
maximum flexibility.
Materials & Methods
Coverslips containing ATTO 488 Coverslips containing a low concentration
of ATTO 488 were prepared by spin-coating. A 50 pM solution in ultrapure water was added to the coverslip while it was spinning at a speed at ∼ 4000 rpm.
Qdot sample preparation For single molecule QDot experiments the coverslip
was covered with 1mg/ml biotinylated BSA (Bovine Serum Albumin, incubated
for 1 h in Borate Buffer, pH 8.5, with a 5 x excess of NHS-Biotin (SigmaAldrich)) for 1 h and subsequently washed with TN buffer (10mM Tris HCl pH
7.5, 50mM NaCl) and incubated with 50pM streptavidin-labelled Qdots (Life
technologies Q10123MP Qdot 655 streptavidin conjugates) for 1h. Unbound
Qdots were washed off with TN buffer. All TIRF measurements were performed
in TN buffer.

3.5. Conclusions
Optical components
• lenses
– 1” plano-convex lens, f = 25 mm
– 3” plano-convex lens, f = 250 mm
– 1” (plano-)convex lens, f = 250 mm
• filters
– Semrock FF01-775/SP-25
– Semrock FF01-650/150-25
– Semrock FF01-531/46-25
• filter - cubes
– Thorlabs DFM/M
– Thorlabs DFMB/M
– Thorlabs B5C
– Thorlabs B4CRP/M
– Thorlabs ER05-P4
• dichroic mirror: 488 nm Semrock Di02-R488-25x36
• electronic shutter
– shutter Newport # 76992
– shutter controler Newport # 76995
• translation stage
– Physik Instrumente (PI) M413.3PD
– motor controller C 863 DC
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4.1

4. Mechanically-induced cycloreversion of strain-promoted
azide-alkyne cycloaddition reactions - a DFT study

Introduction

The cycloaddition between azides and alkynes has evolved into an indispensable
reaction in materials chemistry where it allows for the functionalization of polymers and surfaces as well as for the synthesis of gels and macromolecular architectures. 1;2;3 Mechanically induced cycloreversion of the 1,2,3-triazole unit was
proposed recently and would allow the straightforward synthesis of mechanoresponsive materials, using the triazole as a highly versatile mechanophore. 4
Successful cycloreversion would combine self-healing with self-reporting properties in one material, allowing for triazole reformation as well as for the
detection of the liberated azide or alkyne in a chromogenic or fluorogenic
reaction. 5;6 The availability of a fluorogenic reporter system further offers
the possibility of applying the triazole mechanophore as a molecular force
sensor once the force required for cycloreversion has been calibrated. In this
chapter the mechanical stability of a number of different triazoles formed from
terminal and strained alkynes is investigated using density functional theory
(DFT) calculations to identify possible mechanophore candidates. The mechanically induced cycloreversion of triazoles formed from terminal alkynes has
been investigated previously using DFT calculations. 4;7 The product of the
copper-catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition reaction (CuAAC; 1,4-substituted
regioisomer; Figure 4.1 a), 8;9 was compared to the 1,5-regioisomer formed in
the ruthenium-catalyzed reaction (RuAAC; Figure 4.1 a). 10 Cycloreversion
was proposed for both regioisomers with a slightly higher probability for the
1,5-regioisomer. 4 Efficient, mechanically induced, cycloreversion of the 1,4regioisomer has, however, been questioned subsequently in a different and more
accurate simulation approach 7 and clear experimental proof of cycloreversion
is lacking so far.

4.2

Experimental design

With the aim of understanding possible differences between the 1,4- and the
1,5-regioisomers, the CuAAC and RuAAC reaction products (Figure 4.1 a) were
compared with a number of triazoles formed from strained alkynes (Figure 4.1 b)
in a strain-promoted azide-alkyne cycloaddition (SPAAC) reaction. SPAAC
reactions yield both regioisomers with equal probability 11;12;13;14 and further
allow for testing the influence of the cyclooctyne ring and its substituents on
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the mechanical stability of the formed triazoles. Strained alkynes are also
far more attractive for the synthesis of mechanoresponsive materials. SPAAC
reactions proceed under ambient conditions without the requirement of a metal
catalyst so that no catalyst would be required for utilizing possible self-healing
and self-reporting properties of a material.

4.2.1

Model systems

The experimentally well-characterized strained alkynes ALO 11 (2), DIFO3 12
(3), DIFO 15 (4), DIBAC 16 (5) and BCN 17 (6) were chosen as possible
mechanophore candidates. The main selection criteria were their reactivity in SPAAC reactions 18 and, more importantly, the attachment position of
the linker on the cyclooctyne ring. Since every cyclooctyne in this set has a
different linker attachment site (Figure 4.1 b,c), the importance of the direction
of the applied force through the formed ring system could be investigated systematically. When considering the different regioisomers in addition, it became
possible to investigate all possible linker attachment sites (= ‘pulling geometries’; Figures 4.1 c and 4.2). As a reference the response of the mechanically
strained alkyne was compared to the response of the previously investigated
triazoles formed from terminal alkynes (1) via CuAAC and RuAAC (Figure
4.1 a).

4.2.2

Simulation approach

To simulate the action of an external pulling force, the COGEF (Constrained
Geometries simulate External Force) approach was employed. 19 Using this
approach, two anchor atoms are chosen on the molecule that are moved further
apart from each other step by step, thereby stretching the molecule. In this
way the structural response of the molecule can be followed until the point of
bond rupture. More importantly, in every step, the equilibrium energy of the
molecule can be calculated under the geometry constraint. In this way, a potential is obtained as a function of separation distance between the two anchor
atoms. This so-called COGEF potential forms the basis for modeling thermally
activated and mechanically assisted bond breaking as will be described in more
detail below (section 4.3.2).
The DFT-COGEF potential was determined for each pulling geometry using
Gaussian orbitals as implemented in the NWChem package. 20 The BL3YP
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Figure 4.1: Experimental design. a) 1,2,3-triazole structures formed from an azide
and a terminal alkyne in either the CuAAC or RuAAC reaction. b) Strained cyclooctynes used as model systems for investigating cycloreversion of their corresponding
triazole reaction products. c) Possible pulling geometries of triazole ring systems
formed via the SPAAC reaction. For cycloreversion both the N1C5 and the N3C4
bonds need to be broken. Since the SPAAC reaction forms two regioisomers with
equal probability, the same cyclooctyne was used to simulate the 3 and 8 (ALO),
4 and 7 (DIFO3) as well as the 5 and 6 pulling positions (DIFO, DIBAC) on the
cyclooctyne ring. In addition, a symmetric molecule (BCN) was considered, where
the force is applied to ring atoms 5 and 6 simultaneously.
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hybrid functional together with either the 6-31G or the 6-31++G basis set
was used for all calculations (see appendix of this chapter for computation
details). This combination has been shown to accurately simulate the mechanical manipulation of sufficiently small molecules until the point of bond
rupture. 21;22

4.2.3

Control simulations

Under experimental conditions, cycloreversion competes with the rupture of
other covalent bonds in the system. These are located within the cyclooctyne
ring, the attached linkers (Figure 4.2) and the coupled polymer chains that
transmit the force to the triazole unit (e.g. in ultrasound polymer mechanochemistry or single molecule force spectroscopy). To quantify the likelihood of the
different rupture events in an experiment, the rupture probability of the triazole
needs to be compared to the rupture probabilities of the of these competing
rupture pathways.
While the cyclooctyne ring and the linkers were directly included in the triazole
simulations (see section 4.3), independent simulations were carried out for
typically used polymers.
Currently the most frequently used method for studying mechanophores is
ultrasound polymer mechanochemistry. 23 In ultrasound polymer mechanochemistry the mechanophore is inserted in the center of a polymer where the force
along the chain is highest. If the mechanophore contains the weakest bond in
the chain, it will rupture with the highest probability. Otherwise, the weakest
bond in the polymer will rupture close to the center of the chain. To facilitate
a comparison of the simulations with real experimental conditions, the most
frequently used polymers polytetrahydrofuran (pTHF, Figure 4.10 a) 24 and
polymethacrylate (PMA, Figure 4.10 b) 4;25 were included in the simulations.
In AFM-based single molecule force spectroscopy, polyethyleneglycol (PEG,
Figure 4.10 c) often used to couple the molecules of interest to the surface and
the AFM cantilever. Due to its low polydispersity (defined spacer lengths)
and its well characterized elastic behaviour it provides an internal control for
the discrimination of specific vs. non-specific rupture events. 26 As AFM force
spectroscopy is required for the measurement of molecular rupture forces (i.e.
for the calibration of molecular force sensors), PEG was included in the simulations in addition. For all polymers a length of three monomers was chosen
to find a compromise between calculation speed and possible dependencies
on the polymer lengths (see appendix ’Polymer COGEF simulations’ for the
structures). 22
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Results

To select the most promising candidate molecules, first a set of pre-screening
calculations with the computationally much more efficient 6-31G basis set was
performed. In the first round of pre-screening calculations the anchor atoms
were chosen such that they represent the terminal atoms of the linkers and the
molecule was stretched until the first bond ruptured. A visual inspection of the
sequence of events provided an easy and straightforward approach to identify
the mechanically weakest bond in the molecule.
In the next step, the identified molecules were studied in more detail. Using
the computationally more expensive 6-31++G basis set, the most probable
rupture force was calculated and compared to the rupture force of competing
rupture pathways (linker and polymer chain). 19;27
For both rounds of simulations, the force was applied on two different pairs of
anchor atoms:
i the anchor atoms were chosen at the end of the linkers (terminal anchor
atoms), allowing for the identification of the weakest bond within the
complete molecule (including linkers and cyclooctyne ring).
ii the anchor atoms were located directly on the triazole ring (internal anchor
atoms). This choice of anchor atoms eliminates the effect of the linkers and
allows for a direct comparison of the force required to induce cycloreversion.

4.3.1

Results of pre-screening

Figure 4.2 shows the rupture positions of all triazoles simulated in the prescreening. When using terminal anchor atoms, cycloreversion was observed
for the 1,5-regioisomer (1z) formed in the RuAAC reaction as well as for
the corresponding pulling geometries of DIFO3 (3z) and DIBAC (5z) based
triazoles (Figure 4.2, orange labels). In all other cases a different bond ruptured
or the linker attachment site was relocated to a different ring atom of the
cyclooctyne ring, which was considered a simulation artifact (see appendix 4.4
of this chapter). When using internal anchor atoms, triazole cycloreversion
occurred for all molecules tested except for DIFO3 (3s pulling geometry),
indicating that cycloreversion is the preferred reaction when considering the
triazole unit only.
Having obtained a first hint that cycloreversion is possible for triazoles based
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Figure 4.2: Results of the pre-screening calculations using the 6-31G basis set.
The force was applied at the terminal anchor atoms of the linker (terminal
anchor atoms, orange dots) or directly at the triazole ring (internal anchor
atoms, blue dots). The orange and blue dashed lines show the rupture position
for the corresponding pulling geometry. The arrows indicate a relocation of the
linker on the triazole ring. The regioisomers are characterized by a different force
pathway through the molecule where the triazole is loaded in either shear or
zipper geometry.

on DIFO3 (3z), DIBAC (5z) and terminal alkynes (1z), these 3 reactions
were investigated in depth by performing a quantitative analysis of the most
probable rupture forces using the more accurate 6-31++G basis set. In the
following the 3 different cases for the terminal alkyne (1s, 1z), DIFO3 (3s, 3z)
and DIBAC (5s, 5z) are discussed in more detail.

4.3.2

Detailed analysis of the terminal alkyne (1s, 1z)

The most probable rupture force allows for a direct comparison of the mechanical stability between the different pulling geometries (1s vs. 1z) as well as
between alternative rupture pathways (e.g. linker rupture). The calculation
of the most probable rupture force is based on the COGEF potential that
contains all information required for determining the mechanical stability of
the bond broken in each simulation. Using the approach developed by Beyer
et al., 19;27 the most probable rupture force Frup was calculated as a function
of the loading rate r = dF/dt.
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COGEF and Morse potential

The COGEF potential VCOGEF (Figure 4.3) describes the energy of the molecule
as a function of the separation distance between the anchor atoms (i.e. the
reaction coordinate). The force needed to stretch the molecule is obtained by
taking the derivative of the COGEF potential. When stretching the molecule,
finally one bond will break. The stretching and ultimately rupture of a single
bond within a molecule is comparable to stretching and rupture of a diatomic
molecule. The potential energy of a diatomic molecule is commonly described
with a Morse potential, characterized by the bond dissociation energy and
the potential energy gradient of the reaction (i.e. the maximum slope of the
potential). Consequently, the potential energy of the bond broken in the DFT
simulations was modelled using a Morse potential that has the same maximum
slope (corresponding to the maximum force Fmax ) and bond dissociation energy
De as VCOGEF . Figure 4.3 shows the experimentally derived COGEF potential
for 1s in blue and the corresponding Morse potential with identical values for
Fmax and De in red.
The Morse potential
VM orse = De · (1 − e−β · (x−xe ) )2

(4.1)

is thus related to the COGEF potential via
β = 2 · Fmax /De

(4.2)

where Fmax and De are obtained from the COGEF calculations. Tables 4.1 and
4.2 summarize the parameters obtained from the COGEF potentials. Using
these parameters, the most probable rupture force (Frup ) can be calculated
for thermally activated and mechanically assisted bond breaking, as will be
described in more detail in the following. 19

Table 4.1: Parameters obtained from the 6-31++G COGEF potentials when pulling
at the terminal anchor atoms

rutpure-type
Fmax [nN] De [kJ/mol] xe [Å]
Frup [nN]1
1s
linker 2
5.67
322.0
6.29
4.09
1z cycloreversion
5.93
279.8
5.57
4.09
1
calculated for a loading rate of r = 108 nN/s. 2 linker refers to any bond that
is not part of the triazole or cyclooctyne ring.
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Figure 4.3: Schematic representation of the Morse potential approximation and
the effect of an externally applied force on the Morse potential. The experimentally
derived COGEF potential for 1s is shown in blue and the corresponding Morse
potential with identical values for Fmax and De in red. The scheme further shows the
effective potential Vef f (F), depicting the effect of an external force of F = 4.0 nN on
the Morse potential. The applied force stretches the molecule to a new equilibrium
distance xa (F), located at the local minimum of Vef f (F). The transition state (xT S )
that describes the bond rupture event is defined as the local maximum Vef f (xT S ),
separating the attractive from the repulsive part of the potential.
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Table 4.2: Parameters obtained from the 6-31++G COGEF potentials when pulling
at the internal anchor atoms.

rutpure-type
Fmax [nN] De [kJ/mol]
1s cycloreversion
13.27
280.4
1z cycloreversion
6.95
274.3
1
calculated for a loading rate of r = 108 nN/s.

4.3.2.2

xe [Å]
2.19
1.37

Frup [nN]1
7.95
4.65

Bond rupture probability theory (temperature, loading rate)

Having obtained a mathematical description of the potential, it can subsequently
be used to determine the effect of an applied force on the energy barrier, i.e.
the activation energy Ea (F) (Figure 4.3). An applied force lowers the energy
barrier of bond dissociation as described in the tilted energy landscape model
(Figure 4.3), yielding an effective potential as a function of force Vef f (F). For
a comparison of the different triazoles, the probability of bond rupture at a
given externally applied force is required. In addition to the applied force, the
bond rupture probability also depends on the temperature, the time and the
loading rate r = dF/dt. The effect of temperature on the bond rupture kinetics
is incorporated using the Arrhenius equation. The rate of bond rupture ν(F)
is given by:
ν(F ) = A(F ) · e−Ea (xa )/kT
(4.3)
where the frequency factor of the Arrhenius equation A(F) is represented by
the maximum frequency of an optical phonon within an infinitely long 1D
polymer. 19
The probability density of a bond rupture event as a function of time (ρ(t) =
dN(t)) can be expressed as a standard exponential decay equation
dN
= νN
dt

(4.4)

where the reaction rate constant ν is approximated by equation 4.3.
Rupture probability density histograms are obtained by integrating over the
bond rupture rate constant ν:
ρ=

dN (F )
dF

(4.5)
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where dN(F) is given by
dN (F ) = N (F )ν(F )

dF
r

(4.6)

under the assumption that one starts with an unbroken bond N(F=0) = 1 and
F depends on the force loading rate r via
F (t) = rt

(4.7)

The lifetime of the bond varies as a function of the applied force and is calculated
as a function of a constant force loading rate r. In experiments, the loading
rate can vary over many orders of magnitude depending on the technique used
to apply the force on the molecule. As synthetic mechanophores are most
frequently studied using ultrasound polymer mechanochemistry, 23 the rupture
probability histograms were calculated at a loading rate typical for ultrasound
experiments. This also allows for a direct comparison of the results described
in this chapter with previously reported experimental data obtained for 1s and
1z in an ultrasound experiment. 4
In an ultrasound experiment, the loading rate is not directly accessible. Instead,
the strain rate is used as the control parameter to describe the mechanical
stretching of the molecule. 23 The strain rate was determined to be
dε
≈ 107 − 108 s−1
dt
where ε is defined as
ε=

L − L0
L0

The loading rate is defined as

(4.8)

(4.9)

dF
(4.10)
dt
and usually is proportional to the strain rate. Knowledge of the AFM strain
rate can therefore be used to extrapolate the loading rate in the ultrasound
experiment. Usually the strain rate in AFM is in the order of 10−1 - 100 s−1 .
The strain rate in the ultrasound experiments is thus a factor of ∼ 107 higher
than the strain rate in the AFM experiment. Considering a loading rate of r =
1 - 100 nN/s in the AFM experiments, r is estimated to be r = 107 – 109 nN/s
for the ultrasound experiment. For the calculations presented in this chapter a
loading rate r = 108 nN/s was used.
Figure 4.4 shows the calculated rupture probability histograms of 1s and 1z
and compares them to the rupture probability of the reference polymers. Both,
the 1,4- and 1,5-regioisomers 1s and 1z undergo cycloreversion when choosing
internal anchor atoms (Table 4.2).The most probable rupture force, however,
is much lower for 1z (F1z (I) = 4.65 nN; F1s (I) = 7.95 nN). Considering the
r=
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Figure 4.4: Rupture probability distribution of triazoles formed from the terminal
alkyne (1s, 1z), calculated for an ultrasound loading rate of 108 nN/s. Terminal
anchor atoms were used for calculating the histograms of 1z(T) and 1s(T), mimicking
the experimental conditions. To obtain a reference value for triazole stability in the
shear configuration, internal anchor atoms were chosen for 1s in addition, yielding
the histogram of 1s(I). The graph further shows the rupture probability distribution
for the polymers pTHF, PMA and PEG.

linkers, cycloreversion is not possible for 1s, however, as linker rupture (F1s (T)
= 4.09 nN) occurs at a much lower force than cycloreversion (F1s (I) = 7.95 nN).
As a consequence, linker rupture is the dominant pathway when performing
the simulations with the terminal anchor atoms (table 4.1).
Comparing the mechanical stability of 1z with that of pTHF (FpT HF =
4.49 nN) and PEG (FP EG = 4.67 nN), it becomes evident that the triazole
in the 1,5-regioisomer is the weakest bond in the system (F1z (T) = 4.09 nN).
Cycloreversion appears likely in an ultrasound experiment. In contrast, triazole
1z is mechanically stronger than PMA (FP M A = 3.70 nN) so that cycloreversion
will most likely not occur when PMA is used as the force transducer.
Bond rupture probability theory predicts that the most probable rupture
force depends on the loading rate used in the experiment. This loading rate
dependence may be stronger for some bonds than for others, i.e. bonds that are
mechanically strong at one loading rate may be weak at a different loading rate.
To be able to predict and compare the mechanical stability of the triazole with
the stability of the linker and the polymer chains in an AFM experiment, the
most probable rupture force was calculated for a large range of loading rates,
spanning from 10−2 -1010 nN/s (Figure 4.5). When comparing the loading
rate dependence of 1z and 1s with the polymers it is evident that the most
probable rupture force increases with increasing loading rate for all bonds that
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Figure 4.5: Loading rate dependence of the most probable rupture force calculated
for the triazoles formed from the terminal alkyne (1s, 1z). Terminal anchor atoms were
used for calculating the loading rate dependence of 1z(T) and 1s(T), mimicking the
experimental conditions. To further obtain the loading rate dependence determining
triazole stability in the shear configuration, internal anchor atoms were chosen for 1s
in addition, yielding 1s(I). The graph further shows the loading rate dependence of
the most probable rupture force for the polymers pTHF, PMA and PEG.

ruptured in the simulations (Figure 4.5). The most probable rupture force of
1z cycloreversion remains lower than the most probable rupture force predicted
for PEG chain scission over the complete range of loading rates. Importantly,
the most probable rupture force of 1z cycloreversion is clearly lower than
the most probable rupture force predicted for PEG when considering loading
rates between 1-100 nN/s. It is therefore likely, that 1z cycloreversion can be
achieved in an AFM experiment. Even though the difference between the most
probable rupture force of 1z cycloreversion and pTHF chain scission decreases
with increasing loading rate, it can still be expected that 1z cycloreversion is
more likely than pTHF chain scission even at the fastest loading rate included
in the calculation. The calculated loading rate dependence also confirms that
the mechanical stability of PMA is lower than the stability of the triazole
mechanophore over the whole range of loading rates. This clearly suggests that
PMA is a weak force transducer.
Overall, whereas cycloreversion appears possible for the 1,5-regioisomer 1z using
a properly designed experiment, it is extremely unlikely for the 1,4-regioisomer
1s. This result is in line with previous DFT simulations 7 and single molecule
force spectroscopy experiments, 28 which suggest that mechanically induced
cycloreversion is very rare 28 or is not a purely mechanochemical effect. 7
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Cycloreversion of SPAAC reaction products

The products of the CuAAC and RuAAC reactions are either the 1,4- or the
1,5-triazole, depending on the catalyst chosen. In the SPAAC reaction of a
strained alkyne with an azide, in contrast, both regioisomers are formed with
equal probability. 11;12;13;14 As a consequence, always both regioisomers are
present under experimental conditions. This mixture needs to be considered
when investigating the mechanically induced cycloreversion of SPAAC reaction
products.

4.3.3.1

DIFO3 (3s, 3z)

In general, DIFO3 shows a very similar behaviour as the terminal alkyne. The
DIFO3-based triazoles 3s and 3z both show cycloreversion in the simulations
using the internal anchor atoms (F3z (I) = 5.16 nN; F3s (I) = 8.94 nN). Taking
into account the mechanical stability of the linkers (terminal anchor atoms)
cycloreversion is only possible for 3z (Figure 4.6). The predicted rupture force
for 3z (F3z (T) = 4.25 nN) is much closer to the rupture force of pTHF chain
scission (FpT HF = 4.49 nN), however, so that pTHF chain scission appears
almost equally probable under experimental (ultrasound) conditions. Most
likely the two different scission pathways are competing and a mixture of
products can be expected.
Looking at the loading rate dependence (Figure 4.7), again 3z cycloreversion is
the most likely reaction when using pTHF or PEG as the polymer. Especially
at low loading rates 3z cycloreversion clearly occurs at lower forces than PEG
chain scission. 3z cycloreversion should consequently be the most probable
scission in an AFM experiment where PEG is used as the force transducer.

4.3.3.2

DIBAC (5s, 5z)

Also for 5s and 5z formed in the reaction with DIBAC a similar trend is
observed (Figure 4.8). Cycloreversion is preferred for 5z (F5z (T) = 4.11 nN),
whereas linker scission (F5s (T) = 5.01 nN) is more probable than cycloreversion
(F5s (I) = 7.32 nN) for 5s. Also the loading rate dependence shows a similar
trend (Figure 4.9). With the exception of PMA, 5z cycloreversion is the most
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Figure 4.6: Rupture probability distribution of triazoles formed from DIFO3 (3s, 3z),
calculated for an ultrasound loading rate of 108 nN/s. Terminal anchor atoms were
used for calculating the histograms of 3z(T) and 3s(T), mimicking the experimental
conditions. To obtain a reference value for triazole stability in the shear configuration,
internal anchor atoms were chosen for 3s in addition, yielding the histogram of 3s(I).
The graph further shows the rupture probability distribution for the polymers pTHF,
PMA and PEG.

Figure 4.7: Loading rate dependence of the most probable rupture force calculated
for the triazoles formed from DIFO3 (3s, 3z). Terminal anchor atoms were used
for calculating the loading rate dependence of 3z(T) and 3s(T), mimicking the
experimental conditions. To further obtain the loading rate dependence determining
triazole stability in the shear configuration, internal anchor atoms were chosen for 3s
in addition, yielding 3s(I). The graph further shows the loading rate dependence of
the most probable rupture force for the polymers pTHF, PMA and PEG.
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Figure 4.8: Rupture probability distribution as a function of applied force for
DIBAC-based triazoles (5s, 5z) and the reference polymers pTHF, PMA and PEG.

likely reaction over the whole range of loading rates. These results clearly
suggest that both experimental strategies, ultrasound experiments using pTHF
and AFM experiments using PEG, should result in 5z cycloreversion.
When comparing the DIBAC-based triazole 5z with the corresponding structures formed from the other strained alkynes, this structure was identified as
the ring system most susceptible to cycloreversion. The presence of the two
benzene rings probably has a stabilizing effect on the cyclooctyne ring, making
alternative rupture pathways less likely.

Figure 4.9: Loading rate dependence of the most probable rupture force calculated
for the triazoles formed from DIFO3 (5s, 5z). Terminal anchor atoms were used
for calculating the loading rate dependence of 5z(T) and 5s(T), mimicking the
experimental conditions. To further obtain the loading rate dependence determining
triazole stability in the shear configuration, internal anchor atoms were chosen for 5s
in addition, yielding 5s(I). The graph further shows the loading rate dependence of
the most probable rupture force for the polymers pTHF, PMA and PEG.
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Discussion & conclusions

The calculations presented in this chapter do not only identify suitable candidates for experimental studies, they also reveal that cycloreversion requires
significantly lower forces when atoms N1 and C5 are mechanically loaded
instead of atoms N1 and C4. This observation is easily explained when considering the pulling geometry. When the force is applied at the N1 and C4
atoms (1s, 3s, 5s) the force acts on both the N1C5 and N3C4 bonds and these
bonds need to be broken simultaneously, i.e. the molecule needs to be sheared
apart. In contrast, the N1C5 and N3C4 are loaded sequentially when the force
is applied at the N1 and C5 atoms (1z, 3z, 5z) and the bonds are separated
one by one in a zipper like fashion. This geometry effect is frequently observed
in larger biological systems e.g. for the mechanical separation of DNA 29;30 or
β-strands in proteins. 31 It appears to be a general principle that also applies
to the mechanical rupture of covalent bonds in ring structures. Overall, this
result highlights the importance of the pulling geometry, which is far more
important for determining the rupture pathway than the exact position of the
linker attachment site and the nature of the substituents.
In summary, the mechanically induced cycloreversion of RuAAC and SPAAC
reactions is principally possible. The most crucial parameter defining the
rupture pathway, and consequently the feasibility of cycloreversion, is the
direction of the applied force that acts on the triazole unit. Most importantly,
DIBAC was identified as a very promising strained alkyne that is predicted to
undergo cycloreversion under experimental conditions. As DIBAC is also one
of the most reactive strained alkynes currently used in coupling experiments,
it has many characteristics of a mechanophore and may, once experimentally
characterized, find application as a molecular force sensor in mechanoresponsive
materials.
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Figure 4.10: Structures and rupture positions of polymers typically used in ultrasound polymer mechanochemistry (a, b) and AFM force spectroscopy (c). (a)
polytetrahydrofuran, pTHF. (b) polymethylacrylate, PMA. (c) polyethyleneglycol,
PEG. The terminal atoms of the polymer backbone were chosen as the anchor atoms
for the COGEF simulations (•). For PMA the polymer backbone is labeled in red.

Appendix
Computational details Isostructural DFT simulations were performed using
the NWChem package (Gaussian basis set, BL3YP hybrid functional) 20 . To
obtain the energy of the molecule as a function of its extension the COGEF
(COnstrained Geometries simulate External Force) approach was employed.
First, two anchor atoms were chosen that define the reaction coordinate.
These anchor atoms were subsequently moved further apart step by step
thereby stretching the molecule along the reaction coordinate. After each
distance increment, the system was allowed to equilibrate under this geometry
constraint. The energy of the molecule was calculated for every step to obtain
the so-called COGEF potential VCOGEF . The step width of each distance
increment was 0.1 Å. Close to the bond rupture event it was decreased to 0.05
Å. To facilitate a faster equilibration of the system, the distance increase was
distributed equally over all bonds located between the anchor atoms, except
for hydrogen bonds. For equilibration, the stepper method was used until an
energy convergence of 10−8 Hartree was reached. All triazoles were simulated
using the computationally less expensive 6-31G basis set to allow for a fast
prescreening of interesting candidates. Triazoles that have shown cycloreversion
in these preliminary simulations were subsequently simulated with the more
accurate 6-31++G basis set. Also the polymer molecules were calculated with
the 6-31++G basis set to allow for a direct comparison of the results.
Polymer COGEF simulations (6-31++G basis set) The structures and rupture positions of the model polymers pTHF, PMA and PEG are depicted in
Figure 4.10. As can be seen in Figure 4.10 the weakest bond in both polymers
is located next to the terminal anchor atom. This effect has been described
previously by Smalø et al. 32 for the slow, near adiabatic stretching of polymer
molecules. It has been explained with a gradual weakening of the terminal
bonds during the simulation. The bond angle of the terminal bond increases
more as for the inner bonds when the bonds along the chain align relative to
the direction of the applied force. As a result, the outer bond is weakened. As
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this effect is not relevant under experimental conditions, the obtained value
for Frup was considered as the lower bound for the mechanical stability of the
polymer.

Table 4.3: Parameters obtained from the COGEF potentials for the polymers pTHF,
PMA and PEG

rutpure-type Fmax [nN] De [kJ/mol] xe [Å]
Frup [nN]1
pTHF
chain 2
5.64
453.4
19.71
4.49
2
PMA
chain
5.19
301.1
6.32
3.70
PEG
chain 2
5.87
455.63
10.80
4.67
1
8
2
calculated for a loading rate of r = 10 nN/s. rupture in the polymer is
termed ‘chain’ throughout the manuscript to distinguish this type of rupture
from ‘linker’ rupture within the mechanophore unit.

Parameters obtained from COGEF simulations (6-31++G basis set)

Table 4.4: Parameters obtained from the 6-31++G COGEF potentials when pulling
at the terminal anchor atoms

rutpure-type
Fmax [nN] De [kJ/mol] xe [Å]
Frup [nN]1
3s
linker 2
6.13
500.7
8.94
4.96
3z cycloreversion
5.84
324.4
9.98
4.25
2
5s
linker
6.79
358.4
7.90
5.01
5z cycloreversion
5.97
279.6
7.34
4.11
1
calculated for a loading rate of r = 108 nN/s. 2 linker refers to any bond that
is not part of the triazole or cyclooctyne ring.

Table 4.5: Parameters obtained from the 6-31++G COGEF potentials when pulling
at the internal anchor atoms

rutpure-type
Fmax [nN] De [kJ/mol]
3s cycloreversion
14.37
310.1
3z cycloreversion
7.25
327.9
5s cycloreversion
11.49
296.5
5z cycloreversion
6.27
279.6
1
calculated for a loading rate of r = 108 nN/s.

xe [Å]
2.17
1.38
2.20
1.39

Frup [nN]1
8.94
5.16
7.32
4.29
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Comparison 6-31G and 6-31++G basis set To validate the choice of basis
set, the results obtained from the 6-31++G basis set were compared with the
results from the lower 6-31G basis set. The required COGEF potentials were
obtained during the prescreening of the triazoles. Table 4.6 and 4.7 summarize
the results obtained from the simulations when the terminal or internal anchor
atoms were used, respectively. For a better comparison with the 6-31++G
basis set, also Frup calculated from the simulations using the 6-31++G basis
set is given in the tables.

Table 4.6: Parameters obtained from the (6-31G) COGEF potentials when pulling
at the terminal anchor atoms

rutpure-type

Fmax [nN]

De
xe [Å] Frup [nN]1 Frup [nN]1
[kJ/mol]
(6-31G)
(6-31++G)
1s
linker 2
5.86
332.9
6.31
4.26
4.09
1z cycloreversion
6.00
286.9
4.07
4.17
4.09
3s
linker 2
6.28
407.7
9.18
4.83
4.96
3z cycloreversion
5.88
338.6
9.83
4.28
4.25
5s
linker 2
6.79
358.4
7.90
5.01
5.01
5z cycloreversion
6.00
286.7
7.35
4.17
4.11
1
8
2
calculated for a loading rate of r = 10 nN/s. linker refers to any bond that
is not part of the triazole or cyclooctyne ring.

Table 4.7: Parameters obtained from the (6-31G) COGEF potentials when pulling
at the interal anchor atoms

rutpure-type

Fmax [nN]

De
xe [Å] Frup [nN]1 Frup [nN]1
[kJ/mol]
(6-31G)
(6-31++G)
1s cycloreversion
13.50
286.0
2.19
8.14
7.95
1z
cyclooctyne
7.00
286.9
1.37
4.77
4.65
3s triazole-ring2
–
–
–
–
8.94
3z cycloreversion
7.42
336.0
1.38
5.31
5.16
5s cycloreversion
10.74
304.3
2.20
7.02
7.32
5z cycloreversion
6.20
286.7
1.39
4.29
4.29
1
8
2
calculated for a loading rate of r = 10 nN/s. rupture within the triazole
ring not leading to cycloreversion (see Figure 4.2)
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Good agreement is observed between the calculations performed with the
6-31++G and 6-31G basis sets. With the exception of 3s (internal anchor
atoms), the same bond ruptures and Frup differs by less than 5 %. For 3s
cycloreversion is observed in the simulation using the 6-31++G basis set (NN-N-C-C → N-N-N + C-C), whereas the triazole ring ruptures in a different
position when the 6-31G basis is used (N-N-N-C-C → N-N-C + N-C). This
different result obtained from the simulations with the two basis sets appears
irrelevant for the main conclusions of this manuscript. The force required for
cycloreversion, calculated with the 6-31++G basis set, is extremely high (8.94
nN) when compared to the predicted rupture forces for pTHF (4.49 nN), PMA
(3.70 nN) and PEG (4.67 nN). Any type of rupture in the triazole ring incl.
cycloreversion is consequently extremely unlikely so that this simulation result
is of minor importance when considering the experimental outcome.

Discussion of the simulation results obtained for 2s, 2z, 4s, 4z and 6 (6-31G
basis set) The triazoles formed from ALO (2), DIFO (4) and BCN (6) show
cycloreversion when pulling directly at the triazole (internal anchor atoms).
In contrast, no cycloreversion is observed for any of these molecules when
stretching the complete molecule (terminal anchor atoms). Whereas linker
rupture is observed for 2s, a relocation of the linker from the N1 to the N2
position of the triazole ring is observed for 2z. The same effect is observed
for 4s and 6. This effect is clearly a simulation artifact as this reaction is not
possible under experimental conditions. Experimentally, the bond between the
linker atom and N1 needs to be broken, before any bond with N2 can be formed.
The observation of linker relocation might therefore be interpreted as linker
scission. As no bond is broken, it is not possible to calculate the dissociation
energy De for these cases and triazoles 2, 4 and 6 were not included in any
further analysis.
Triazole 4z is the only molecule simulated that shows rupture in the cyclooctyne
ring (C8-ring). Generally the stability of the C8-ring is a critical parameter
within the simulations. A stretching force may easily break the symmetry of the
C8-ring, leading to ring rupture. In this context, the stability of the C8-ring is
also strongly affected by the simulation approach chosen. After every distance
increment, all atoms are ‘pre-moved’ to a probable position to allow for a faster
equilibration of the system. Clearly, forecasting the position of atoms within
a ring is more challenging than for a chain. Only a small miss-positioning of
an atom may shift the system into a local energy-minimum that leads to the
rupture of an undesired bond. Calculations with a smaller step width have
been performed in order to minimize this problem, however, without success.
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As this calculation artifact was observed for one molecular geometry only it
was not considered in the further analysis.
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5
DIBAC - a molecular
force sensor?
This chapter describes the experimental characterization of DIBAC as molecular
force sensor.
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Introduction

The DFT studies described in chapter 4 suggest that selected strain-promoted
azide-alkyne cycloaddition (SPAAC) reactions are reversible if an external force
is applied on the triazole product in unzipping geometry. These triazoles are
thus potential molecular force sensors (MFSs) when combined with a sensitive
fluorescence readout. This can, for example, be achieved with a fluorogenic
reporter system that carries an azide functional group (N3 -dyes) 1;2 . Upon
cycloreversion of the triazole, the strained alkyne is reformed and available
for ’click’ reaction with the fluorogenic N3 -dye. Formation of the dye-triazole
product leads to a detectable increase in the fluorescence signal, providing a
direct read-out for triazole cycloreversion.
According to the DFT studies described in chapter , DIBAC (DiBenzoAzaCyclooctyne) emerged as the most promising candidate with the highest potential
to undergo mechanically induced cycloreversion. It is the goal of this chapter
to investigate the usefulness of DIBAC as an MFS. This includes the characterization of the rupture force of the DIBAC-based triazole reaction using single
molecule force spectroscopy. More importantly, a combined single molecule
force-fluorescence experiment is set up to detect the liberated alkyne, provided
that cycloreversion is successful. This experiment is designed to prove that the
SPAAC reaction is indeed reversible and that a sensitive read-out of the MFS
is possible.

5.2

Experimental design

The goals of the research described in this chapter ware the experimental
determination of the mechanical stability of the DIBAC-based triazole product
as well as the experimental validation of mechanically-induced cycloreversion
(i.e. the formation of the azide and alkyne starting materials). To achieve
these two goals, AFM-based single molecule force spectroscopy was used to
apply a force to the triazole, determining its rupture force. 3 Making use of
the combined AFM-TIRF microscope described in chapter 3, a fluorogenic
reporter system was utilized to detect the appearance of free DIBAC as the
cycloreversion product.
In typical AFM force spectroscopy experiments, one binding partner (e.g. the
strained alkyne, DIBAC) is immobilized on the surface and the counterpart
(e.g. the azide) is immobilized on the cantilever. When the cantilever is
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Figure 5.1: The principle of AFM-force spectroscopy: both, the surface and the
cantilever contain functional groups. During the approach (a, b) the cantilever
is moved towards the surface. Initially the cantilever is free and there is zero
deflection of the cantilever (a). Upon surface contact, the cantilever gets deflected
(b). While the cantilever is in contact with the sample, bonds can form between
cantilever and surface. During the retract (c, d, e) the cantilever is initially in
contact with the surface and adhesion forces may bend the cantilever (c). Upon
stretching, the cantilever overcomes the surface adhesion forces and returns to its
relaxed position. Molecular interactions formed between the cantilever and the
surface, that were established during surface contact, bend the cantilever during
the retract (d). At some point the weakest bond ruptures and the cantilever
returns to equilibrium position (e).
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Figure 5.2: Experimental design of the AFM-TIRF experiments. (a) The surface
is covered with triazole-containing PEG. In a ’fishing-type’ AFM experiment,
single triazoles are subject to cycloreversion, so that free DIBAC is formed on the
surface and available for click reaction with the fluorogenic N3 -dye. (b) AFM-FS
is done in a pattern, so that along this pattern DIBAC is formed that can react
with the fluorogenic N3 -dye. After scanning with AFM, the pattern can be
read-out with the TIRF microscope.

brought into contact with the surface the complex forms (Figure 5.1 a,b) and
is then stretched upon the retract of the cantilever (Figure 5.1 c, d, e). Upon
stretching, the weakest bond in the complex will eventually rupture. Measuring
the deflection of the cantilever during the whole cycle yields a force-distance
curve, from which the rupture force of the broken bond can be determined.
For combined AFM-TIRF experiments of the triazole system, it is desirable to
deviate from the typical AFM experimental design where one binding partner
(i.e. N3 ) is immobilized on the cantilever and the other one (i.e. DIBAC)
is immobilized on the surface. Instead a ’fishing type’ experimental design
(Figure 5.2 a) is preferable where the triazole is formed prior to the experiment.
By introducing a ’fishing bond’ to the system, the triazole on the surface
can be picked up specifically, stretched and eventually ruptured. This allows
for determining the rupture force, while simultaneously detecting the freed
alkyne on the surface. As the surface is covered with triazoles, any free DIBAC
molecules on the surface must consequently have been formed as a result of the
applied force. Reacting the azide and the alkyne before immobilization also
ensures that the triazole has formed. In this way stacking or polymerization of
the strained alkynes on the surface, as it is known for BCN (bicyclo-nonyne), 4
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Figure 5.3: The fluorogenic N3 -dye developed by Bertozzi and coworkers. 1 The
N3 -dye (a) is only slightly fluorescent. By forming the click-product (triazoldye, (b)), a bright fluorescent species is obtained.

can be avoided.
Such a fishing bond can for example be a terminal N H2 -group on the end of the
polyethyleneglycol (PEG) linker and an epoxy group on the cantilever (Figure
5.2). The N H2 -group and the epoxide will react and form a strong covalent
bond that allows for ’fishing’ the triazole from the surface and stretching it.
If DIBAC molecules are formed, they can be reacted with the N3 -containing
fluorogenic reporter system, leading to the formation of fluorescent dye-triazole
species on the surface (Figure 5.2 a). When performing AFM-FS in a pattern,
this pattern can be visualized on the surface with the TIRF microscope (Figure
5.2 b).
The N3 containing fluorogenic reporter system consequently needs to be present
in excess in order to ensure an efficient reaction with all freshly formed DIBAC
molecules on the surface. To ensure good signal-to-noise ratios, a strong increase
in the fluorescence signal upon reaction with DIBAC is absolutely essential.
Ideally, the fluorogenic azide-dye does not possess any fluorescence emission at
all. Two classes of fluorogenic N3 -dyes have been described so far: one based
on coumarin 6, 2 which is excited in the UV and thus not compatible with our
TIRF microscope (3). The other one, developed by Bertozzi and coworkers, is
based on fluoresein, 1 and is excited at 490 nm, making it nicely compatible with
our combined AFM-TIRF microscope. The initial, fluorescein-based fluorogenic
N3 -dye was reported to be only slightly fluorescent. Upon reaction of the dye
with a strained alkyne, a bright fluorescent species was formed (Figure 5.3).
Depending on the alkyne that was used in the reaction, the fluorescence increase
was up to 34-fold. 1 This signal increase could be sufficient for ’discriminating’
the bright ’click’ product from the background fluorescence that results from
the excess amount of the fluorogenic N3 -dye.
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Figure 5.4: Experimental setup of the AFM-FS experiments. (a) Two PEG
(MW 6000) polymers were ’clicked’ together and consequently contain the triazole
unit, (b) control experiment with one PEG (MW 6000) polymer.

5.3

Results & discussion

Prior to the combined AFM-TIRF experiments, the rupture force of the
triazole was characterized using AFM-FS and the fluorescent reporter system
was evaluated.

5.3.1

AFM force spectroscopy

The activation force for triazole cycloreversion was characterized using a similar
’fishing-type’ experimental design as for the AFM-TIRF experiments later
on. The triazole was embedded in between two 50 nm long PEG polymers
(Figure 5.4 a). The DIBAC functionalized PEG has a terminal N H2 -group that
functions as a handle for pick-up with the epoxy functionalized cantilever. In
order to compare the strength of the triazole with all other bonds within the
PEG polymer and the epoxy-amine bond employed for pick-up, a plain PEG
polymer with a terminal N H2 -group was measured as a control (Figure 5.4 b).
Upon cycloaddition of DIBAC with an azide, two regioisomers form (Figure 5.5)
and both of them are present within the AFM sample. The regioisomer where
the force acts in ’unzipping’ direction (Figure 5.5 b) has a higher probability for
cycloreversion than the regioisomers loaded in shear geometry. For the latter
one also linker- or polymer scission need to be considered as well. Therefore,
only part of the triazole population on the surface is expected to undergo
cycloreversion. In order to acquire sufficient statistics, many force-distance
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Figure 5.5: Upon the cycloaddition of DIBAC with an azide two regioisomers
will form. (a) The force acts in ’unshearing’ direction, cycloreversion is unlikely
(chapter 4). (b) The force acts in ’unzipping’ direction, cycloreversion is probable
(chapter 4).

curves need to be recorded. Every functional group on the cantilever can only
be used once for pick-up of a triazole. After rupture, the epoxy group on
the cantilever remains occupied. In order to increase the amount of epoxy
groups on the cantilever, an epoxy functionalized glass bead was glued to the
cantilever.
The force-distance curves obtained from the triazole (Figure 5.6 a) and the
PEG-control sample (Figure 5.6 b) were fit with the extensible freely jointed
chain model. 5 The distribution of the contour length (LC , Figure 5.6 d) fits
nicely with the expected values from the experimental design (100 nm for the
sample and 50 nm for the PEG control sample, Figure 5.4). The rupture force
distribution clearly suggests that the triazole ruptures at significantly lower
forces (FT riazole = 0.46 ± 0.16 nN) than the plain PEG polymer (FP EG =
0.93 ± 0.17 nN, Figure 5.6 c). Surprisingly, the rupture force distribution of
the triazole sample shows only one peak. This may have two different reasons.
Either the rupture force distribution of both regioisomers (partly) overlaps, or
a different bond ruptures. Taking into account the control experiment, this
could only be the amide bond connecting the DIBAC to the PEG. Rupture of
this amide bond is not considered very likely, as this bond has been included as
linker in the DFT simulations described in chapter 4, where it never appeared
as the weakest bond in the system. This possibility cannot be fully excluded,
however. Only a fluorescence experiment can ultimately answer the question
whether cycloreversion was achieved or another bond ruptured.
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Figure 5.6: (a) Example force distance curves of the triazol. (b) Example
force distance curves of the PEG-control. (c) Rupture force histograms of PEG
containing the triazole unit (Triazole) and a PEG polymer as control (N H2 -PEG).
FT riazole = 0.46 ± 0.16 nN, N=443 out of 1000 curves; FP EG = 0.93 ± 0.17 nN,
N=179 out of 1500 curves (d) Contour Length (LC ) histograms of PEG containing
the triazole unit (Triazole) and a PEG polymer as control (N H2 -PEG), as
obtained from fitting the force-distance curves with the extensible freely jointed
chain model. 5

5.3.2

Fluorogenic alkyne reactive probe

As the fluorogenic reporter system for triazole cycloreversion, a fluorogenic N3 dye has been synthesized according to the protocol of Bertozzi and coworkers. 1
The dye is based on florescein, so that its excitation (λmax =495 - 499 nm) 1 and
emission (λmax =517 - 518 nm) 1 spectra nicely match with the requirements
for our AFM-TIRF microscope (chapter 3). Spin-coated on a clean glass slide,
the fluorogenic N3 -dye was not visible in the TIRF microscope. The ’clicked’product (with BCN), in contrast, was visible in the TIRF microscope when
spin-coated at single molecule concentration (Figure 5.7 a). The dye-triazole has
a low photostability (Figure 5.7 b), however, which is typical for fluorescein. For
the TIRF experiment this means, that the sample has to be in focus perfectly
before the laser is switched on and starts bleaching the sample. Focussing
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Figure 5.7: (a) TIRF image of single dye-triazole click-products (with BCN)
spin-coated on glass. (b) Photostability of the click-product (with BCN) when
imaged in the TIRF microscope.

Figure 5.8: (a) Fluorescence increase of the fluorogenic N3 -dye when clicked
to (BCN). 4 A 11 x fluorescence increase has been observed. (b) Fluorescence
increase of the fluorogenic N3 -dye when clicked to DIBAC after 18 months of
storage (3 x fluorescence increase). The relative fluorescence intensity has been
normalized to the intensity of the N3 -dye, as this is the same species in both
samples. (λex =490 nm)

needs to be accomplished within the first two seconds after the laser is switched
on, in order to detect the ’clicked’ products on the surface.
Directly after synthesis the N3 -dye showed a 11 x fold fluorescence increase
when clicked to BCN 4 (Figure 5.8 a). The fluorescence increase was very low
(3x, Figure 5.8 b), however, when testing the N3 -dye with DIBAC, which is
the most promising candidate for mechanically induced cycloreversion. It
remains unclear if this results from the different structure of DIBAC or from
decomposition of reagent during 18 months of storage.
In summary, the fluorogenic N3 -dye possesses the required spectral characteristics for detection in the TIRF microscope. Problems may arise from
the fairly small fluorescence increase upon reaction with DIBAC and the low
photostability.
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AFM-TIRF experiments

The AFM-FS experiment described above suggests that the DIBAC-based
triazole ruptures within the mechanophore unit. To unambiguously prove
cycloreversion, a combined experiment with optical readout is required, however.
Using the fluorogenic fluorescein-based N3 -dye, the reformation of DIBAC can
potentially be observed in a combined AFM-TIRF experiment. Following
the experimental design described above, a PEG-polymer with an embedded
triazole was formed on the surface. Upon stretching with the AFM, DIBAC
should be reformed on the surface if cycloreversion is successful. When probing
the surface with the AFM in a pattern, a pattern with free DIBAC should
form that can be visualized with the fluorogenic N3 -dye.
Although the fluorogenic N3 -dye shows only a 3 x fold fluorescence increase
when clicked to DIBAC (Figure 5.8 b), one would still expect a detectable
increase in the fluorescence signal in DIBAC containing areas on the surface,
given that a sufficient number of DIBAC molecules is formed on the surface.
Nevertheless, the pattern could not be detected in the TIRF microscope. The
main challenge was the short time frame, in which the sample had to be focused
prior to the bleaching of the dyes (2 s, Figure 5.7 b). As only ∼ 50 % of the
triazoles are expected to undergo cycloreversion, 6;7;8 and the event rate for
pick-up with the AFM is less than 10 %, the pattern has to be scanned many
times in order to form enough DIBAC molecules along the pattern. This
process is time consuming (5 - 20 hours), so that the sample usually drifted out
of the TIRF-focus during the AFM-scanning. As a result, the sample probably
bleached before the focus could be readjusted.
In order to increase the time frame for the TIRF experiments, the fluorogenic
N3 -dye was replaced with quantum dots as as an alternative fluorescent reporter
system. For this experiment it was required, to turn the PEG-triazole-PEG
conjugate upside down, so that the N3 -group remained on the surface upon
cycloreversion (similar to the AFM-FS experiments described above). The
newly formed N3 -group was located on the surface, where it was available
for ’click’ reaction with DIBAC-biotin. DIBAC-Biotin can be added in the
sample chamber in large excess without causing any fluorescent background.
In this way, terminal biotin moieties, able to bind streptavidin-QDots, were
coupled along the pattern. Also with this strategy, however, the detection of
the pattern was not successful. The Qdots did not bleach, but either the QDot
concentration on the surface was too low to detect the pattern, or too high,
so that too much fluorescent background was created. This experiment would
have required more optimization, which was not possible within the time frame
of this thesis.
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Outlook

The experiments presented in this chapter show that AFM-FS is an excellent
tool for investigating the mechanical stability of triazoles formed in the SPAAC
reaction. The results clearly show that a PEG-polymer with an embedded
triazole ruptures at lower forces than a PEG-polymer that does not contain the
triazole. This suggests that the rupture force of the triazole is well below the
rupture force of the other covalent bonds in the molecular chain. Unfortunately,
mechanically induced cycloreversion could not be proven. The reporter systems
tested were either not fluorogenic (QDs) or the increase in the fluorescent
signal was not high enough to obtain sufficient signal-to-noise ratios in the
TIRF microscope for detecting a small number of reformed DIBAC molecules
(if cycloreversion was successful). Nevertheless triazole cycloreversion is a
promising system for further investigation. Alternative force tools that can
apply force to a much bigger number of molecules will be better suited for
proving cycloreversion. Possible techniques are ultrasound and rheology.

5.4.1

Ultrasound

A series of three sonication experiments could potentially prove mechanically
induced cycloreversion of DIBAC-based triazoles. In the first experiment the
triazole is embedded within two long (20 kDa) PEG polymers (3b, Figure 5.9).
Upon sonication, the forces generated during ultrasound should lead to mechanically induced cycloreversion. The freshly formed DIBAC could react with
a fluorogenic N3 -dye, leading to an overall increase of the fluorescence of the
sonicated solution. The newly formed dye-triazole product is only attached to
one 20 kDa polymer, so that it should not be subject to high forces during the
sonication. In the second experiment short polymers are coupled to the triazole
and sonication is repeated to discriminate mechanical from other effects during
sonication (3a, Figure 5.9). If cycloreversion was mechanically induced, the
weaker forces generated on the shorter polymers should not lead to scission.
In this case also the fluorescence of the fluorogenic N3 -dyes present in the
solution should not increase. In a last control experiment the scission rate
of a 40 kDa PEG polymer (without the embedded triazole) is compared to
the scission rate of the 20kDa PEG containing the embedded triazole, which
has a similar molecular weight. In this way it can be assured that the forces
during sonication are sufficiently high for scission within the polymer backbone
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Figure 5.9: Molecules proposed for ultrasound polymer mechanochemistry. Two
azide-funtionalized PEGs with a molecular weight of either 20 kDa (1a, x =
approx. 450 monomer units) or 750 Da (1b, x = approx 17 monomer units) are
reacted with Bis-DIBAC (2) to yield a symmetric polymer with two triazole units
in the center of the polymer chain (R = 750 Da PEG for 3a and 20 kDa for 3b.

and consequently also for scission within the triazole, which is expected to be
weaker.
Summarizing, three sonication experiments should be sufficient to prove
mechanical activation of the mechanophore and to validate cycloreversion by
comparing the fluorescence intensity of the solution of experiment 1 and 2 preand post-sonication.

5.4.2

Rheology

An alternative experimental approach to validate cycloreversion of DIBAC
based triazoles is offered by rheology. Rheology measures the deformation
of a material (strain) as a response to an externally applied force (stress).
Incorporated within a material (i.e. cross linking a hydrogel 9 ), a well defined
and tunable shear stress as well as shear rate can be applied to the triazole. In
the presence of a fluorogenic N3 -dye, cycloreversion can be observed in real time
by following the overall fluorescence increase in bulk as a function of shear stress
and shear rate. This experimental design is especially attractive, as it closely
mimics possible applications of MFSs as force sensors within materials.
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Conclusions

DIBAC-based triazoles have been predicted to undergo mechanically induced
cycloreversion at forces lower than the chain rupture of typically employed
linker polymers, such as PEG or pTHF. The AFM-FS results described in
this chapter confirm that PEG containing a DIBAC-based triazole ruptures at
significantly lower forces (FT riazole =0.46 ± 0.16 nN) than a plain PEG polymer
(FP EG = 0.93 ± 0.17 nN). These results suggest that the triazole-containing
polymer most likely ruptures within the mechanophore unit.
Nevertheless, cycloreversion could not be confirmed in a combined AFM-TIRF
experiment due to a lack of suitable fluorescent reporter systems. The AFM
operates at the single molecule level, so that only single MFSs can be activated,
one by one. This small number of activated MFSs requires single molecule
fluorescence detection. Unfortunately, the fluorescent reporter systems used
here did not provide a sufficient increase in the fluorescence signal to allow the
detection of possibly formed DIBAC at the single molecule level. The fluorogenic N3 -dye should still be a useful reporter system in an ensemble approach,
however. Ultrasound and rheology are promising experimental strategies to
ultimately prove mechanically induced cycloreversion of SPAAC reactions.
The AFM results have shown that DIBAC-based triazoles rupture at forces
around 500 pN. This is an interesting force range that would open up a number
of applications. If cycloreversion would indeed occur experimentally in this
force range, DIBAC would be an ideal building block for smart materials that
show an optically detectable mechanical response at a well-known force. The
reversibility of the reaction would facilitate the use of DIBAC as a mechanosensitive crosslinker for the synthesis of self-healing materials. Mechanical the
reversibility (combined with a very high thermodynamic stability) might further
be useful for the immobilization of biological molecules, especially in single
molecule force spectroscopy applications.
Acknowledgements Dr Jorge M. M. Verkade, Synaffix B. V. and my student
Tim Berkensbosch, RU Nijmegen, are gratefully acknowledged for synthesizing
the fluorogenic N3 -dye and measuring the fluorescence spectra of the BCN
click product.
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Methods
Sample preparation AFM-FS experiments - triazole-PEG Glass coverslips
were cleaned using the following procedure. Sonication in acetone (10 min) was
followed by another sonication step in 10 % NaOH (10 min). Then the cover
slips were washed 5 x with ultrapure water, followed by a last 10 min sonication
step in ultrapure water. Then the glass slides were activated by UV/ozone
treatment for at least 30 min. The activated slides were immersed in a 2%
(v/v) solution of (3-glycidyloxypropyl)trimethoxysilane in ethanol/ultrapure
water (ca. 9:1 (v/v)) for 30 min and washed subsequently with ethanol and
ultrapure water. After drying the slides in a N2 flow, they were cured at 95 ◦ C
for 1h. The epoxy-functionalized glass slide was then covered homogeneously
with N H2 -PEG-N3 (15 mg, MW 5000g/mol, Rapp-Polymere) and heated at
90° C until the PEG was melted completely. To obtain a thin PEG layer, a
second epoxy-functionalized glass slide was placed on top of the melted PEG.
This PEG-glass ’sandwich’ was heated at 90° C for 16 h. Meanwhile a 5 mM
solution of N H2 -PEG-N H2 (MW 6000 g/mol, Rapp-Polymere) in PBS was
reacted 1:1 with DBCO-PEG4 -NHS (Click Chemistry Tools) for 16 h at RT to
form DBCO-PEG6kDa -N H2 . After separating the PEG-sandwich, unbound
N3 -PEG-N H2 was removed from the glass slide by washing with ultrapure
water. Subsequently 200 µl of 5 mM DBCO-PEG6000-N H2 solution (in PBS)
was ’sandwiched’ between two N3 -PEG-slides and kept for 5 days in a wet
box at RT. After separating the slides and washing with ultrapure water, the
samples were ready for use.
If the triazole formation on the N3 -PEG-slide was successful, the slide should
be covered with terminal N H2 -groups on the surface. To confirm the presence
of these groups, AlexaFluor647-NHS was added to the sample. The resulting
fluorescence on the surface was detected in a microarray scanner (Figure 5.10).

Sample preparation AFM-FS experiments - N H2 -PEG Epoxy-functionalized
cover slips were prepared as described above. An epoxy-functionalized cover slip
was then covered homogeneously with an amount of 15 mg N H2 -PEG-N H2 ,
(MW 6000g/mol, Rapp-Polymere), and heated at 90° C until the PEG was
melted completely. To obtain a thin PEG layer a second epoxy-functionalized
glass slide was placed on top of the melted PEG. This PEG-glass ’sandwich’
was heated at 90° C for 16 h. After separating the slides and washing with
ultrapure water, the samples were ready for use.
AFM Cantilever functionalization Acid washed glass beads (26 mg, ∅ ≤
106 µm, Sigma Aldrich) were activated in Piranha solution (sulfuric acid and
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Figure 5.10: The presence of N H2 -groups on the surface was examined by
reacting the surface with the N H2 -reactive fluorophore AlexaFluor647-NHS (D;
100 µM AlexaFluor647-NHS in PBS pH 7.5). Non-specific adsorption of the dye
was excluded by reacting the surface with the same, but quenched fluorophore
(Q; 100 µM AlexaFluor647-NHS in 1:2 Tris (1.5M) and sodium borate (50 mM,
pH 8.5), resulting in pH ∼7)

hydrogen peroxide, 3:1) for 30 min while stirring. Subsequently the beads
were spun down in a centrifuge and washed with ultrapure water (4 x) and
isopropanol (2 x). After drying under argon the beads are ready for silanization. The beads were stirred over night in a 0.4% ethanolic solution of (3glycidyloxypropyl)trimethoxysilane. After drying and curing in the oven at
95° C for 1 h, the beads were mixed with ultrapure water, distributed on glass
slides and dried. Then single beads were glued onto the cantilever (Bruker
MLCT) with UV curable glue (Norland Optical Adhesive # 63). After curing
in the UV-ozone cleaner for 10 min under a constant N2 flow the epoxy-bead
functionalized cantilevers were ready for use.
General procedure AFM-FS experiments The cover slip and the epoxy-bead
functionalized cantilever were mounted into the AFM (JPK Force Robot) and
the sample chamber was filled with 50 mM sodium borate, pH 8.4. AFM
force-distance curves were collected with a set force of 1 nN and an incubation
time of 2 s on the surface. The surface was scanned in a pattern and a total of
more than 10.000 force-distance curves were recorded.
General procedure Combined AFM-TIRF experiments Before AFM-FS was
started, the AFM cantilever was aligned within the field of view of the TIRF
microscope. This was achieved by removing the 775 nm short pass filter in front
of the camera so that the cantilever was illuminated by the AFM laser. Prior
to AFM scanning, the TIRF microscope was focused onto the sample surface.
During scanning, the TIRF laser was switched off to protect the sample from
bleaching. The pattern was ’written’ onto the surface by taking force-distance
curves along the pattern (100 curves per pixel of the pattern). After scanning,
the laser was switched on and the sample was refocused quickly to account for
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drift during the AFM measurement. TIRF movies (EMCCD mode, highest
dynamic range, 0.28 s time resolution) were recorded as quickly as possible.
Sample preparation and procedure AFM-TIRF experiments - fluorogenic
dye Clean glass slides were activated by UV/ozone treatment for at least
30 min. The activated slides were immersed in a 2% (v/v) solution of (3glycidyloxypropyl)trimethoxysilane in ethanol/ultrapure water (ca. 9:1 (v/v))
for 30 min and washed subsequently with ethanol and ultrapure water. After
drying the slides in a N2 flow, they were cured at 95 ◦ C for 1h. Meanwhile a
5 mM solution of N H2 -PEG6kDa -N H2 (Rapp-Polymere) in PBS was reacted
1:1 with DBCO-PEG4 -NHS (Click Chemistry Tools) for 16 h at RT to form
DIBAC-PEG6kDa -N H2 . Then 200 µl of the 5 mM DIBAC-PEG6kDa -N H2 in
PBS solution were ’sandwiched’ between two epoxy functionalized glass slides
and incubated in a wet box for 5 days at RT. After separating the PEGsandwich, unbound DIBAC-PEG6kDa -N H2 was removed from the glass slide
by washing with ultrapure water. Subsequently 200 µl of 5 mM N3 -PEG5kDa N H2 solution (in PBS) was ’sandwiched’ between two DIBAC-PEG-slides and
kept for 2 days in a wet box at RT. After separating the slides and washing
with ultrapure water, the samples were ready for use.
The sample and an epoxy-bead functionalized AFM cantilever were mounted
in the AFM and the sample chamber was filled with 400 µl PBS and 50 µl of
1 µM fluorogenic N3 -dye in DMSO. A cross pattern with a size of 20 µm was
scanned with the AFM 500 x while the TIRF laser was off. After a first TIRF
measurement the solution in the sample chamber was exchanged with PBS
for a second measurement. Subsequently, the concentration of the fluorogenic
N3 -dye in the sample chamber was increased by exchanging the solution with
400 µl PBS and 100 µl of 10 µM for a third TIRF measurement after 10 minutes
of incubation (TIRF laser switched off).
Sample preparation and procedure AFM-TIRF experiments - Qdots The
sample preparation was the same as for the AFM-FS experiments described
earlier. The cover slip and the epoxy-bead functionalized cantilever were
mounted in the AFM and the sample chamber was filled with Borate Buffer
pH 8.5. After scanning a 20 µm cross pattern, the solution in the sample chamber
was exchanged with a solution of biotin-DBCO (1.9 mM in 50 mM sodium
borate pH 8.5, 10 % DMSO; Click Chemistry Tools). After an incubation time
of 2 h, the cover slip was washed 3 x with TN buffer (10mM Tris HCl pH 7.5,
50mM NaCl). Then the sample was incubated with 10nM streptavidin-labelled
Qdots (Q10123MP Qdot 655 streptavidin conjugate, Life Technologies) for 10
minutes. After washing with TN buffer, the TIRF measurement was started in
TN buffer.
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6. Mechanical activation of a latent catalyst: towards
understanding the activation mechanism

Introduction

Latent catalysts that become activated by an external force represent a very
powerful class of molecular force sensors (MFSs). These so-called mechanocatalysts have the potential to become multifunctional building blocks of novel
stimuli-responsive materials as they combine a number of interesting features.
Mechanocatalysts can facilitate the detection of material failure and at the
same time trigger material repair. Using a fluorogenic reporter system, for
example, the activated catalyst can produce a large number of fluorescent
product molecules. As these newly generated fluorophores are detected with
a very good sensitivity, information about the early onset of bond rupture
processes becomes available. Simultaneously, the catalyst might start a reaction
that initiates the reformation of bonds in the material, introducing self-healing
properties. Lastly, strategies can be included to switch off the catalyst once
self-healing is completed. This chapter describes a detailed mechanistic study of
the mechanical activation of a mechanocatalyst based on latent N-heterocyclic
carbenes (NHCs).
First experimental evidence for the mechanical activation of latent NHCs
has been described by Sijbesma and co-workers. 3 The tested NHCs formed
organometallic coordination complexes with silver ions. Once dissociated in
ultrasound, the activated NHC efficiently catalyzed transesterification reactions.
Even though these Ag 2+ -coordinated NHCs are highly versatile mechanocatalysts, they suffer from a significant background activity at room temperature.
The exact reason for this is unknown. A likely cause is the highly dynamic
nature of the silver coordination bond that performs ligand exchange at a rate
of 1/s. This limitation may be overcome by introducing a less dynamic bond
to the carbene. NHCs do not only coordinate to metal ions, but also form
zwitterionic bonds with (hetero)allenes such as CS2 and CO2 as well as with
isothiocyanates (NCS). The thermodynamic stability of NHC adducts with
isothiocyanates (NHC-NCS) has been investigated by Norris et al., 4 showing a
comparably high activation temperature. Significant catalytic activity was only
detected when heated to temperatures above 70 ° C, whereas no background
activity was detected at room temperature.
The higher thermal stability of the covalent bond between the NHC and NCS
raises the question if this bond is still the mechanically weakest bond in this
improved mechanocatalyst design. A comparison of the thermal and mechanical pathways highlights that this is not necessarily the case. Even though
both processes accelerate the rate of bond scission, the exact mechanism is
fundamentally different (Figure 6.1). Heat increases the number of molecules
with sufficient energy to overcome the energy barrier. In contrast to heat, which
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Figure 6.1: Influence of force and heat on the rate of bond scission. According to
the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, heat accelerates the reaction by increasing
the probability for a molecule to overcome the energy barrier. The application of
a force tilts the energy landscape. The tilted energy landscape is characterized
by a lower energy barrier, thereby increasing the rate of the reaction.

leaves the height of the energy barrier unaffected, force reduces the effective
height of the energy barrier.
This chapter describes an integrated approach, combining experiment and
simulation, to investigate the suitability of the newly designed NHC-NCS
adduct as a mechanophore. Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations
using the COGEF (COnstrained Geometries simulate External Force) approach
were performed to determine the most likely rupture position in the molecule
and to estimate the corresponding rupture force. The DFT simulations were
supported by ab initio Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations to account for
kinetic effects when subjecting the mechanophore to an externally applied force,
e.g. using ultrasound polymer mechanochemistry. 5;6;7 Most importantly, the
NHC-NCS adduct was equipped with polymer chains and catalyst activation
was tested in ultrasound experiments.
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Figure 6.2: Desired bond scission pathway of the NHC-NCS adduct. It is
expected that the externally applied force releases the free carbene and an
isothiocyanate.

6.2

Results & discussion

6.2.1

Density functional theory calculations

DFT-COGEF calculations were performed using the structure shown in Figure
1.2 to investigate if the free carbene is released when mechanically manipulating
the NHC-NCS adduct. Using this simulation approach, two anchor atoms are
chosen on the molecule. These atoms become stepwise separated from each
other, thereby applying a stretching force onto the molecule. After each step,
the system is allowed to equilibrate under this geometry constraint and the
energy of the molecule is calculated. At a certain point, after many stretching
and equilibration cycles have been performed, the weakest bond in between the
anchor atoms will break. Although the transition state itself is not accessible,
bond strengths and dissociation energies can be determined, allowing for the
estimation of the most probable rupture force. 8 A crucial advantage of the
COGEF approach is that also the most probable rupture forces of other bonds
in the molecule can be determined. This is easily implemented when choosing
different anchor atoms to apply the force within the molecule (Figure 1.3). In
this way it is not only possible to identify the most probable rupture position
within the molecule but also to compare its mechanical strength to other
bonds within the potential MFS. A more detailed description of DFT-COGEF
calculations can be found in chapter 4.3.2.
Several simulations have been performed with different anchor atoms (Figure
6.3). To identify the mechanically weakest bond in the complete molecule, the
anchor atoms were chosen at the ends of both linkers (Figure 6.3). Heterolytic
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scission of the NHC-NCS bond was observed and formation of the active species
of the carbene catalyst was confirmed (characterized by its free electron pair).
The mechanical stability of the NHC-NCS bond was subsequently compared
to the strength of the other bonds within the molecule. For this purpose the
anchor atoms were chosen such that only the isothiocyanate or the carbene part
of the molecule were stretched while no force was acting on the other bonds.
Subsequently, the most probable rupture force was calculated for the NHC-NCS
bond as well as for the other bonds that ruptured in the control simulations.
This calculation requires the dissociation energy and the maximum slope of
the COGEF potential as described in chapter 4.3.2. The dissociation energy of
the desired NHC-NCS bond scission (Table 6.1) is a lot lower than for any of
the other bonds broken. Correspondingly, the force vs rupture probability plot
(Figure 6.3) shows that the NHC-NCS bond ruptures at F = 0.5 nN, whereas
all other bonds tested break at forces above 3 nN.

Table 6.1: Comparison of rupture forces when using different anchor atoms in the
COGEF simulations.

anchor atoms bond broken De [kJ/mol] FCOGEF [nN]
Frup [nN]
C21, C23
C5-C6
118.19
4.79
0.49
C5, C23
C5-C6
118.19
5.28
0.48
C6, C23
C22-C23
411.68
6.18
3.64
C5, C21
C20-C21
402.58
6.04
3.53
C5, C20
C19-C20
377.97
5.85
3.32
C19, N4
C19-N4
417.27
5.45
3.28
Values for catalyst activation are bold, others denote linker rupture. All values
are calculated for a force loading rate r = 1 nN/s, which is representative for
AFM experiments. Atom labels are depicted in Figure 6.3
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Figure 6.3: Rupture probability plot of the NHC-NCS adduct, comparing
different stretching pathways. Remarkable is, that the rupture force of the
desired, catalyst activating scission, is much lower than for all other bonds.

Beyer et al. 8 already observed that the chemical surroundings and the stretching
geometry influence the maximum force a certain covalent bond, i.e. C-C or
C-N, can withstand. The extremely low rupture force of the C-C bond forming
the NHC-NCS adduct (0.5 nN) is remarkable, especially when compared to
the stability of the other C-C bonds in the molecule (>3.0 nN, Figure 6.3).
The NHC-NCS adduct is zwitterionic, probably making the connecting CC bond more vulnerable to mechanical scission. The scission required for
catalyst activation is clearly the weakest bond within the system even though
previous studies did not suggest any detectable background activity at room
temperature. 4 Clearly carbene-isothiocyanate adducts are promising MFSs
that will be characterized further in the following.

6.2.2

Ultrasound polymer mechanochemistry

Considering the successful activation of Ag 2+ -based carbene catalysts using
ultrasound, 3 a first experimental test of mechanical catalyst activation was
performed using the same approach. For this purpose, symmetric NHC-NCS
adducts were synthesized and equipped with polytetrahydrofuran (pTHF)
polymers (Figure 6.4). During sonication, cavitation bubbles form and implode,
thereby rapidly stretching the attached polymers. In this way a mechanical
force is exerted on the MFS. Three different sonication experiments have been
performed: 1
1. sonication of p(T HF )20k − N HC − (N CS)2 − N HC − p(T HF )20k in
toluene with 1 % acetic acid to scavenge free carbenes and prevent the
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Figure 6.4: Design of the ultrasound experiment. A symmetric NHC-NCS adduct
was synthesized, consisting of two carbenes connected by a di-isothiocyanate.
Long pTHF polymers (20 kDa) were coupled at the ends of this molecule, yielding
p(T HF )20k −N HC−(N CS)2 −N HC−p(T HF )20k . The long polymers connected
to both ends of the symmetric molecule are required for applying a sufficiently
high force to facilitate bond rupture.

reformation of the complex. The scission products were analysed with
gel permeation chromatography (GPC) and 1 H NMR. As a control to
prove mechanically induced scission, the experiment was repeated with
a molecule carrying shorter polymers (p(T HF )7k − N HC − (N CS)2 −
N HC − p(T HF )7k ).
2. sonication of p(T HF )20k − N HC − (N CS)2 − N HC − p(T HF )20k in
toluene in the presence of an excess of fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC).
Free carbenes are expected to react with FITC. These dye labelled
polymers can then be detected with the UV/VIS detector of the GPC
instrument.
3. sonication of p(T HF )20k − N HC − (N CS)2 − N HC − p(T HF )20k in
the presence of substrate. When using benzyl acohol (BnOH) and vinyl
acetate (VAc) as the substrates, the activated carbenes should catalyse
a transesterification reaction. Catalytic activity can be detected by
following the formation of benzyl acetate using 1 H NMR.
GPC analysis of experiment (1) showed no scission of p(T HF )7k − N HC −
(N CS)2 − N HC − p(T HF )7k and near midpoint scission of p(T HF )20k −
N HC − (N CS)2 − N HC − p(T HF )20k . This dependence on the length of
the attached polymers, strongly suggests that the bond scission process is
mechanical in nature. Nevertheless, no free carbenes were observed with
1
H NMR. Instead, the peaks specific for the NHC-NCS adduct were still present
in the sonication product, suggesting rupture of a different bond.
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This is supported by experiment (2), which did not show any detectable FITC
signal at the retention time of the pT HF20k polymer. This suggests that no
free carbenes were produced during the sonication experiment that could have
reacted with FITC. Also experiment (3) could not confirm the presence of
free carbenes/active catalysts. No product formation of benzyl acetate was
observed upon sonication. In contrast, benzyl acetate formation was detected
when heating the sample to 80 ° C.
Together the three experiments suggest that either a different bond is broken
than the desired scission, or that the free carbenes do not survive the sonication
conditions in toluene. During sonication also radicals and other impurities
are formed, which can have an impact on the product of the sonication. 9 As
catalytic activity could be detected when subjecting Ag 2+ -carbene complexes
to ultrasound, 3 it can be concluded that during sonication a different bond than
the desired scission is broken within p(T HF )20k − N HC − (N CS)2 − N HC −
p(T HF )20k . This result is surprising since both, the thermal experiments as
well as the DFT simulations suggested that the desired scission is the weakest
bond within the NHC-NCS adduct. A possible explanation may be the fast
loading rate during the sonication experiments. Whereas DFT simulations
calculate the molecule’s energies in equilibrium, experimental conditions in
ultrasound with a loading rate of ∼ 108 nN/s are far from equilibrium. To
investigate the effect of the loading rate, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
have been performed.

6.2.3

Molecular dynamics simulations

In contrast to DFT calculations, which describe a static, equilibrated system,
ab initio MD simulations calculate the motion of atoms within a molecule or
material. Using the laws of classical motion, the response of a many body
system to a sudden increase in an externally applied force can be computed.
Before the simulation is started, the system is equilibrated using Newton’s
equations of motion until the system properties do not change with time any
longer. Then the actual simulation is started. Just as in the DFT calculations,
two anchor atoms are chosen and a pre-set force is applied at these two anchor
atoms. This abrupt rise in the force is very similar to ultrasound experiments, 10
where the molecule is stretched with a very high loading rate (108 nN/s). The
loading rate can be modified by using different values for the applied force. The
higher the force on the anchor atoms, the faster the system is required to react
to the force and thus the higher is the effective loading rate. MD simulations
are consequently a useful strategy to investigate kinetic effects and to follow
conformational changes of a molecule as a function of the loading rate.
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of the rupture pathways obtained from the DFT and
MD simulations. (a) 4 representative frames of the MD simulation with F = 5.0 nN.
(b) 4 representative frames of the DFT simulations. During the DFT simulations
the isothiocyanate rotates with respect to the carbene. The rotation elongates
the molecule and compensates for the stretching. In contrast, no rotation is
observed in the MD simulations prior to bond rupture. The rotation is best seen
when following the position of the sulphur atom (yellow) in the different frames.

To investigate the effect of the loading rate on the NHC-NCS adduct, ab
initio MD simulations with an external force applied to two anchor atoms
were performed, using the method described by Szyja et al. 11 A series of 11
simulations was started where the external force was varied between 0 nN and
10 nN. At forces below 4 nN the system stabilized in a stretched conformation
within the simulated time. For forces between 5 nN and 6 nN the molecule
was stretched until eventually the C-C bond connecting the carbene and the
isothiocyanate ruptured. Even higher forces destabilized the molecule such
that the linker ruptured on both ends.
Figure 6.5 illustrates the response of the NHC-NCS adduct when subjected
to F = 5 nN in the MD simulations and compares it to the behaviour of the
molecule during the DFT simulations. Whereas in the DFT simulations the
molecule rotates prior to rupture (Figure 6.5 b), it only gets stretched in
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Figure 6.6: Stretching pathways of the NHC-NCS adduct when stretched using
DFT or MD simulations.

the MD (F = 5.0 nN) simulation (Figure 6.5 a). This is a clear indication
that kinetic (loading rate) effects may be of importance for the stretching of
NHC-NCS adducts. This is further illustrated in Figure 6.6, which shows a
systematic comparison of different MD simulation trajectories as a function of
the applied force (loading rate). The molecular trajectories are characterized
by 3 parameters:
1. the end-to-end distance, a measure for the length between the anchor
atoms (reaction coordinate)
2. the C-C bond length, a measure of the bond connecting the carbene
to the isothiocyanate (the bond that is required to rupture for catalyst
activation)
3. the torsional angle α, a measure for the torsional angle between the
carbene (plane of the ring) and the isothiocyanate (plane of the NCS and
the C6-ring).
Plotted together in a 3D-plot (Figure 6.6), these 3 parameters provide a simplified energy landscape of the stretching process and allow for comparing the
different trajectories. During the DFT simulations the system first rotates, before the C-C bond length increases and the system eventually ruptures from the
rotated conformation. When no external force is applied in the MD simulations,
the system fluctuates around the equilibrated starting conformation. When the
molecule is loaded with F = 5 nN in the MD simulation (high external force),
no rotation is observed (α stays constant) and the system eventually ruptures
from the non-rotated (starting) conformation. During the MD simulations with
lower forces, however, the system first follows the high force MD pathway (F
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= 5 nN). At different points along the stretching pathway the molecule rotates
(α increases) and stabilizes in the rotated and elongated conformation. The
end-to-end distance that represents the starting point for bond rotation clearly
depends on the applied force. The higher the applied force, the longer the
system follows the high force MD pathway, before it changes towards the DFT
pathway. This systematic trend clearly confirms that (kinetic) loading rate
effects determine the stretching pathway of the NHC-NCS adduct and suggests
that the system may rupture from two different conformations. It appears
likely that bond scission between the carbene and the isothiocyanate occurs
from the elongated rotated conformation at low loading rates, whereas this
pathway is highly unlikely at high loading rates.
Using DFT simulations (6-31G basis set, no geometrical constraints, the system can be equilibrated in both conformations to a (local) energy minimum.
The starting conformation has a lower energy (absolute minimum) than the
rotated conformation (local minimum). The energy difference between the
conformations is ∆ E = 16.5 kJ/mol or 6.6 kB T . This is more than 10 % of the
dissociation energy (De = 126.95 kJ/mol). Comparing this energy difference to
thermal energy (Uthermal = 23 kB T · N ), it can be estimated that the energy
required for the conformational change equals a temperature increase from
RT (25 °C) to 52 °C. Experiments have shown that the NHC-NCS adduct
dissociates at temperatures of 80 ° C. In this context a rise of the temperature
from 25° C to ∼ 52° C corresponds to approximately half of the temperature
increase needed for thermal activation of the NHC-NCS adduct. The energy
difference (∆ E = 6.6 kB T ) is comparable to the energy difference determining
large amplitude conformational motions in proteins: the free energy difference
between the open and closed conformations of glutamine binding protein (GBP)
is 7 kB T ; 12 the F1 -ATPase motor takes three large steps per revolution with
free energy steps of 14 kB T and 10 kB T . 13 Thus, the NHC-NCS adduct exists
in two different conformations that are separated by a difference in free energy
that is comparable to the different conformations within much larger protein
systems.
This calculation clearly supports the idea that C-C bond scission between
the carbene and the isothiocyanate occurs at rather low forces of 0.5 nN as
suggested by the DFT simulations. It further explains the thermal activation
of the latent carbene catalyst. In the rotated conformation, the system already
has a higher energy, so that less energy is needed to overcome the barrier
for bond scission. This rupture pathway is only accessible at slow loading
rates where the system has sufficient time to rotate. This is not the case
for the MD simulations once the applied force exceeds 5 nN. At these high
forces no rotation was observed and bond scission occurred in the non-rotated
conformation. Unfortunately, it is difficult to draw clear conclusions about the
rupture position in these simulations as MD simulations are not able to predict
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bond rupture events. Even though rupture occurred between the carbene and
the isothiocyanate in the 5 nN simulation, this does not have to be the case
in ultrasound experiments. It appears likely that other bonds in the molecule,
e.g. in the pTHF chain, rupture at lower forces (see also chapter 4) preventing
activation of the latent catalyst.
In this respect the system is comparable to a security lock: in the lowest energy
conformation it is securely fastened. Upon rotation to the second conformation
the ’lock’ is opened up so that the system can be dissociated easily.

6.3

Summary & conclusions

Latent catalysts based on carbene-isothiocyanate adducts show a low background activity at room temperature and can be activated thermally. Their
mechanical activation was predicted to occur at Frup = 0.5 nN by DFT-COGEF
simulations. This activation force is comparably low for the rupture of a covalent
bond, suggesting that NHC-NCS adducts are probably good mechanocatalysts.
Nevertheless, experimental activation of these latent carbenes could not be
achieved using ultrasound polymer mechanochemistry.
A possible explanation for the failure of experimental catalyst activation is that
C-C bond scission between the carbene and the isothiocyanate is determined
by loading rate effects. Whereas DFT simulations are based on equilibrated
structures, stretching in ultrasound is far from equilibrium. MD simulations are
better suited for mimicking loading rates on the order of microseconds. These
simulations have shown that the system follows different stretching pathways,
depending on the loading rate. For low loading rates, the system rotates into
an elongated conformation with higher energy (similar to DFT simulations).
Rotation effectively lowers the energy barrier for bond scission, which can then
easily occur from this rotated conformation. For high loading rates, in contrast,
the system does not have time to rotate. Consequently, a higher energy barrier
needs to be overcome for rupture of the desired bond.
To mechanically activate the latent carbene catalyst experimentally, a method
is required that operates at a low loading rate. The atomic force microscope
(AFM), which stretches the molecule on the order of seconds, is an ideal force
tool in this context. Using AFM-base force spectroscopy further allows for a
direct quantification of the rupture force. This information is required before
the latent carbene can potentially be used as a molecular force sensor. The
experimental characterization of the isothiocyanate-carbene adduct using AFM
is described in the next chapter (7).
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Methods
General procedure DFT COGEF simulations Isostructural DFT simulations
were performed using the NWChem package with the Gaussian basis set
approach 14 and the BL3YP hybrid functional. All results presented here were
obtained using the 3-21G basis set. The step width used during the COGEF
simulations was 0.13 Å. For a better equilibration of the system the distance
increase was distributed equally over all bonds between the anchor atoms prior
to equilibration, except for the hydrogen bonds. The distance of the hydrogen
bonds was kept constant. For equilibration the stepper method was used until
an energy convergence of 10−8 Hartree was reached.
Computational Details MD simulations All MD simulations were performed
using a modified version of the SIESTA 15 code. The source code of SIESTA is
available and can be modified as required. The routine constr.f is especially
designed for modification. The constr.f file was used to add a constant external
force on two anchor atoms, similar to Szyja et al. 11 The standard basis set DZP
was used for all simulations. Pseudopotentials were generated using the ATOM
code (shipped together with SIESTA), using GGA approximations and the PBE
functional, which describes the exchange-correlation term. Pseudopotentials
were generated using Abinit’s database. The temperature was adjusted with a
Nose thermostat to 300 K. 10.000 time steps of 0.5 fs each were calculated, so
that a total time simulation time of 5 ps was obtained within the lifetime of
the system.
Ultrasound experiments All sonication experiments were carried out using
a Sonics VC750 sonication set-up operating at 20 kHz and 30% of maximum
amplitude using continuous sonication protocol.
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Sonication in the presence of acetic acid Polymer adducts p(T HF )20k −
N HC − (N CS)2 − N HC − p(T HF )20k (ca. 60 mg, 1.5 × 10−3 mmol) or
p(T HF )7k −N HC−(N CS)2 −N HC−p(T HF )7k (ca. 22 mg, 1.5 × 10−3 mmol)
were dissolved in dry toluene (ca. 5 ml). Acetic acid was added to the mixture
(50 µl, ca. 0.90 mmol, 580 equiv.). As a control for thermal dissociation, a small
fraction (ca. 1 ml) of this solution was set aside and kept at ambient temperature. The remaining solution was transferred into a 10 ml double-jacketed
sonication vessel and cooled to 10.0 ± 0.2° C using water from a recirculation
thermostat bath. After saturation with argon, the solution was sonicated for
an overall time of 60 min. Samples (ca. 0.2 ml) were taken at regular time
intervals (approximately 10 min). The solvent was evaporated in vacuo and
the residue was dissolved in THF (ca. 0.8 ml). The samples were analyzed by
GPC (Shimadzu LC-10AD chromatograph equipped with Shimadzu RID-10A
and Shimadzu-M10A photodiode array detectors, using THF as eluent and
polystyrene as calibration standards).
Sonication in the presence of fluorescein isothiocyanate Polymer adduct
p(T HF )20k − N HC − (N CS)2 − N HC − p(T HF )20k (ca. 52 mg, 1.3 ×
10−3 mmol) was dissolved in dry toluene (ca. 3.5 mL). A solution of fluorescein isothiocyanate (5 mg, 1.3 × 10−2 mmol, 10 equiv.) in THF (0.5 ml)
was added. The resulting reaction mixture was sonicated as described above.
The samples were analyzed using GPC in the same way as for the scission
experiments with acetic acid. In addition the UV/VIS absorption was followed
at a wavelength of 495 nm using a Shimadzu RID-10A detector.
Catalysis tests The polymer adduct p(T HF )20k −N HC −(N CS)2 −N HC −
p(T HF )20k (ca. 60 mg, 1.5 × 10−3 mmol) was dissolved in a standard reaction mixture, consisting of dry toluene (1.75 ml), vinyl acetate (VAc, 0.7 ml,
8.1 mmol) and benzyl alcohol (BnOH, 0.50 ml, 4.8 mmol). The reaction mixture was sonicated as described above. Small samples (20 µl) were withdrawn
from the reaction mixture prior to starting the sonication and at various time
intervals (10 min). The samples were diluted with chloroform (ca. 0.6 ml) for
analysis by GC-FID (Shimadzu GC-17A gas chromatograph).
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Mechanical activation of
a latent catalyst:
catalyst activation at
the single molecule level
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7.1

Introduction

Latent catalysts that become activated upon the action of an external force
are a potentially interesting class of molecular force sensors (MFSs). 3 Before a
mechanocatalyst can be used as a MFS, however, a reporter system needs to
be developed that allows for the detection of catalyst activation in situ. This
thesis focuses on carbene-isothiocyanate (NHC-NCS) adducts and investigates
their activation mechanism as well as their application potential as MFSs.
A systematic investigation of the activation mechanism has been described in
chapter 6. DFT simulations revealed that a stretching force applied to the
NHC-NCS adduct breaks the C-C bond between the carbene and the isothiocyanate. Scission of this C-C bond occurred at significantly lower forces than
the forces calculated for all alternative scission pathways. Most importantly,
the liberated carbene carried the free electron pair that is required for catalytic
activity. Despite these very promising simulation results, catalyst activation
could not be achieved using ultrasound polymer mechanochemistry.
Concluding from a series of MD simulations, it appears likely that kinetic effects
determine the mechanical scission pathway. These simulations suggested that
catalyst activation only occurs at slow loading rates where the molecule has
enough time to rotate into a mechanically less stable, high energy conformation.
The loading rate in ultrasound experiments is extremely high (108 nN/s); see
chapter 4). It is likely that the stretching process is too rapid to allow for the
required conformational rearrangement of the molecule prior to bond rupture.
Most likely, rotation does not occur under these high loading rate conditions
and bond rupture follows a different pathway with a higher energy barrier.
As a consequence, the rupture of other bonds becomes more probable so that
catalyst activation is not possible.
To experimentally prove catalyst activation and establish the NHC-NCS adduct
as a functional mechanocatalyst, a method is required that is able to stretch the
molecule slowly. This chapter describes the use of the atomic force microscope
(AFM) as one possible tool to investigate bond rupture in the slow loading
rate regime. AFM-based force spectroscopy (AFM-FS) is not only ideal when
considering the timescales of the reaction. It further allows for the direct
quantification of the rupture force, so that the activation force of the latent
catalyst can be determined directly.
This chapter further describes the integration of the force spectroscopy experiment with an optical readout with the goal of detecting catalytic activity
after bond rupture. The readout is based on a fluorogenic reaction catalysed
by the liberated carbene. Once the bond between the isothiocyanate and the
carbene is broken, the carbene is able to catalyse transesterification reactions.
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If a suitable fluorogenic substrate for this reaction can be designed, catalyst
activation can be detected directly after mechanically induced bond rupture
using the combined AFM-TIRF setup described in chapter 3. Ultimately, if
successful, this fluorogenic reaction can become a sensitive optical readout that
is required for using this latent catalyst as a MFS.

7.2

Experimental design

In typical AFM force spectroscopy experiments, one binding partner is immobilized on the surface and the counterpart is immobilized on the cantilever.
When the cantilever is brought into contact with the surface, an interaction
between the binding partners forms. This interaction is subsequently loaded
mechanically when retracting the cantilever from the surface. In this way, the
rupture force of the weakest bond between the cantilever and the surface is
determined. This strategy, which is frequently used for studying non-covalent
receptor ligand interactions, is not easily applicable for the NHC-NCS adduct
investigated here. It is not possible to form the NHC-NCS adduct during
the force spectroscopy experiment. The probability of forming the NHC-NCS
adduct between the cantilever and the surface is low as the rate of the reaction
is slow compared to the typical contact time of the cantilever on the surface.
In addition, the formation of NHC-NCS adduct requires dry and basic conditions. These conditions are difficult to maintain for the duration of an AFM
experiment without placing the complete setup in a glove box.
To circumvent these problems, a strategy is required that allows for the immobilization of the preformed NHC-NCS adduct on the glass surface. This
can for example be achieved when equipping the NHC-NCS adduct with a
functional group that allows for connecting the NHC-NCS adduct to the cantilever during the AFM-FS experiment (Figure 7.1 a). The easiest solution to
introduce such a functional group is the use of a symmetric di-isothiocyanate
(Figure 7.1 b). The second isothiocyanate group, which is not involved in forming the NHC-NCS adduct, can be used for establishing a covalent bond with
an amine-functionalized cantilever.
Using this immobilization strategy, the rupture force of the weakest bond
in the system can be obtained. This does not necessarily have to be the C-C
bond between the carbene and the isothiocyanate, however. To prove that this
is indeed the case, AFM-FS control experiments need to be performed that
provide information about the stability of the other bonds in the system as
well as the typical forces originating from non-specific interactions between the
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Figure 7.1: Experimental setup for determining the rupture force of NHCNCS adducts. (a) Immobilization of the NHC-NCS adduct on the glass surface;
(b) Structure of the carbene (1-ethyl-3-(11-((1-hydroxyethyl)amino)undecyl)-1Himidazol-3-ium-2-ide; NH2 -NHC); (c) structure of the di-isothiocyanate used in
AFM force spectroscopy experiments (1,2-bis(4-isothiocyanatophenoxy)-ethane;
NCS-1); (d) structure of the di-isothiocyanate used for optimizing the immobilization procedure (p-phenylene di-isothiocyanate; NCS-2)

cantilever and the surface.
The ultimate proof for the liberation of the active carbene catalyst is, of
course, the observation of catalytic activity. As the carbene is an efficient
catalyst for transesterification reactions, this can be achieved using esters of
fluorescein (Figure 7.2). The active carbene will cleave the ester bond between
fluorescein and the acid substituent and transfer the substituent to another
alcohol in the reaction mixture. This will release free fluorescein that can be
detected on the surface using the TIRF microscope.

7.3

Results & discussion

In the following the immobilization procedure will be described in more detail.
This section will be followed by a summary of the AFM-FS experiments as
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Figure 7.2: Catalytic reaction of 6-carboxy fluorescein diacetate (6-CFDA)
and benzyl alcohol to yield 6-carboxy fluorescein monoacetate (6-CFMA) and
benzyl acetate and in the second step 6-carboxy fluorescein (6-CF).

well as the combined AFM-TIRF experiments. Lastly, a series of ultrasound
control experiments will be described. These experiments were performed to
investigate the influence of different solvents used in the AFM and ultrasound
experiments described in the previous chapter.

7.3.1

Sample preparation

The activation of the latent carbene catalyst requires the rupture of a covalent
bond. This bond was predicted to break at a force of approximately 500 pN
(chapter 6). Consequently, an immobilization strategy is required that involves
only covalent bonds. To be able to observe catalyst activation using the TIRF
microscope, the carbene needs to be immobilized on the surface of a glass cover
slip. The immobilization procedure is shown in Figure 7.3.
Before performing AFM-FS, this surface functionalization procedure was tested
using the following control experiments (Figure 7.4). An epoxy-functionalized
cover slip was reacted with NH2 -NHC (Figure 7.3 (i); Figure 7.4 b,d). Subsequently, the cover slip was immersed in n-butylamine to passivate any remaining
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Figure 7.3: Schematic overview of the surface functionalization steps: (i) NH2 NHC, DMSO, HCl, 4-7 d, r.t.; (ii) KOtBu, THF, Ar, 30-60 min, r.t.; (iii) NCS-1
or NCS-2, THF, Ar, 30-60 min, r.t.

epoxy groups. Then the slide was split into two pieces. One half was further
functionalized with di-isothiocyanate (NCS-2, Figure 7.3 (ii), (iii); Figure 7.4
a,c), while the other one was kept as a control (Figure 7.4 b,d). In the next
step, both pieces were incubated with an N H2 -functionalized fluorescent dye
(ATTO633). The presence of the dye on the surface was subsequently measured
in a microarray scanner.
A fluorescent signal was only observed on the surface that contained the isothiocyanate (Figure 7.4 a). No binding of the dye was observed on the sample
containing only carbenes (Figure 7.4 b), indicating the successful coupling of the
isothiocyanate to the surface. An additional control experiment was performed
where the NH2 -group of the dye was blocked with an excess of NHS-ester.
No fluorescence signal was detected on these surfaces so that non-specific physisorption of the dye to the isothiocyanate surface can be excluded (Figure 7.4
c,d). This proves that the NHC-NCS adduct has formed and is coupled to the
surface in the desired way.
On the cantilever amino groups need to be present in order to pick up the
target molecule via its isothiocyanate group. As a result of the experimental
design each amino group on the cantilever can only be used once. If an amino
group on the cantilever was coupled to an NHC-NCS adduct, it will ideally
be occupied with the di-isothiocyanate after bond rupture has occurred. It
is therefore blocked and can no longer act as handle for pick-up in successive
force spectroscopy cycles (Figure 7.1 a). Thus, a large number of functional
groups need to be present on the cantilever to allow for collecting a statistically
sufficient number of force-distance curves.
To be able to discriminate specific rupture events from non-specific interactions,
a polymer spacer is usually included in the system. The polymer will allow
for fitting the obtained force-distance curves with a polymer extension model,
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Figure 7.4: Control experiment proving the covalent immobilization of the
NHC-NCS adduct. (a) Fluorescence scan of the carbene functionalized surface,
reacted with isothiocyanate (NCS-2) and the NH2 -functionalized ATTO633 dye;
(b) carbene functionalized surface incubated with NH2 -ATTO633; (c) control
experiment equivalent to (a), but using ATTO633 with a blocked NH2 -group; (d)
control experiment equivalent to (b) after exposing the surface to the deactivated
ATTO633 dye.

e.g. the worm-like chain (WLC) model, provided that indeed a single molecule
has been connected between the surface and the cantilever. Considering these
criteria, polyallylamine (PAA) was chosen for cantilever functionalization. This
polymer carries an N H2 -group in every monomer and it is commercially available.

7.3.2

Force spectroscopy

Pick-up of the NHC-NCS adduct was achieved by establishing a thiourea bond
between the PAA-functionalized cantilever and the surface bound isothiocyanate
during a 3 s waiting period. During this time the cantilever was held on the
surface at a set force of Fset = 0.7 nN. To allow for a better comparison with the
ultrasound experiments described briefly in chapter 6, and in more detail in the
PhD-thesis of R. Groote; 1 1,2-bis(4-isothiocyanatophenoxy)-ethane (NCS-1,
Figure 7.1 c) was coupled to the carbene. Whereas all ultrasound experiments
were carried out in toluene, BnOH was used in the AFM experiments. It
became necessary to choose a less volatile solvent to reduce evaporation during
the AFM experiment.
The AFM experiment using the NHC-NCS containing surface and the PAAfunctionalized cantilever showed a very low interaction frequency of approximately 1 %. Considering the results of the DFT simulations, rupture forces of
at least several hundred pN were expected. The force-distance curves were presorted using an automated protocol. Only force distance curves that contained
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Figure 7.5: Representative force-distance curves of the NHC-NCS adduct.

a rupture force peak of at least 200 pN were selected (Figure 7.5), while all
others were discarded. The selected force-distance curves were fitted manually
to determine the rupture force and the rupture length. The rupture lengths
show a very wide distribution ranging from 20-310 nm (Figure 7.6). This result
is expected, as the polymer does not have a defined length. It can bind to the
NHC-NCS adduct with every monomer. Also the rupture force distribution
(Figure 7.6) is extremely broad and no clear conclusions can be drawn about the
rupture force of the NHC-NCS adduct without having performed the control
experiments described in the following.
When performing the force spectroscopy experiment on the NHC-NCS adduct,
two other processes can occur:
1. The PAA polymer might adsorb to the surface non-specifically. Upon
retracting the cantilever, the polymer is stretched and a rupture peak will
be observed. To identify these non-specific binding events, an experiment
was performed using a carbene-functionalized surface (leaving out the
di-isothiocyanate).
2. If a covalent thiourea bond has formed, linking the NHC-NCS adduct to
the cantilever, other bonds in the molecular chain might break instead
of the C-C bond connecting the carbene and the isothiocyanate. Before
any conclusions about the mechanical rupture of the NHC-NCS adduct
can be drawn, it is crucial to identify the rupture forces within the diisothiocyanate, the linkers and the thiourea bond used for pick-up. The
rupture forces of these (presumably) stronger bonds can be determined
when immobilizing the di-isothiocyanate (NCS-1, Figure 7.1 c) via a
thiourea bond to both the surface and the cantilever. In this way all
bonds in the system can be tested in the absence of the NHC-NCS adduct
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Figure 7.6: (a) rupture length distribution and (b) rupture force distribution of
the NHC-NCS adduct, N=770.
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Figure 7.7: Rupture force distribution for the NHC-NCS adduct and the control
experiments. The red histogram shows the histogram for the NHC-NCS adduct.
The blue histogram represents the control experiment probing non-specific interactions between the carbene-containing surface and the PAA-functionalized
cantilever. The second control experiment (green) was designed to test the rupture
forces of all other covalent bonds in the system, e.g. within the di-isothiocyanate
or the PAA polymer.

providing information about the rupture force of the mechanically weakest
bond in this molecular chain.
Figure 7.7 shows the rupture force histogram of the NHC-NCS adduct and the
two control experiments. The first control experiment (Figure 7.7, blue) reveals
that rupture forces of up to 0.4 nN can be assigned to non-specific adhesion
events. The rupture force histogram of the second control experiment also
shows non-specific adhesion events as well as additional rupture events with a
rupture force of at least 1-1.5 nN (Figure 7.7, green). These high rupture forces
are typical for the rupture of covalent bonds, such as C-C or C-N. It is not
possible to assign which covalent bonds actually ruptured, but the measured
forces provide the lower limit for all bonds within the system.
When comparing the control experiments with the rupture force histogram
of the NHC-NCS adduct (Figure 7.7, red) a significant number of rupture
events is observed that show rupture forces between 500 and 800 pN. These
events can only originate from the rupture of the NHC-NCS adduct and it
can be concluded, that the rupture of the NHC-NCS adduct occurs within the
mechanophore unit with a most probable rupture force of Frup = 0.69 ± 0.56 nN.
Possible rupture positions are either the C-C bond connecting the carbene with
the isothiocyanate (desired scission, Figure 7.8 (1)), or the C-N bond connecting
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Figure 7.8: Possible rupture positions within the NHC-NCS adduct. (1) C-C
bond connecting the carbene with the isothiocyanate (desired scission) and (2)
C-N bond connecting the carbene with the linker employed for immobilization.

the carbene with the C12-linker employed for immobilization (Figure 7.8 (2)).

7.3.3

Combined AFM TIRF

The AFM experiments allowed for determining the characteristic rupture force
of the weakest bond within the NHC-NCS adduct. Concluding from the
control experiments, the rupture position needs to be localized within the
mechanophore unit (Figure 7.8). Even though the DFT simulations predict
rupture of the desired bond, this can only be finally proven if catalytic activity
is detected. Towards this goal, the AFM experiments were combined with
TIRF measurements. If the desired scission occurs, the latent carbene becomes
activated and can catalyse transesterification reactions. These can be detected
with the TIRF microscope using fluorogenic substrates.
Carboxyfluorescein diacetate (CFDA) is one possible substrate. It has already
been used as a substrate for detecting transesterifcations in single molecule
fluorescence experiments. 4 The usefulness of this substrate was tested in a TIRF
experiment with many active carbenes immobilized on the surface. CFDA was
added to a solution of benzyl alcohol (BnOH) and the fluorescence intensity on
the surface was recorded. If the carbene is able to catalyse the reaction, benzyl
acetate and highly fluorescent carboxyfluorescein should be formed.
Two samples have been prepared to test catalytic activity:
1. a surface containing active carbenes (activated with a strong base)
2. a carbene-functionalized surface that was further reacted with isothiocyanates (NCS-1, Figure 7.1 c)
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Figure 7.9: Detection of the carbene catalysed transesterification reaction using
the TIRF microscope. The mean intensity on surface increases in the presence
of active carbene catalysts (blue). No increase is observed when the latent
NHC-NCS adduct is immobilized on the surface (red). 6-CFDA was used as the
substrate.

The mean fluorescence intensity of both samples was measured over time using
the CCD camera. A huge increase in the fluorescence signal was observed
on the surface containing the active carbenes, whereas the intensity remained
low on the other surface (Figure 7.9). This proves that the carbenes are able
to catalyse the transesterification of CFDA under experimental conditions
and that their activation can be detected using the TIRF microscope. The
experiment further shows that only a small number of active carbenes is present
on the surface after incubation with the di-isocyanate (NCS-1, Figure 7.1 c)
so that the detection of mechanically activated catalysts should be possible.
Having identified a useful reporter system, combined AFM-TIRF experiments
were performed in the following step. Two different strategies were employed
to detect mechanically activated carbene catalysts on the surface:
1. AFM-FS with event detector (simultaneous AFM-TIRF): The sample
and the cantilever were prepared in the same was as for stand-alone AFM
measurements. The fluorogenic substrate 6-CFDA (10 µM in BnOH)
was added when starting the experiment. The substrate should be
converted into bright carboxyfluorescein once active catalysts are formed
on the surface. A TIRF image was taken before at the beginning of
the experiment to record the fluorescent background. Then AFM-FS
was started in one spot on the sample. The AFM data was analyzed
online (event-detector) to determine those events where the rupture force
exceeded 500 pN. TIRF imaging was started automatically as soon as
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such an event was recorded. The experiment was performed at several
different positions on the sample. Finally, the TIRF images taken before
and after the AFM rupture event were compared to identify a possible
increase in fluorescence intensity.
2. AFM-FS in a pattern (sequential AFM-TIRF): Again, the sample and
the cantilever were prepared in the same way as described previously.
Now the AFM was programmed such that the AFM cantilever moves in
a pattern across the surface to collect force-distance curves. Along this
pattern, which has the shape of a cross, catalysts should become activated.
After performing AFM-FS for 5-8 hours, the substrate (10 µM 6-CFDA
in BnOH) was added and TIRF movies were taken. If the activation of
the catalysts was successful, the cross pattern should become visible in
the TIRF movie.
Unfortunately, no proof of catalytic activity could be obtained with both experimental setups. A possible cause is the low interaction frequency during the
AFM-FS experiments. Only 1 % of the force-distance curves show a rupture
force peak of 500 pN or more. In order to increase the event rate, the PAA
polymer on the cantilever was replaced with an amine-functionalized glass
bead (diameter 50 µm). However, the glass bead, glued to the cantilever with
2-component epoxy glue, detached from the cantilever as soon as it was transferred into BnOH.
Another problem is that CFDA carries two ester bonds that need to be cleaved
before it is converted into bright carboxyfluorescein. In the first step CFDA is
converted into carboxyfluorescein monoacetate (CFMA), which is only slightly
fluorescent. 5;6;7;8 The same problem holds for the substrate fluorescein dibutyrate (FDB). To increase the probability of forming a bright and detectable
fluorophore after one reaction step, fluorescein monobutyrate (FMB) has been
isolated. FMB was chosen instead of CFMA as this molecule is expected to be
more stable under the experimental conditions. Nevertheless, a high fluorescent
background was detected in FMB samples and no single molecule fluorescence
experiments were possible.
To circumvent the need for fluorogenic substrates to prove scission of the desired
bond, also other fluorescent reporter systems were tested. A large number
of different isothiocyanate-functionalized fluorophores are available that can
react with active carbenes. Both AFM-TIRF strategies were repeated in the
presence of fluorescein-isothiocyanate (FITC) and rhodamine B isothiocyanate.
Unfortunately, none of these approaches could confirm the presence of active
carbenes on the surface. A large number of possible reasons remain, why this
experiment was not successful. In many cases the fluorescent background was
too high. Eventually also the rate of catalysis is too low or an insufficient
number of carbenes can be activated with AFM-FS. The main problem might
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Figure 7.10: Brightness of carboxyfluorescein (CF) in BnOH and in an aqueous
solution (PBS, Phosphate Buffered Saline, pH 7.4). A 2 mM stock of CF in
DMSO was diluted 20x in BnOH and PBS leading to a final concentration of
100 µM.

have been the low brightness of fluorescein-based dyes in BnOH (Figure 7.10).
This was unexpected as the same reporter system was previously used in the
organic solvent butanol, 4 however, it suggests that single fluorescent product
molecules are not bright enough to be detected at the single molecule level
when using BnOH as the solvent. Unfortunately it needs to be concluded that
these combined AFM-TIRF experiments cannot confirm catalyst activation
due to a lack of suitable reporter systems.

7.3.4

Ultrasound control experiments

Even though the DFT and MD simulations described in the previous chapter
strongly suggest that the loading rate determines the experimental outcome,
it needs to be considered that the loading rate was not the only difference
between the ultrasound and the AFM experiment. Whereas the ultrasound
experiments were conducted in toluene, benzyl alcohol (BnOH) was used for
the AFM experiments. Toluene evaporated extremely fast due to its low boiling
point, prohibiting the collection of a sufficient number of force-distance curves.
BnOH, which is one of the substrates of the catalytic reaction, was chosen as an
alternative as it has a significantly higher boiling point. As AFM experiments
are not possible in toluene, it was chosen to investigate a possible solvent effect
in ultrasound using BnOH.
It has been shown in the thesis of R. Groote that the carbene is able to catalyse
transesterification reactions in both solvents. 1 The solvent is consequently not
expected to influence the outcome of the catalytic reaction. The solvent influences mechanochemical effects during the ultrasound experiment, however. The
boiling point is an important parameter in sonication experiments. Together
with the solubility of gas, it determines the amount of vapour inside the cavitation bubbles. 9;10 Typically, solvents with a higher boiling point generate higher
forces during sonication. In this context, sonication in BnOH should clearly
generate sufficiently high forces for inducing bond scission. Another important
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parameter is the viscosity of the solvents (table 7.1). The higher viscosity of
BnOH can lead to decreased cavitation efficiency in ultrasound. 9;10 This is
not expected to be a problem as long as the forces generated in ultrasound
are strong enough to induce the rupture of covalent bonds, which can easily
be observed as polymer scission. 9;11;12 Another difference between BnOH and
toluene are the dipole moment and the permittivity. These solvent properties
might directly influence the stability of the NHC-NCS adduct as the carbene
and the isothiocyanate form a zwitterionic bond. In BnOH these charges are
shielded more strongly than in toluene.

Table 7.1: Comparison of toluene and Benzyl alcohol

property

toluene

benzyl alcohol

structure
density
melting point
boiling point
viscosity
dipole moment
permittivity ε

0.87 g/mol
178 K
383 K
0.590 cP
0.36 D
2.38

1.044 g/mol
257.9 K
477.45 K
5.474 cP
1.67 D
13

When designing the BnOH ultrasound experiment it needs to be considered that
BnOH is difficult to evaporate. This hampers purification and the subsequent
analysis of the sonication products. Instead of the typically performed 1 H NMR
analysis, the following two experiments were performed:
1. Catalysis: Sonication of the polymer-functionalized NHC-NCS adduct
p(T HF )20k − N HC − (N CS)2 − N HC − p(T HF )20k in BnOH in the
presence of 6-CFDA.
2. Sonication of the polymer-functionalized NHC-NCS adduct p(T HF )20k −
N HC − (N CS)2 − N HC − p(T HF )20k in BnOH in the presence of an
excess of rhodamine B isothiocyanate.
In the first sonication experiment, carboxyfluorescein should be generated
as a result of the catalytic reaction. Figure 7.11 (a) shows the fluorescence
intensity in the presence of 6-CFDA as a function of sonication time. The
fluorescence intensity increased within the first 10 minutes and then remained
constant. Identical samples were incubated at room temperature and at 80° C
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Figure 7.11: Fluorescence intensity of carboxyfluorescein produced in the
p(T HF )20k − N HC − (N CS)2 − N HC − p(T HF )20k sample after sonication
(a) or thermal activation (b). In the thermal activation experiment the solid
line indicates incubation at room temperature whereas the dashed line shows
incubation at 80° C.

as a reference for thermal catalyst activation (Figure 7.11 b). These samples
show a steady increase in the fluorescence signal. This increase is faster for the
sample kept at 80° C providing clear proof of thermal catalyst activation. When
comparing the outcome of the sonication experiment to the observed thermal
activation, it is not clear whether the initial increase in fluorescence intensity
originates from mechanical catalyst activation or from thermal background
activity. It cannot be fully excluded that active carbenes have been formed,
but were deactivated within a short time under sonication conditions. This
appears unlikely, however, as catalytic activity of carbenes was detected when
subjecting carbene silver complexes to ultrasound using toluene. The second
sonication experiment was performed in the presence of an isothiocyanatefunctionalized fluorophore. The isothiocyanate should immediately react with
the newly formed carbene. The scission product will only have half the size of
the starting material and carry a fluorescent molecule at its end. This product
will not be subjected to further mechanical scission and can easily be detected
with GPC. During sonication, samples were collected and analysed by GPC.
Most of the polymer-functionalized NHC-NCS adducts showed near-midpoint
scission already after 10 minutes of sonication time. The chromatograms did
not show any fluorescently labelled polymer, however. Unfortunately, also the
free rhodamine B-isothiocyanate, which was added to the sample in excess, was
not eluted from the column. A positive control experiment using a rhodamine
B functionalized 20 kDa pTHF polymer revealed that the fluorophore remains
bound on the GPC column using the solvent conditions usually used for
analysing sonication samples. Also from this experiment, no clear conclusion
can be drawn about the generation of free carbenes during sonication in BnOH.
As no clear conclusions can be drawn from the sonication experiments, a
calculation was performed to estimate the effect of solvent permittivity on the
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strength of the zwitterionic bond between the carbene and the isothiocyanate.
The electrostatic attraction between the zwitterion inversely depends on the
permittivity ε of the solvent (Coulomb force, equation 7.1):
F=

q1 ∗ q2
r̂
4πε0 εr r221

(7.1)

where ε0 is the permittivity of free space and εr is the permittivity/dielectric
constant of the corresponding solvent. The charges in the NHC-NCS adduct
cannot be assigned to single atoms as the positive charge is delocalized within
the carbene and the negative charge is delocalized within the isothiocyanate.
Nevertheless the distance between the charges can be approximated in order
to obtain an estimate for the electrostatic attraction between the zwitterion in
the different solvents.

Table 7.2: Coulomb forces between the zwitterion of the carbene-isothiocyanate
adduct in different solvents for different approximations of their separation r.

property
Fvacuum
Ftoluene
FBnOH

rzwitterion = 3.25 Å
2.18 nN
0.90 nN
0.17 nN

rzwitterion = 4.05 Å
1.40 nN
0.59 nN
0.11 nN

The Coulomb force of the zwitterion is a lot higher in toluene than in BnOH
(table 7.2). Intuitively, a higher Coulomb force should increase bond stability so
that dissociation is more difficult. This could possibly lead to a higher stability
of the NHC-NCS adduct in the ultrasound experiment in toluene, preventing
the desired bond scission. When considering the DFT simulations (chapter 6),
however, this does not appear very likely. The DFT simulations have been
performed under vacuum conditions. In vacuum the Coulomb force is signficantly higher than in toluene and the NHC-NCS adduct should be most stable.
But still the desired bond between the carbene and the isothiocyanate was
broken and the free carbene was released. Consequently, if catalyst activation
is possible in vacuum it should also be possible in both solvents.
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7.4

Summary & conclusions

The results presented in this and the previous chapter strongly support the idea
that NHC-NCS adducts possess the most important characteristics of a good
mechanocatalyst: thermal activation experiments revealed a low background
activity at room temperature in both toluene 13 and benzyl alcohol (Figure
7.11 b). DFT-COGEF simulations predicted that the desired scission occurs at
a significantly lower rupture force than all other possible bond scissions. Nevertheless the ultrasound experiments performed in toluene (chapter 6.2.2; thesis
R. Groote 1 ) could not confirm mechanical catalyst activation experimentally.
Whereas the DFT simulations calculate the system in equilibrium, sonication is
a rapid process far from equilibrium. MD simulations (chapter 6) revealed that
the loading rate is a crucial parameter that determines the rupture pathway of
NHC-NCS adducts.
Solvent effects are another possible cause of the observed differences between
the ultrasound and the AFM experiment. The solvent permittivity might have
a direct influence on the stability of the NHC-NCS adduct and could explain
why the desired scission is eventually observed in the AFM experiment (BnOH),
but not in the ultrasound experiment using toluene (chapter6.2.2). Unfortunately, the ultrasound control experiments using BnOH could neither prove
nor disprove the mechanical activation of latent carbenes. It is consequently
not possible to fully exclude the possibility that catalyst activation would also
be possible in an ultrasound experiment if BnOH was used as the solvent.
Using AFM force spectroscopy, which operates in the low loading rate regime,
it was confirmed that the NHC-NCS adduct ruptures within the mechanophore
unit (Figure 7.8) at a most probable rupture force of Frup = 0.69 ± 0.56 nN.
This rupture force is surprisingly low for a covalent bond. 14 Unfortunately,
subsequent combined AFM-TIRF experiments could not confirm the presence
of active carbene catalysts. This is probably the result of the extremely low
number of molecules that can realistically be activated with the AFM. In
combination with the difficulties of finding a suitable fluorescent reporter system, it appears extremely difficult to detect catalytic activity with the TIRF
microscope.
Comparing the AFM results with the DFT COGEF simulations, it is highly
likely that the latent catalyst became activated in the AFM-FS experiment. The
most probable rupture force determined with the AFM (Frup = 0.69 ± 0.56 nN)
is in good agreement with the activation force predicted by the DFT simulations
(Frup =0.5 nN, chapter 6, calculated for a loading rate r = 1 nN/s, representative
for AFM experiments). Even though bond rupture is possible at two different
positions in the AFM experiment (Figure 7.8 (2)) it appears far more likely that
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the desired C-C bond, which connects the carbene with the isothiocyanate, will
rupture. The only other possible bond that cannot be excluded from control
experiments, the C-N bond connecting the carbene to the linker, was predicted
to break at a significantly higher force of Frup =3.28 nN.
Overall, all collected evidence strongly suggests that the loading rate is the
parameter responsible for successful catalyst activation. Determined by the
loading rate, bond rupture follows two different pathways in the AFM and the
ultrasound experiment. When stretched rapidly in ultrasound, the NHC-NCS
adduct does not have time to change conformation. It remains in the initial,
lowest energy starting conformation and needs to overcome a high energy
barrier for bond rupture. Most likely, other bonds in the molecular chain
rupture at lower forces and catalyst activation cannot occur. In contrast, when
using the AFM, the molecule has time to rotate into an elongated conformation
with a higher energy. As a result of the rotation, the energy barrier for bond
dissociation is lowered, so that less force is needed to break the bond between
the carbene and the isothiocyanate.
In summary, using the combined experiment and simulation approach described
in this and the previous chapter, a detailed characterization of the NHC-NCS
mechanophore has been achieved. The rupture mechanism has been investigated and the rupture force has been determined. Before the NHC-NCS adduct
can be used as a molecular force sensor, catalyst activation needs to be proven
using a fluorogenic reporter system. This reporter system will be required to
be able to detect mechanophore activation once the mechanocatalyst has been
inserted into a material. This can most likely be achieved using an ensemble
technique that works in the low loading rate regime, e.g. rheology. In such
an experiment, many molecules can be mechanically loaded and activated
at the same time while recording the appearance of the fluorescence signal
simultaneously.
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Methods

AFM Sample Preparation Glass coverslips were cleaned by first sonicating
10 min in acetone, then sonicating 10 min in 10 % NaOH solution, succesively
washed 5 x with ultrapure water and another 10 min sonication in ultrapure
water. Then the glass slides were activated by UV/ozone treatment for at
least 30 min. The cover slips were immersed in a 2 % (v/v) solution of 3glycidyloxypropyl trimethoxysilane in ethanol/ultrapure water (9:1). After 30
min of incubation, the cover slips were washed with ethanol and ultrapure
water. After drying the slides in a N2 flow, they were cured at 95 ◦ C for 1h.
The epoxy-functionalized glass slides were incubated for 4–7 days at room
temperature in a ≈60 mM solution of N H2 –NHC.P F6 in DMSO to which a
few drops of aqueous HCl solution were added. After washing with ethanol the
sample was immersed in n-Butylamine for 1-12 h to bind any remaining epoxygroups on the surface. After washing with ethanol and drying under N2 flow,
the glass slide was immersed for 30–60 min in a ∼ 1 M solution of KOtBu in
dry THF under argon atmosphere. A solution of bi-functional iso(thio)cyanate
in dry THF was added (100 - 500 µM final concentration) and allowed to react
with the free NHCs on the glass surface for 30–60 min. After an additional
cleaning step by washing with THF and ethanol, the NCS-functionalized glass
slide was ready to use in AFM experiments.

AFM Cantilever Functionalization The AFM cantilever was activated by
UV/ozone treatment for at least 30 minutes followed by incubation in neat
(3-glycidyloxypropyl)trimethoxysilane for 1 min. After cleaning the cantilever
with toluene and ultrapure water, followed by removal of the liquid using
filter paper, the cantilever was cured at 95 ◦ C for 30 min. Subsequently, the
cantilever was immersed in a 1:1 solution of PAA (Sigma-Aldrich, average Mw
∼ 65.000, 10 % weight in H2 O) and a high ionic strength buffer (10x PBS) for
1–3 days. After washing in ultrapure water it was ready to use.

General Procedure AFM Experiments The sample slide and the PAA- functionalized cantilever were mounted into the AFM (JPK Force Robot) and the
sample chamber was filled with BnOH. Subsequently the cantilever was allowed
to equilibrate in BnOH for a period of at least 2 h. The spring constant of the
cantilever (Bruker MLCT-E) was tuned according to the "Viscous ThermalTune
Method". 15 The AFM experiments were carried out using a constant retraction
speed of 0.2 µ/s and a waiting time at the surface of 3 s. These conditions
assured a significant number of successful events during the experiment.
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General Procedure Combined AFM-TIRF Experiments Before the AFMFS was started, the AFM cantilever was aligned within the field of view of
the TIRF microscope. This was achieved by removing the 775 nm short pass
filter in front of the camera so that the cantilever gets illuminated by the AFM
laser. To detect catalysis, the substrate was added (10 µM 5,6-CFDA in BnOH)
and TIRF movies were taken in EMCCD (highest dynamic range) mode (time
resolution 0.28 s; total measurement time 4-5 min). For image analysis, the
movies were integrated over time and flattened.

Ultrasound in BnOH - Catalysis The polymer adduct p(T HF )20k − N HC −
(N CS)2 − N HC − p(T HF )20k (ca. 60 mg, 250 µM) was dissolved in 6 ml
BnOH. After complete dissolution of the catalyst, the substrate (1.4 mg 6CFDA dissolved in 0.5 ml BnOH, 470 µM final concentration) was added
and the reaction mixture was transferred into a 10 ml double-jacketed glass
sonication vessel placed under methane atmosphere and cooled to 15.0 ± 0.2° C
using water from a recirculation thermostat bath. The reaction mixture was
kept at this temperature for 20–30 minutes during which it was saturated
with methane. After this period, sonication was started. Small samples were
withdrawn from the reaction mixture prior to starting the sonication and at
various time intervals (0, 10, 20, 40, 60 min). The samples (200 µl) were stored
for 2-3 h before they were analyzed with a Perkin Elmer LS55 fluorescence
spectrometer (emission spectra, λex =490 nm).

Ultrasound in BnOH - Binding Fluorescent Marker Molecules The polymer
adduct p(T HF )20k − N HC − (N CS)2 − N HC − p(T HF )20k (ca. 60 mg, 250
µM) was dissolved in 6 ml BnOH. After complete dissolution of the catalyst,
the fluorescent marker (5 mg Rhodamine-B iso(thio)cyanate dissolved in 0.5 ml
BnOH, 10 x excess, 1.4 mM final concentration) was added and the reaction
mixture was transferred into a 10 ml double-jacketed glass sonication vessel
placed under methane atmosphere and cooled to 15.0 ± 0.2° C using water
from a recirculation thermostat bath. The reaction mixture was kept at this
temperature for 20–30 minutes during which it was saturated with methane.
After this period, sonication was started. Small samples were withdrawn
from the reaction mixture prior to starting the sonication and at various time
intervals (0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 min). The samples (200 µl) were diluted with
THF (ca. 0.6 ml) for analysis by GPC (Shimadzu LC-10AD chromatograph
equipped with refractive index and UV/Vis detectors (Shimadzu RID-10A and
Shimadzu SPD-M10A photodiode array detector), using THF as eluent and
polystyrene as calibration standard).
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the single molecule level
Thermal Catalyst Activation The polymer adduct p(T HF )20k − N HC −
(N CS)2 − N HC − p(T HF )20k (ca. 60 mg, 250 µM) was dissolved in 6 ml
BnOH, then the substrate (1.4 mg 6-CFDA dissolved in 0.5 ml BnOH, 470
µM final concentration) was added. A small sample (200 µl)was withdrawn
and its emission spectrum measured immediately. In the mean time the
reaction mixture was split into two vessels, one kept at RT (∼ 21 ° C), the
other one was stored at 80 ° C. At regular time intervals (0, 10, 35, 60 min)
samples (200 µl) were collected and their emmission spectra were analyzed
immediately with a Perkin Elmer LS55 fluorescence spectrometer (emission
spectra, λex =490 nm).
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8
Epilogue
This chapter summarizes the conclusions from the previous chapters, forms
general conclusions and gives an outlook on consequences for further research.
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8. Epilogue

Mechanical signals are, similar to biochemical signals, an important trigger in
biological systems. Many mechanically responsive materials are found in nature,
but comparably few of them have been studied and very little is currently
known about the forces acting at the molecular level. Molecular force sensors
(MFSs) will be extremely useful to provide this information in a material.
They can be incorporated in the material and directly report on the forces on
the molecular level. But therefore these MFSs need to be characterized and
calibrated against the readout signal.
The aim of this thesis was to integrate single molecule force with fluorescence
detection and to use this combined approach for the characterization of molecular force sensors. Towards this goal, a commercial AFM was combined
with a home-built TIRF microscope. This allows for determining the ’response
force’ of the probe and to eventually calibrate it against the fluorescent readout
signal. Two model systems were chosen, first to prove the performance of the
technique but also because they are extremely interesting MFSs:
• triazoles can act as a crosslinker in materials and, if reversible, convey
self-reporting (reaction with fluorogenic azide) and self-healing properties
(reformation of the triazole) to the material.
• latent (carbene) mechano-catalysts can posses self-reporting properties
as the catalyst activation can be detected by the turnover of fluorogenic
substrates. Compared to MFSs that generate a single fluorescent product
molecule, the mechano-catalyst activation has a better sensitivity as
several fluorescent product molecules are generated per activated catalyst/MFS. Finally mechano-catalysts can be self-healing by starting a
repair reaction.
To obtain a complete picture of MFS activation, the experimental approach
was combined with simulations. This chapter aims at providing an overview
of the key results of this thesis, to critically discuss current limitations and to
give recommendations for further research.

8.1

Technological challenges

The results obtained for the SPAAC-based MFS (chapters 4, 5) and the carbene
mechanocatalyst (chapters 6, 7) highlight that the AFM is a suitable tool for
characterizing the activation forces of MFSs. In combination with DFT COGEF
simulations, the most probable rupture position could be identified and the
AFM control experiments were planned accordingly. The simulations clearly
aided the design of the experimental approach, allowing the proper choice of
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control experiments. As a consequence, the experiments did not only reveal
information about the activation force of the MFS, but also about the rupture
forces of most other possible rupture positions.
For the mechanocatalyst, for example, possible rupture positions could be
narrowed down to two bonds within the MFS unit using a smart choice of AFM
control experiments. DFT COGEF simulations, complementing the AFM data,
confirmed that the desired scission was also the most probable scission. Experimental confirmation of catalyst activation with TIRF microscopy, however,
was not that straight forward. Combined AFM-TIRF detection was limited
by the signal to noise ratio of the TIRF at single molecule resolution. The
major challenge is finding a good reporter system that is fluorogenic (i.e. is
completely dark before and sufficiently bright after reacting with the activated
MFS), is chemically stable, yields a product with a good photostability and
possesses a 1:1 stoichiometry (i.e. only one reaction step is required to convert
the fluorogenic molecule into a fluorescent product).
For the SPAAC-based MFS, the picture was very similar: the AFM experiments
allowed for determining the rupture force and the rupture position could be
narrowed down to be within the MFS unit. DFT COGEF simulations suggested
that cycloreversion was the most probable rupture for the experimentally tested
DIBAC system. Also for this system, however, finding a fluorescent reporter
system that allowed for detecting the rather small number of possibly activated
MFSs was the major challenge.
Both examples clearly show that the AFM is an excellent tool for the characterization of the activation force of a MFS. Complemented with DFT COGEF
simulations, the rupture position can be narrowed down to a few bonds. Eventually even the exact position of bond rupture can be identified. Experimental
proof of MFS activation using a combined AFM-TIRF setup, however, has
not been achieved. It is mainly compromised by the challenge of finding suitable fluorogenic reporter systems. Due to the high fluorescent background of
the fluorogenic reporter systems used, it was not possible to detect the small
number of product molecules that were possibly formed as a result of MFS
activation. Using a bulk method for MFS activation instead, much more MFSs
get activated. Consequently a much higher number of fluorescent product
molecules is formed that better stands out from the fluorescent background.
When detected in bulk, these fluorogenic reporter systems can reveal valuable
information about the activation of MFSs. Therefore the recommendation for
further research is to prove MFS activation with force tools that allow for a
bulk fluorescent read-out. The most promising strategy for an experimental
characterization of MFSs is to determine the activation force with AFM at
the single molecule level and to prove MFS activation with a force tool that
allows for the activation of a much larger number of MFSs combined with a
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bulk fluorescent read-out, such as ultrasound or rheology.

8.2

Design rules for MFSs

The MFSs studied in chapters 4 - 7 show features that are typically known
from much bigger biomolecules, but are surprising to be observed in such small
synthetic systems. Two different conformations, and as a consequence two
different rupture pathways, were observed for the carbene mechanocatalyst
described in chapters 6, 7. Equilibrated under low force, the complex rotates
into a higher energy conformation with longer end-to-end distance. Bond
rupture proceeds from this higher energy conformation at a relatively low force
(F ∼ 0.5 nN). In contrast, when subjected to fast force loading (high loading
rate), the system does not have time to change conformation prior to bond
rupture. It follows a different stretching pathway and has to overcome a higher
energy barrier. This barrier is so high that the rupture of other covalent bonds
in the system (possessing a lower energy barrier) becomes dominant.
Such loading rate dependent rupture pathways involving different conformations are frequently observed for much bigger biomolecules. Further, the energy
difference (∆ E = 6.6 kB T ) between the two conformations is comparable to
the energy barrier defining large amplitude conformational motions in proteins:
the free energy of the open and closed conformations in glutamine binding
protein (GBP) differs by ∼ 7 kB T ; 1 the F1 ATPase motor takes three large
steps per revolution with free energy steps of 14 kB T and 10 kB T . 2 . Force
is also known to act as a trigger for inducing new conformations in enzymes.
This has been shown for the enzyme Candida antarctica lipase B (CalB), that
can be converted into an enzymatically active, higher energy (∆ E ∼ 8 kB T )
conformation by mechanical force. The existence of such a complex rupture
pathway that involves different conformations is unexpected and new for such
a small synthetic molecule.
Also the triazole system (chapters 4, 5) displays features that are well known
from biological molecules. The different triazoles tested show different behaviour depending on the direction of the applied force. It is well known for the
mechanical separation of double stranded DNA or β-sheets that the rupture
force depends on the pulling direction. When the bonds are broken one by one
(unzipping), less force is needed than when all bonds are subjected to the force
at once (unshearing). Whereas many bonds need to be broken in biomolecules
(DNA 20 - 25 base pairs; 3 β-sheets can be several nanometers long 4 ), only two
bonds need to be dissociated in the triazole system. Breaking two bonds is the
absolute minimum amount to geometrically differentiate between unshearing
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and unzipping. Nevertheless, also the triazole system shows a significant difference of the rupture force when unsheared or unzipped. Attacked in unzipping
direction, the triazole is most probably destabilized after the first bond has
been broken, facilitating dissociation at comparably low forces.

8.3

Conclusions

The above examples show that small molecule MFSs and much larger biomolecules share a number of common features. Despite their difference in size,
they show very similar and complex responses when subjected to mechanical
force. The observed loading rate dependent effects clearly demonstrate that
MFS characterization in ultrasound or DFT alone does not necessarily reveal
the complete picture of the activation mechanism. MFSs that fail to be activated in ultrasound may still become activated under different conditions
and be useful MFSs for a number of applications. Besides loading rate effects,
also the direction of the applied force is crucial for MFS activation. These
important new findings provide crucial insights for the future design of MFSs.
This thesis further highlights that a combination of experimental and simulation methods is required to fully understand the complex behavior of MFSs.
It introduces single molecule biophysical methods as a new and powerful approach for MFS characterization. Considering the complexity of mechanisms
involved, these methods are a highly valuable addition to the experimental
tool kit. AFM does not only provide a mechanical testing protocol in the low
loading rate regime, but further gives direct access to the forces acting at the
molecular level. Unfortunately, a combination with fluorescence methods is
still a major challenge so that MFS activation cannot be directly shown in
the same experiment. For this purpose, ensemble mechanical testing methods,
which are able to activate a large number of MFSs simultaneously, are far more
useful. Despite common interests, little interaction is currently taking place
between the Biophysics and Materials Science communities. Joining forces by
combining characterization methods and by comparing the design principles of
different MFSs can greatly advance our understanding of small synthetic and
large biological molecular force sensors, thereby opening up many new exciting
applications.
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Summary
Smart materials are able to change one or more properties in a well-defined
fashion following an external stimulus. This can be stress, moisture, pH, electric
or magnetic fields. This thesis focuses on the key molecular building blocks of
stress responsive materials. These so-called mechanophores are molecular units
that respond to a mechanical stimulus in a predefined way, thereby inducing a
change in the material properties. Most importantly, these mechanophores can
confer self-reporting and self-healing properties to the material.
Understanding the molecular mechanism of mechanophore activation is key
to the design and application of these potentially powerful molecular force
sensors. In order to employ a mechanophore as a molecular force sensor,
its force range needs to be calibrated. Chapter 1 provides an overview of
techniques that allow for the mechanical characterization of mechanophores at
the molecular level. Single molecule force spectroscopy is a powerful strategy
to directly obtain the molecular forces required for mechanophore activation.
When combined with fluorescence microscopy, mechanophore activation can
potentially be confirmed optically and calibrated against a well-controlled
mechanical stimulus.
A number of different mechanophores have been developed in recent years that
convert the mechanical stimulus into an optical output signal, allowing for
an easy and straightforward readout of the mechanical response. Chapter 2
introduces the key design principles of these currently known (and calibrated)
molecular force sensors and discusses their suitability for biological as well as
materials science applications. These molecular force sensors can roughly be
divided into the following categories:
i) FRET sensors employ polymers or protein structures that change their
conformation as a function of the applied force, leading to a change in
the FRET efficiency.
ii) force acting on a fluorophore directly alters its structure and/or photophysical properties.
iii) the mechanical stimulus generates a reactive species that is able to
undergo a reaction with a fluorophore, thereby altering its fluorescence.
iv) a latent catalyst is activated by the applied force.
The goal of this thesis was the detailed molecular characterization of two
potential molecular force sensors that combine self-reporting with self-healing
properties. Towards this goal, it was required to first integrate a commercial
atomic force microscope with a total internal reflection fluorescence microscope
(chapter 3). To be able to simultaneously use both techniques at maximum
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resolution, vibrations caused for example by focusing the TIRF microscope need
to be decoupled from the vibration sensitive AFM. In return the AFM-laser has
to be filtered out before reaching the TIRF-camera to avoid any interference
with TIRF detection. Using a design with a fixed objective and a moveable
camera, sample vibrations can be kept to a minimum and no differences in
noise were observed when comparing sequential and simultaneous operation of
the AFM and the TIRF microscope. Single molecule resolution of the TIRF
microscope has been tested while the AFM laser was switched off or on and
while the cantilever was retracted or approached to the surface. In all cases
the detection of single fluorophores was confirmed.
It has been proposed that the Cu(I)-catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition
(CuAAC) reaction is mechanically reversible and that the formed [1,2,3]-triazoles
can be converted into the starting products by the application of a stretching
force. The generated terminal alkyne can potentially be detected with a fluorogenic azide reporter system, allowing for the preparation of a self-reporting
material. Due to the requirement of Cu(I) it is not possible, however, to reform
(self-heal) the triazole in typical applications under ambient conditions. A possible alternative is the use of triazoles formed by strain-promoted azide-alkyne
cycloaddition (SPAAC) reactions, which form in the absence of copper. In
(chapter 4) the mechanical cycloreversion of a number of SPAAC reactions is
investigated using density functional theory (DFT). The mechanical stability
of the formed triazole ring system is lower than for previously characterized
covalent bonds in linear chains, suggesting that mechanically facilitated cycloreversion is principally possible. For all tested triazoles it was observed
that the direction of the applied force is of importance: when the force acts
in ’unzipping’ geometry, cycloreversion is more probable than when it acts in
’unshearing’ direction.
In chapter 5 the most promising strained alkyne (DiBenzoAzaCyclooctyl,
DIBAC) was characterized experimentally. Using the AFM-TIRF microscope, the rupture force was determined and a fluorescent reporter system
(a fluorescein-based fluorogenic N3 dye) was employed for detecting triazole
cycloreversion. The rupture force of the triazole unit was 0.46 ± 0.16 nN
and is thus clearly lower than covalent bonds within the polymeric linker
(Frup = 0.93 ± 0.17 nN ). The desired fluorescence increase resulting from the
reaction of the fluorogenic N3 dye with the released strained alkyne, however,
could not be detected. This is most likely the result of the rather small fluorescence increase upon triazole formation so that single molecule fluorescence
detection was not possible. Clear proof of a strained alkyne as scission product
is consequently lacking so far.
Latent catalysts, that become activated when exposed to a force higher than
a threshold force, perfectly combine self-reporting and self-healing properties.
The catalyst can convert a fluorogenic substrate into a fluorescent product
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and at the same time catalyze a reaction facilitating material repair. A potential latent mechanocatalyst, based on a carbene-isothiocyanate adduct, is
described in chapters 6 and 7. A combination of experimental and simulation
methods was applied to investigate if mechanical force is able to break the
carbene-isothiocyanate bond and liberate the catalytically active carbene. As
free carbenes catalyze transesterification reactions a fluorogenic reporter system
can easily be designed.
Using AFM force spectroscopy, the activation force was determined to be
Frup = 0.69 ± 0.56 nN (chapter 7) and COGEF (Constrained Geometries simulate an External Force) DFT calculations confirmed the desired rupture position
(chapter 6). The same isothiocyanate-carbene adduct was studied previously
using ultrasound as force tool. In contrast to the AFM experiments, the ultrasound experiments could not confirm mechanical scission within the latent
catalyst. The main difference between these experiments is the timescale, i.e.
the rate at which the force is applied to the molecule. Whereas the molecule
is stretched on the order of seconds with the AFM, the force is applied at a
rate of 108 faster in ultrasound. Clearly, kinetic effects play a role on these
different time scales. When the molecule is stretched slowly (AFM) the system
has enough time to change its conformation and follow the energetically most
favorable pathway towards bond dissociation. Upon rapid stretching (ultrasound), the system is forced along a pathway with a higher energy barrier.
Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations (chapter 6), where the molecule is
stretched rapidly, confirm this hypothesis strongly suggesting that the rupture
pathway and consequently the rupture force and rupture position depend on
the loading rate of the experiment.
Chapter 8 highlights the most important conclusions derived from the characterization of these two mechanophores. Although mechanophores can be
comparably small (∼ 20 atoms), they may possess a high degree of complexity.
In the case of the triazole system, mechanically facilitated cycloreversion requires the rupture of two bonds and the direction of the applied force is critical
for the experimental outcome. The carbene-isothiocyanate mechanocatalyst
follows different pathways through the energy landscape, depending on the
loading rate. The work presented in this thesis contributes to understanding
the molecular mechanism of mechanophore activation, yielding important new
information for a more rational design of molecular force sensors. It further
highlights the power of single molecule methods for the characterization of
molecular force sensors, especially when applied in combination with other
mechanical testing methods and potentially a fluorescence readout.

Samenvatting
Intelligente materialien kunnen hun eigenschappen als gevolg van een externe
stimulus in een wel gedefinieerde manier veranderen. Een stimulus kan zijn
kracht, vochtigheid, pH, electrische of magnetische velden. Dit proefschift
focusseert op de moleculaire bestanddelen van kracht sensitieve materialen.
Deze zo genoemde mechanophoren zijn moleculaire bouwstenen die op kracht in
een goed gedefinieerde manier reageren, waardoor de materiaal eigenschappen
verandert worden. Vooral kunnen mechanophoren ook zelf-rapporterende en
zelf-helende eigenschappen aan een materiaal overdragen.
De moleculaire mechanismen van mechanophore activatie te verstaan is de sleutel tot succesvol design en applicatie van deze veelbelovende moleculaire kracht
sensoren. Om een mechanophore als moleculaire kracht sensor te gebruiken
moet zijn activatie kracht zijn gekalibreert. Hoofdstuk 1 geeft een overzicht
van de experimentele technieken die geschikt zijn voor de mechanische karakterisatie van mechanophoren op het niveau van enkele moleculen. Enkel molecuul
kracht spectroscopie is een sterke techniek om direct de moleculaire kracht
uit te lezen die nodig is om een mechanophore te aktiveren. Gecombineerd
met fluorescentie mikroskopie, mechanophore activatie kan in principe optisch
worden gedetecteerd en tegen een goed gedefinieerde mechanische stimulus
worden gekalibreert.
Een aantal verschillende mechanophoren zijn in de laatste jaren ontwikkelt, die
een mechanische stimulus (kracht) in een optisch signaal (licht) omwandeln.
Zo kan de kracht direct optisch worden uitgelezen. Hoofdstuk 2 geeft een
overzicht over de design basis van deze tot nu toe bekende en gekalibreerde
moleculaire kracht sensoren en diskuteerd hun potentiaal voor biologische of
materiaal wetenschappelijke applicaties. Moleculaire kracht sensoren kuunen
grof worden opgesplitst in de volgende categorieën:
i) FRET sensoren gebruiken polymeren of eiwit structuren die hun structuur
veranderen als gevolg van een kracht stimulus, zo dat de FRET efficientie
wordt verandert.
ii) kracht die direct op een fluorophore werkt kan zijn structuur en/of
photophysische eigenschappen veranderen.
iii) de mechanische stimulus zet een reaktieve species vrij die kan reageren
met fluorophores, en dus de fluorescentie veranderen.
iv) een latente katalyst wordt door de kracht geactiveerd.
Het doel van deze proefschrift was de gedetailleerde moleculaire charakterisatie
van twee potentiele molekulaire kracht sensoren. Om dit doel te bereiken
moest eerst een gekombineerd kracht-fluorescentie mikroskoop worden gebouwd.
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Daarvoor werd een commercieel AFM (atomisch kracht mikroskoop) met een
eigens gebouwd optisch (TIRF) mikroskoop gecombineerd (hoofdstuk 3). Om
tegelijkertijd beide technieken met maximale resolutie te kunnen gebruiken
moest bijvoorbeeld het trillingsgevoelige AFM los staan van de trillingen die
veroorzaakt worden door het TIRF mikroskoop scherp te stellen. Andersom
moet het licht van de AFM laser uitegefilterd worden zodat het niet op de
kamera van het TIRF mikroskoop valt en het TIRF beeld verstoort. Door het
objektief vast te zetten en in plaats daarvan de camera beweegbar op een rail
te monteren kan het TIRF worden scherp gestelt zodat bijna geen trillingen die
het AFM bereiken worden veroorzaakt. Op die manier werd geen verschil in
de resoltuie van het AFM voor gelijktijdige en opeenvolgende operatie met het
TIRF vastgesteld. De resolutie van het TIRF om enkele moleculen te kunnen
detecteren werd getestet terwijl het AFM laser was uit of aan en terwijl de
AFM cantilever was in contact met het sampel of opgetrokken. In alle gevallen
werden enkele fluorophores gedetekteerd.
Het werd voorgesteld dat Cu(I)-gekatalyseerd azide-alkyn [3+2] cyclo-additie
is mechanisch reversibel en dat de gevoormde [1,2,3]-triazol de uitgangs materialen terug geeft wanneer het mechanisch uit mekaar wordt getrokken. De
zo gevoormde alkyn kan potentieel met een fluorogene azide reageren, zo dat
het de eigenschappen van een zelf-rapporterend materiaal heeft. Omdat de
aanwezigheid van koper vereist is kan de triazol zich niet zelf terug vormen (zelfhelen) onder typische omgevings eigenschappen. Een mogelijke alternatieve
zijn triazoles gevormd van ringgespannen alkynen (SPAAC reacties), die in
de afwezigheid van koper vormen. In (hoofdstuk 4) wordt de mechanische
reversibiliteit van verschillende SPAAC reacties met behulp van computer simulaties (DFT) gestudeert. De mechanische stabiliteit van de triazol ring-systemen
is lager dan eerder gestudeerde covalente bindingen in lineaire molecuul keten,
zodat mechanisch geinduceerde cycloreversibiliteit in principe mogelijk is. Voor
alle moleculen getest was de richting van de kracht belangrijk: in ’unzipping’
richting cycloreversie is waarschijnlijker dan in ’unshearing’ richting.
In hoofdstuk 5 werd het veelbelovensde gespannen alkyn (DiBenzoAzaCyclooctyl, DIBAC) experimenteel gekaraktiseerd. Met behulp van het AFMTIRF mikroskoop werd de kracht nodig om de triazol ring door te breken
gemeten en een fluorogene reporter systeem werd gebruikt om de triazol reformatie te detecteren. De doorbreek kracht van het triazol was 0.46 ± 0.16 nN
en is dus duidelijk lager dan de kracht nodig dan de covalente bonden in het
linker polymeer te breken (Frup = 0.93 ± 0.17 nN ). De gewenste fluorescentie
intensiteits verhoging, resulterend uit de reaktie van fluorogene azides met de
gevoormde gespannen alkyn, kon helaas niet worden gedetekteerd. Dit komt
meest waarschijnlijk vanwegen het relatief kleine intensiteisverhoging tijdens
triazol formatie, zodat enkele fluorescerende moleculen niet konden worden
gedetekteerd. De formatie van een gespannen alkyn na het doorbreken van de
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triazol ring kon dus niet worden eenduidig bewezen tot nu toe.
Latente katalysten, die geactiveerd worden nadat een bepalde kracht op hun
werkte, bieden een perfekte kombinatie van zelt-rapporterende en zelf-helende
eigenschappen. Het katalyst kan fluorogene substraten in fluorescerende producten omwandeln en tegelijkertijd een chemische reaktie starten die tot materiaal heling leidt. Een potentiele latente machano-katalyst, gebaseerd op een
carbeen-isothiocyanaat, wordt in hoofdstukken 6 en 7 gestudeert. Met behulp
van experimenten en simulaties werd onderzocht of de carbeen-isothiocyanaat
binding door het aanleggen van kracht kan worden gebroken en het katalytisch
aktieve carbeen wordt vrij gezet. Omdat carbeen transesterificatie reacties
katalyseerd kunnen makkelijk fluorogene reporter systemen worden gebruikt.
Met behulp van AFM kracht spectroskopie werd een brekings kracht van
Frup = 0.69 ± 0.56 nN gemeten (hoofdstuk 7) en COGEF (Constrained Geometries simulate an External Force) DFT simulaties konden de gewenste
doorbreek positie bevestigen (hoofdstuk 6). Hetzelfde isothiocyanaat-carbeen
addukt was eerder al gestudeert, waar ultrasone trillingen werden gebruikt
om een kracht aan te leggen. Anders dan met de AFM experimenten kon
met de ultrasone trillingen geen breking binnen het latente katalyst worden
gedetekteerd. Het grootste verschil tussen deze twee technieken is de tijdschaal
waarop de kraacht is aangelegt. Terwijl in het AFM de kracht wordt aangelegt
gedurende seconden, gebeurd dit een faktor 108 sneller met ultrasone trillingen.
Kinetische effecten zijn te verwachten bij zo’n, groot verschil van de tijdschaal.
Tijdens het langzaam uit mekaar trekken (AFM) heeft het molekuul voldoende
tijd om zijn geometrie aan te passen en zich altijd in de toestand met de laagste
energie te bevinden totdat de binding breekt. Daarentegen kan het molecuul
zich niet altijd in de evenwichts toestand bevinden wanneer het heel snel wordt
getrokken (ultrasone trillingen). Het systeem moet dus een pad met hogere
energie barriere volgen. Molecular Dynamics (MD) (hoofdstuk 6) simulaties
simuleren beter het rapide uit mekaar trekken en bevestigen de hypothese van
een alternatieve pad met hogere energie, en dus dat de brekings kracht en
dus ook de brekings positie afhankelijk is van de tijdschaal waarop er aan het
molecuul wordt getrokken.
Hoofdstuk 8 accentueers de meest belangrijke conclusies van de voorafgaande
charakterisatie van deze twee mechanophoren. Terwijl mechanophoren vergelijbaar klein zijn (∼ 20 atomen), kunnen ze toch over een hoog graad aan
complexiteit beschikken. In het geval van het triazool systeem vereist mechanische activatie het breken van twee bindingen en de richting van de kracht is van
groot belang voor de experimentele uitkomst. Het carbeen-isothiocyanaat volgt
verschillende paden door het energielandschap, afhankelijk van de snelheid,
waarmee de kracht werkt. Het werk beschreven in dit proefschift draagt bij
aan een beter verstaan van de moleculaire mechanismen van mechanophore
aktivatie en levert belangrijke informatie voor een meer rationeel design van
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moleculaire kracht sensoren. Daarnast laat dit proefschrift het potentieel
van enkel molekuul technieken voor de karakterisatie van moleculaire kracht
sensoren, in het bijzonder wanneer gecombineerd met andere mechanische
toetsingsmethoden en fluorescentie, uitkomen.
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